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my pain fits in the palm of your freezing hand (my ivy grows)
by maisy_daisy

Summary

“Ridiculous, his behavior.” Day’s voice, clear now that Aaron’s pressed so close to the door,
holding his breath lest he miss something with the rattle of his lungs. “I fear there’s nothing
to be done most days.”

“It’s shameful.” Matt says, tone agreeing. “After all we’ve done for him. You, more than
anyone.”

“Every day,” Day’s voice continuing, “I’m tempted to let him go.”

~ ~ ~

After being disowned from his family and watching his twin brother murder their mother,
Aaron Minyard is cast upon the dirty streets of Palmetto, orphaned and lonely. But when a
tragic chance occurrence leads to his meeting the famous solicitor Kevin Day and his
husband, the wealthy Matthew "Matt" Boyd, Aaron catches a new lease on life as a hired
servant for the Day-Boyd estate. But when the news breaks that his outlaw brother has been
captured and set to be executed, Aaron must reconsider all that he knows and feels for his
brother. That, along with the tangled desires beginning to grow like ivy for the two men who
saved him.

Well, assuming he doesn't get fired first.

Notes

cw: implied/refernces of canon-typical violence and abuse thru/o the fic, especially regarding
tilda's treatment of aaron and andrew's following response. sexual content appears a couple of
times thru/o, but nothing overly explicit.

dedicated to my wonderful friend moony, thank u for being as excited for this "started-as-a-
crack-ship-is-now-my-comfort-ship" as i am <33

See the end of the work for more notes

http://archiveofourown.org/users/maisy_daisy/pseuds/maisy_daisy


If It’s All in My Head Tell Me Now

Aaron Minyard wakes up every day wondering if it’ll be his last.

Well, not his last day waking up, per se. But his last day waking up under these cotton sheets,
in this too-soft mattress, behind those just translucent enough satin curtains. A bed he doesn’t
belong in. A house he doesn’t fit in. A family he’s not even a part of.

But that’s the trouble with his job. Or, rather, the point of it. To serve those greater than he,
those more accomplished and better fit for society. Better than he could ever be, at least.

So every morning, he wakes up. 

He does his job. Well, he might add.

And he pushes the thought of tomorrow aside before he drives himself insane. 

“Good morning,” Katelyn Harris greets him as she does every morning. And like every
morning, Aaron returns her smile and begins preparing the breakfast platters for their
masters.

Aaron began working for Master Boyd and Master Day a few months after Katelyn. It didn’t
take the pair long to form an alliance filled with as much platonic affection as the amount of
hard work they put into their job. Employment opportunities had been scarce since the end of
the War a few years prior, and Aaron was too lucky with his current engagement to ever
consider slacking, much less actually.

Then again, there was a lot more than luck at play when Master Day found Aaron all that
time ago. The young man had nearly been trapped under a carriage wheel and too numb from
his mother’s public display of disowning him only weeks prior to care much about the ugly,
twisted form of his ankle trapped under metal. Living homeless in such a rambunctious city
like Palmetto was only bound to run into troubles like this. Aaron almost welcomed it, almost
hoped the carriage that had stumbled over his foot had instead stumbled over him— 

“What’s with the frown?” Katelyn nudges his elbow where she prepares an identical platter
of eggs and buttered toast next to him. Where Aaron goes to brew black coffee for Master
Day, Katelyn pours a cup of Earl Grey for Boyd. “You seem ill.”

Aaron lifts his head to stare out one of the kitchen’s open windows, an idyllic countryside
view meeting his eyes. The Boyd-Day residence is located just outside the city’s lines, just
far enough from the smoke and crowds to be reminded that air is not necessarily suffocating. 

“Just tired,” he tells Katelyn before turning with his tray and heading for the stairs. Although
he cannot run from her—he can not even ascend the stairs quickly thanks to his permanently
troubled leg—for of course she follows behind with the other tray, she allows the matter to
drop.



Passing one of the wall mirrors on the second lading, Aaron catches sight of what Katelyn
must see. Sunken cheeks, pale skin (more so than usual—while the sun never did warm up to
him, this new shade is simply ridiculous), and not to mention his ever ragged frame. Tilda
would always remark that Aaron was more bones than boy, and nearly a year after being free
of her, her words still hit hard.

Like usual, Katelyn knocks on their masters’ door, Aaron keeping his eyes appropriately
downcast when the familiar affirmation permits their entrance. Mornings are always routine,
though Aaron can not always expect what he’ll be met with at this particular point of day.
Somedays Katelyn and he enter with their masters’ respective meals, only for Master Day to
be long gone without a forewarning, some urge, some ambition, propelling him to either his
office, or to the courthouse where he works, or to the back acres of the manor. Other days the
pair will enter, and Master Boyd will already be dressing himself, he and his husband in the
middle of some light hearted banter despite the sun not yet woken.

And then other days, the rarest days of all but no less present, Katelyn and Aaron will open
the chamber door, only to find neither of their masters out of bed, instead tangled between
each other and their sheets. And the blushed servants will realize they must have mistaken a
certain command for permission to enter the room, before quickly slamming the door shut
once more on the two lovers. 

Those days, Aaron has a lot more trouble keeping his gaze averted.

But today is thankfully a reprieve. For when Master Boyd signals them in, he is already
dressed and seated on the corner chaise, conversing amicably with Day who still lay in bed,
an opened book in the latter’s hands. They exchange pleasantries with Katelyn and Aaron,
thanking each as their breakfast is laid out. It’s business as usual. It’s routine. 

Until it’s not.

“Aaron,” Matt says after the two servants bow their leave. Aaron would, of course, never call
his master by his given name out loud, much less his nickname. But to simply think such was
his own guilty pleasure, of sorts. His way of pretending that he, Aaron, could ever be
important enough to another to be privileged—humbled—with such another’s name on his
lips. Like a hymn. Like a prayer. “Stay, for just a moment.”

Aaron starts but can only nod. It’s not like he can argue or disobey an order, no matter how
polite its framing. 

His masters exchange a look Aaron can’t read. Once the door is closed behind Katelyn, the
woman flickering a curious look at Aaron as she departs, Boyd continues, “Is there
something wrong? You seem unwell.”

He remembers the face reflected back in the mirror. Aaron’s never looked particularly great,
but even today, he’s a sorry sight. 

“Not at all, sir.” Aaron forces his lips to twitch upward, just enough to look genuine, if
perhaps a bit abashed. “I feel slightly under the weather, but nothing some tea and rest won’t
fix.”



Master Day or, Kevin, as Aaron whispers to himself when no one but the devil can hear him,
raises an unimpressed brow. Aaron flushes under the man’s gaze. Both his masters are good
men, better than most even, but there is a sharpness, a refinery to Day that is absent in Boyd. 

“Sleep alone is not nearly enough to raise the dead,” Kevin comments. “And you look quite
close to it. What ails you?”

The picture of that first meeting comes to Aaron’s mind yet again. Master Day—who had not
been his master at the time, of course, but even in memory Aaron regards him as such—
calling for his partner, he and Boyd managing to lift the carriage’s wheel off Aaron’s injured
ankle. Aaron, staring blank-faced, tears he didn’t remember shedding though the pain became
obvious minutes later, shrinking from their helping hands when they both tried to pull him
further off the street. 

“Get away from me,” Aaron had gasped when they once again reached out to help him.
Dazed and numb and so utterly broken in more ways than one, Aaron couldn’t distinguish
enemy from friend. “Don’t touch me.”

“You came close to death, boy,” Matthew Boyd had told him. His face was gentle unlike his
tone, so ripe with concern rather than anger. It was a queer dichotomy for someone like
Aaron who had only ever known the coupling of harsh countenances and even harsher words.
“Let someone help you, at least to study your leg.”

“I’m fine,” Aaron had spat. Literally. There was so much blood in his mouth from biting
through his tongue—when he did that, he wasn’t sure. But either way, the sight of his
mangled leg along with the blood trickling out his mouth was enough to do Aaron in for
good. There was already a crowd formed, many who’d watched the entire scene take place in
morbid fascination. But only two from the crowd had cared to step forward and do
something. 

“Fine?” Kevin Day had repeated. “You need a hospital—“

“No.” Aaron had shaken his head violently. Once upon a time, Aaron dreamed of becoming a
doctor, one of the renowned hospital physicians who lived to serve the sick and broken. But
Tilda had beaten that idea out of his head years ago. How could a relentlessly sick man ever
heal another? How could an ever broken boy mend his brothers?

“It’s not a matter of choice,” Boyd had growled. Almost physically growled, like a beast. To
this day, that first meeting was the most heated Aaron had ever seen his master. 

“Aaron.”

Aaron blinks away the memory to find both his masters staring at him like they’re waiting for
something. Oh, right. Kevin had asked him a question. Right?

“I’m sorry,” Aaron says with a grimace. “I didn't hear what you said. I—“

“Aaron,” Matthew cuts in. He’s frowning, concerned, like that day on the street when Aaron
had confessed he couldn’t afford a hospital visit, even for—no, especially for—a broken



ankle. “I know that we are your masters, but humor us, for a single minute, and consider we
aren’t just your employers. Stop telling us what you think we want to hear, and tell us the
truth: what ails you?”

We. 

Us. 

And then: you.

We are your masters, but humor us, for a single minute, and consider we aren’t just your
employers.

But why? What would be the point? From the moment Kevin and Matthew disregarded all of
Aaron’s protests and not only brought him to the hospital, but paid for the services and splints
for him without a second thought, Aaron knew he’d do whatever he could to spend the rest of
his life—however long, though most likely short—repaying them. They tried refusing his
wishes of service, of course. They’re good men, Aaron knows, better than most men, a
mantra he’s long since inscribed upon his heart’s cage. They didn’t need repayment,
physically speaking, which was evident enough through their family name and wealth to
match. They didn’t want Aaron feeling indebted to them. Anyone with a soul would’ve done
what they could to help the mangled orphaned boy in the streets. 

But Aaron was relentless, much like his brother, though Aaron refuses to think much about
that. He hasn’t heard from Andrew since…

Aaron’s eyes fall shut against his will.

Since…

His head spins.

“Aaron.” Matt is faster than Day, though the latter is out of bed and by their sides in seconds.
Aaron, without meaning to (well, surely, who would mean to do such a thing?), had fallen to
the ground, more in on himself than out. The ankle he’d broken healed months before but it
still troubles him, and while it’s not the culprit this time for his fall, it’s an easy scapegoat.
Aaron instinctively grabs for the limb and fakes a scowl at it, though truly, it doesn’t even
twinge. 

“Let me see. This is the bother?” Matthew asks him, reaching for Aaron’s leg though pausing
until Aaron nods his allowance. 

“I think I slept on it wrong,” Aaron mumbles. 

“I reckon you slept wrong all over,” Kevin returns, and if Aaron was pale as death before, at
least the color of fire blooms in his cheeks at that remark. “Why don’t you take the day off
and rest?”

“Rest?” Aaron scowls before remembering who he’s talking to. He does his best to relax his
expression (how successful he is, he’s not quite sure) and grudgingly accepts Matt’s hand



helping him up. He tries not to miss the feeling of another’s skin on his own when Boyd lets
his hand go, but some lies are not quite deceptive. “I thought you don’t believe in rest.”

Thankfully, Kevin hears the humorous undertone and cracks a smile. Aaron firmly believes
the man looks incredible when he smiles, unbearably so. Perhaps it’s safer that such moments
are not an often occurrence, though the man’s long hours and stress of work is a sorry reason
for such refrain. 

“My rest and your rest are two different matters,” Kevin tells him pointedly, though his eyes
soften once more. If Aaron could die with one view in front of him, it would be his masters’
eyes directed his way, like the sun embracing Icarus, a noble fall.

But, no. That’s not right. Not for Aaron. His fall, like his brother, his mother, the long line of
his cursed ancestors, knew nothing but a ghastly fall, never noble. Oh, like the crucified
Yeshua, fallen three times on the road to Calvary, Aaron stumbles along through stage to
stage of his life’s act. Fallen from grace the first time, that unholy birth to a woman never fit
to mother. Fallen a second, away from his family, disgraced and disowned by the woman who
reared him, cast away as much as he cast himself out from that demon of a brother. Fallen a
third time, onto the road, in front of that carriage, still not sure if his stumble was accidental
or…

London bridge is falling down, falling down, falling down…

A nursery rhyme the children used to sing, skipping hand in hand in circles until they
inevitably toppled over. The memory rises, unbidden, to Aaron’s mind, and he wonders if he
too is destined to fall like the great London road leading back to Rome eternal. How he’s
fallen so many times, and how he continues to fall, every time since he sold his soul to these
two men. They didn’t ask for his soul, but Aaron was more than willing to part with it.

He closes his eyes again, briefly. He’s just so tired. 

But for all his loyalty and shame, Aaron cannot bring himself to answer the simplest, most
brutal of questions his masters asked of him. What ails you? 

It’s not like they would know. Aaron never offered the entire truth, and he has no plans to
ever. What is past and gone is passed on. In the grand scheme of things, neither does what
happened matter. Maybe to Aaron, but not to anyone else. Certainly not to his masters.

Why would, after all, they care about another nameless orphan? The world has enough
wandering children for anyone else to spend time lamenting those poor ghosts. 

The irony is thick on his tongue, tasting of blood. Aaron barely slept a wink last night thanks
to those ghosts. Well, one ghost in particular. 

Even if Andrew were still alive, who’s to say that would be a good thing?

The last time Aaron saw Andrew…

The last time he saw his brother…



Exhaustion weighs him down along with the memories, the past (not so gone, not quite
passed on) flooding his vision. Andrew standing over Tilda, the shotgun still in his hands.
The crowd gathering to peel him away, to drag him to the gallows. The crowd’s cheers, as
bloodthirsty as they were revolted.

Hang him, they screamed. 

Draw him, they cried.

Quarter him, they begged.

A typical Friday afternoon occurrence. 

It was only later, as Aaron stumbled, alone and hungry through the streets, that he learned his
brother was not, in fact, killed. The news was hard to miss, seeing as every newsboy in the
city was trying to sell papers with his twin’s face on the cover. Andrew had escaped the
prison he’d been thrown in to await trial, through means of which Aaron could not even
attempt to guess. 

And that was exactly how it came to be that a carriage plowed right into a dumbly shocked
Aaron.

Fifty dollars. Five. Zero. That was the sum awarded to Aaron in apology for the carriage
driver’s mistaking of Aaron to be his doppelganger. As accidental (or not) it was of Aaron
stepping in the path of the carriage, the carriage driver was, in fact, aiming for the person he
believed to be the Minyard with a five hundred dollar bounty on his head--dead or alive.
Only a birthmark on the underside of Aaron’s chin proved his innocence. To their credit,
Kevin and Matt hadn’t even known much about the wanted Andrew Minyard charged with
matricide, and they didn’t care when Aaron explained to them that he was related to the
killer.

It feels so long ago. It feels day ago. 

But goddamnit.

It’s been a year.

An entire year, to this day, since he saw his brother.

Since he had proof, real, concrete proof, that he belonged to someone.

Well, ‘belonging’ to Andrew Minyard is a far reach. No one belongs to Andrew Minyard, and
he is certainly not a man you would ever want to belong to. But big picture wise, the fact of
the matter, is that in a way, yes, Aaron belonged to his brother, only in the way that blood
belongs to blood, that twins, reared in the same womb, belong to the flesh that carried them.
That Aaron had a family, at one point in time. 

That they were a horribly rubbish family is another matter.



He couldn’t sleep last night. He wishes he had, because thinking all this is is nothing but a
drain.

Aaron cannot tell his masters any of this. They have been unbearably gracious since the very
first day their paths crossed. And ever since, allowing Aaron into their home, affording him a
job--a stable one at that, with a roof over his head and three meals a day--and never treating
Aaron lesser like he objectively should be. How ungrateful, how scandalous, to bemoan his
brother’s absence. To complain in the faces of the people who no doubt are the reason Aaron
is even still alive. Shameful.

“He is right,” Matt says. Aaron's train of thought becomes jumbled with the present exchange
and for a second he is left wide-eyed, ashamed, momentarily dumbfounded that his master
read his mind. But of course that is not the case and he remembers quickly enough of Kevin’s
previous comment.

“Take today off and rest yourself,” Matt continues. He lifts a hand and briefly cradles the side
of Aaron’s cheek, like one might do to comfort a child. With the starling size differences
between him and his masters (honestly, it’s quite ridiculous. Even Katelyn is taller than he),
Aaron is once again left feeling small, out of place, yet never dare to yearn for anything else.
That is, at least not until he is once again alone and has only himself for company. “You work
hard as always, too hard. You deserve a break.”

“Work too hard,” Kevin repeats with a short laugh. “Now that I don’t believe is possible.”

“Hush, you,” Matthew says, but Aaron notices the gleam in his master’s eye (not directed at
him this time, because of course, such a heat would never be reserved for a man like him)
when he looks at his husband. The secret language of lovers, never spoken, painfully loud.
Aaron is promptly overcome with the sense of intrusion, not for the first time feeling out of
place. Perhaps he did die when that carriage hit him, and his life ever since has been nothing
but a purgatory, endlessly torn between desire and loneliness and want and isolation.  

“Thank you for your generosity. I will retire now, if you need nothing else from me,” Aaron
somehow finds the will to say, if flatly. Ever formal. Ever careful. How he wanted so much to
be a doctor once, how well that precision of his would have come in handy. Flawless,
faultless, this morning notwithstanding. 

“I believe Katelyn mentioned she was going into town for some goods,” Kevin says. “I will
have her bring back a pain cream for your leg.” Unlike Matthew, he doesn’t touch Aaron, but
his gaze alone, those juniper eyes illuminating a deep, vast forest, is warmer than any other
touch. He’s well known in the city and surrounding areas for his legislative prowess,
commanding the courts as well as his own household. Once again, Aaron is not mournful to
be subject to such a man. Most days—nay, all times, though Aaron struggles to even admit
such to himself—he wishes to be even more subject, in many ways. 

But Aaron is a servant. And a servant he shall be to repay the graciousness of the two men he
credits his life. It’s not enough, and he fears it never will be, but he does what he must. 

“Thank you, sir,” he tells Kevin Day. Ever formal. Ever careful.



Even though he wishes to say, 

It’s no bother. I have borne worse pains than this. 

I will bear you too. 

Shameful.



Everybody Wonders What It Would Be Like To Love You

Chapter Notes

cw: slight sexual content about a third of the way thru

“You’re going to kill it.”

It’s a Saturday afternoon, the sun bright and the breeze homely. Katelyn has a basket of
washed clothes at her hip where she stands correcting Aaron’s attempts at pruning.

Mister Jeremy Knox, the estate’s hired gardener, has been out sick with a cold for the better
part of the week. And while not much has needed tending to within that time, some of the
Hedera vines along the arbors and trellises have begun to grow wild. Aaron’s doing his best
to trim up the sweet ivy, but he fears Katelyn may be right. He’s cut back on too many of the
branches, leaving gaps and too few leaves left in several areas. 

“You give it a try if you think this is easy,” he shoots back from the top of the wooden ladder
he stands on, leaning precariously over to where he’s been plucking at some stray leaves. 

“I never said it was easy.” Katelyn rolls her eyes. “Just that you’re miserable with a shear.”

Aaron huffs but chuckles all the same. His mood has tampered over the past few weeks with
the coming of fall, leaving him more mellow than the previous summer sting. “And you’re
miserable with your words,” he says. 

Katelyn barks a laugh and mimes pushing the ladder over with her free hand. He makes a
face at her, tongue stuck out, and she grins. 

Deciding there’s not much more he can cut, lest he decimate the entire plant and ruin Knox’s
easy spirit the next time the gardener arrives for work, Aaron puts away his tools and makes
to go back inside. He wipes a sheen of sweat from his forehead with his sleeve and wonders
if there is any chilled lemonade left over from the morning. Stuck in his thoughts, he almost
runs directly into Katelyn where she’s exiting the side doorway with another basket. This
one’s empty of clothes, those now having been hung up on the rack outside to dry.

“Where you off to?” He asks her. 

She jostles the basket at her side and straightens her afternoon hat with her other hand. The
movement draws attention to the ring on her forefinger, the sun’s rays catching a small ruby
stone Aaron’s never noticed before. “Madame Dobson’s. Jack’s driving me down.”  

Aaron raises a brow. “What for? Is she sick?”



“Oh not at all,” she waves him off. “She’s letting me have some apples from her orchard. I’m
hoping to make a fresh batch of cider cakes for Master Day’s conference on Monday.”

While not frequent, Kevin and Matt hold evening socials and attend the occasional weekend
cocktail. Due to Kevin’s well known competence in the courts and his husband’s renowned
automobile manufacturing company, socials are mandatory to keep up appearances. Katelyn
enjoys organizing the festivities, and Boyd is more than happy to play famous for the night.
Aaron and Kevin, on the other hand, do what they must to fulfill their respective roles,
though Day and he have shared many the dry jokes over the type of people who’ve attended
such gatherings—and more namely, the types Kevin and Boyd have had to grudgingly put up
with on a daily basis. 

“Didn’t you go to the market this morning?” Aaron says. “Why not get some apples there?”
He laughs, “Poor Jack, having to chauffeur you around town.” 

Katelyn rolls her eyes. “There were none left by the time I arrived. And it would be quite
rude to dismiss Madame Dobson’s more than generous offer.”

Aaron frowns at her explanation. One, the market never runs out of apples. Two, Katelyn left
for the market just after dawn. There wouldn’t have been enough time or people for anything
to come close to selling out. But rather than try to make sense of the woman, he simply
shrugs and bids her goodbye. 

“Oh, Aaron,” Katelyn calls right before he closes the door. He quirks a brow for her to
continue. “I just remembered. I’d put a kettle on the stove earlier, it should be done by now.
Would you bring it up to Master Day in his office?” 

Now it’s Aaron’s turn to roll his eyes. They both know darn well she hadn’t forgotten, but the
excuse is good as any to get out of bringing Kevin tea when he’s in his office. Always caught
up in work, Kevin either barely acknowledges their presence when they enter, or he holds
them metaphorically hostage with a long rant concerning some ineptitude around his
workplace that has Aaron and Katelyn near falling asleep from boredom. In hindsight, the
former option is a blessing. 

“If I say no,” he says, only half joking, “will you come inside and deliver his tea yourself?”

Instead of answering, Katelyn grins wickedly and turns on her heel. Aaron shakes his head.
“If he ropes me into court drama, you owe me,” he calls out to her before closing the door.

After washing the dirt off his hands and cleaning his face, Aaron makes his way into the
kitchen. Sure enough, the kettle is hissing on the stove. He takes it off and finishes the
mundane, yet calming, routine of making sure the Darjeeling has properly steeped before
pouring it into a cup.

He doesn’t think of the many times Tilda used to pour water like this on him when she was in
her moods. Even if he still bears scars on his lower neck that he hides with his collar, or on
his wrists that his sleeves cover, he doesn’t think. He can’t risk the consequences of falling
down that rabbit hole.



“Polly put the kettle on,” he sings to himself instead, a tune Kate always hums, to drown out
the echoes of Tilda’s yells. “Polly put the kettle on, and let’s drink tea.”

Katelyn made quite a large batch, so he pours himself his own cup, with their still being
enough leftover for at least two more servings. Perhaps Matthew would want a cup. Aaron
remembers seeing his other master talking to Kevin in the library a couple hours ago, but
hasn’t seen him since. Possibly he went for a ride, as he sometimes does on the weekend.

Aaron continues to hum to himself as he sets a second cup of tea on a platter with the first, in
the chances of passing Boyd. After adding the proper amounts of cream and sugar for Matt
and one cube of sugar for Kevin, he hoists the platter and turns to make his way toward the
office.

“God help Kate if I’m lectured to for an hour,” Aaron mutters. He’s lost track of the amount
of times he’s had to listen to Kevin vent about some inane apprentice or insufferable judge
that couldn’t tell his gavel from his dick just because he came to deliver Kevin something at
just the right-wrong time—

“Goddamnit. I don’t…”

Aaron stops a few feet away from the study, just out of sight from the open archway. Faintly,
he hears Day’s voice. It sounds like he’s talking to someone, though Aaron has also lost track
of the times he’s walked in on his master having, what seemed like, full on arguments with
himself. Perhaps he’s conversing with his husband?

“Relax, love.” 

There it is, Boyd’s voice for sure. Aaron strains his ear, trying to hear better. He knows he
shouldn’t eavesdrop, but nor does he want to walk in and potentially interrupt a serious
conversation. “You’ve been working too hard.”

“No, I’ve been—oh fuck, Matty.”

Aaron freezes. That sounded suspiciously like…

“That’s it, Kev.” Boyd, sounding as calm and assured as ever. God, Aaron wishes he could
see around the corner. “Relax for me.”

There’s no answer from Day—well, at least not words. There’s a low sound, almost like a
groan, but without being able to see anything, Aaron can’t be sure. He takes a cautious step
forward, and another, making sure the platter doesn’t rattle with his movement and alert his
presence. He can’t even imagine the kind of trouble he’d be in if he were caught listening in
on his masters like this. 

“I can’t do this right now,” he hears Kevin say after a moment. But something’s off. Day’s
voice sounds shaky, almost…pleading, in a way Aaron has never heard from the man. Just a
few more steps and…



There. Aaron holds his breath and cranes his neck ever so carefully. He can just make out the
interior of the study, helped by the fact there is no door blocking his sight but an open
archway. He sees the office desk first, the rich mahogany, and behind it, an empty chair. So
where…?

Aaron almost drops the platter.

Because on the opposite end of the office, on the low laying sage couch, sits Kevin, Master
Boyd straddling him on the cushions. While the position is certainly interesting enough,
Aaron’s gaze is more focused on the grip Boyd has on Day’s neck, his other hand moving
slowly where it’s shoved down Day’s open trousers.

“Why not?” Boyd’s saying. “After you nearly begged me earlier, I would have thought this
was precisely what you needed.”

“Yes,” Kevin admits. Even from this distance, his eyes look glossed over. “But I can’t.”

“That’s a matter of belief, darling.” Boyd nips at his husband’s lips, sucking the lower half in
his mouth while Kevin’s eyes fall shut. The latter leans in closer despite his protests, and
Aaron is familiar with the death grip Kevin has on Boyd’s hips.

It’s the same grip he has on this goddamn platter. 

He should move. Logically, he knows he should move before they see him. But physically he
can’t. He feels if he takes even one step to the side he’ll topple over with the way his heart is
slamming in its cage, unbalancing him from his roots. 

“You need to take a break,” Boyd says when he pulls away from Kevin’s lips. His hand still
hasn’t stopped it’s damn movement over Day. Aaron doesn’t envy that teasing stroke. At the
same time, he would die a thousand deaths for it too. “You’re digging yourself an early grave
with all these projects. How can you be expected to help anyone if you can’t keep yourself
sane?”

Kevin looks up at Matt with half-lidded eyes. “How am I,” he grits out, “expected to listen to
you when you keep…doing that?”

Aaron can feel the steam from the still hot tea warming his face. That’s what’s making him
sweat as he stands frozen, eyes wide at the scene in front of him. Just the tea, of course.
Obviously. 

“I believe it’s called multi-tasking,” Boyd says idly as if he isn’t teasing his husband past all
reason. “A novel invention. I reckon you try it one day.”

“Oh, you bastard—“ Day ends on a hiss, grabbling at Boyd’s hips as if to pull the man down
with him in his frustration. 

“You love me,” Boyd laughs.

Kevin’s scowling, but his eyes are bright in the only way that one who knows and is known
so intimately can glow. “Unfortunately,” he murmurs. He opens his mouth to add something



more, no doubt another witty retort, but Matt does something then with his wrist that only has
Day bucking up into his hand, a sound so guttural leaving his slips that shocks Aaron back
into motion. The blonde stumbles back, as quietly as he possibly can be, as his heart nearly
breaks its bars while he near runs down the hall.

Shame paints his cheeks. Why did he stay so long? Why did he stay at all? 

But he knows why, he knows why, he knows he is as selfish as he is weak when it comes to
any sighting of a comfort he can not capture. Like the bane-addicted beggars on the street—
what he was so close to becoming—Aaron struggles to leave alone the very thing fated to be
his downfall if he continues along this dangerous road. Watching, wondering, always
wondering, what it would be like to cherish another as he has so often seen his masters
cherish the other. A love so deep it’s easy as breathing, heavy as waking, warmly as autumn
eve. 

Wondering, even worse so, what it would be like to be a cog in the wheels of their
cherishment. Not taking away from one or the other, but growing within, around, in any way
that they would take him. 

Aaron finally drops the platter on the kitchen island, shoulders shaking and breath roughly
stuttering out of him. “Shit,” he whispers and rakes his hands over his face. If they had seen
him watching…

Who cares if they saw? The last shred of integrity within him hisses. It’s you who should be
mortified, having seen and stayed at all. 

He can feel the heat in his face. He doesn’t need a mirror to know he must be aflame. Nor can
he find a way to stop the shake in his hands. It’s more than his shame, though, affecting him
so. No, no…he’s affected much more specifically, much more physically, and the simple
knowledge of that fact has him even more on edge. He’s never felt like this before, before he
came here. He never thought he’d want to feel like this at all. He still doesn’t know if…

“Curse me,” Aaron mutters to himself.

He doesn’t know how long he stands there, pacing back and forth across the kitchen. Surely
neither man will realize he never delivered their tea, for why would they? He considers going
outside to clear his head, or at the very least to distance himself from what he’s more than
aware is occurring just down the hall from him. From the kitchen he can no longer hear his
masters, but in a way the silence makes it worse, allowing Aaron to fill that silence with
thoughts—imaginings—continuing the narrative of what he ran from. 

It must be nearly a half hour later when he hears the sound of footsteps drawing near. Having
resolved to make a fresh pot of tea for the original brew had gone cold, he straightens quick
at the stove and pretends to look busy.

“Oh, Aaron, there you are.”

Aaron tries not to stiffen at the sound of Master Boyd’s easy voice. He nods his head, once,
but does not turn away from the kettle in front of him lest his flushed face give him away. He



clears his throat. “Aye, sir.” 

Just at that moment, the kettle hisses it’s tune and Aaron sighs, relieved. 

“Bless you,” Matt chuckles at the sound. “Kev sent me to fetch tea. I’m afraid I’m no help
making it though. I always burn the leaves.”

Without being able to see the man but out of his periphery, Aaron has no idea how close he’s
being watched. Can his master see the shame under his skin, the vines of envy around his
heart? He picks up the kettle, unable to quell how his hand shakes around the handle.

“Where is Miss Harris?” Matt wonders. He comes up besides Aaron, cocking his head where
he studies the servant. “You don’t usually take her duties."

Aaron can’t stop himself in time. One moment, he’s trying to pour a fresh cup. The next, the
scalding tea is dousing his hand.

“Oh, shit, shit, shit.”

Liquid fire sets his nerves alight and the navy china drops from his hand, hitting the counter
with a hard crack. The kettle too drops like a stone, just narrowly finding the ledge and
missing the drop to the floor. If either had become chipped or broken completely, Aaron
would be last to know as his vision lights up in blinding white.

“Aaron, dear god—“

Boyd’s faster to react than even Aaron. While the blonde can only cradle the screaming hand
to his chest, the skin cherry and ripe, Matt pulls Aaron back from the counter and quickly
prepares a damp cloth. Aaron’s hand flinches, more reactively than anything else, when Boyd
carefully handles his wrist and wraps the cloth around the injured limb.

“When I said you don’t usually take her duties,” Matt says, his tone light but watching Aaron
in concern, “I didn’t mean because this often happens.”

“I’m sorry,” Aaron grits out. He’s near biting a hole in his cheek, the pain a harsh throb even
under the cloth. His eyes water but he blinks quickly. 

Matt shakes his head. “Not sure why you’re apologizing.”

Aaron goes to say something, but just then Kevin enters the room. He stops, takes in the sight
of the fallen cup and spilled tea, before his eyes shoot to Aaron and his husband where they
stay stand in the kitchen’s center. 

Aaron immediately pulls away from Master Boyd. All thoughts and shames of earlier have
but all been forgotten in the sudden mishap, but he does his best to not forget himself. 

“Aaron, come here,” Matt orders at the same time Kevin says, “What on earth happened
here?”

“Just an accident,” his husband answers.



But Aaron says, “I’m sorry.”

“Say it again,” Boyd snaps. Aaron’s eyes widen at the sudden tone, no longer gentle but firm,
like the heat of a wick. “Say you’re sorry once more when you don’t need to be. I’m right
done with it.”

It’s almost humorous, how Aaron chokes on his tongue to not say the forbidden word once
more. But he remains silent, eyes burning along with his hand at the reproach. 

“Better.” Matt huffs and step forward again, holding out the cloth in silent command. Aaron
obeys and gives him his hand, unable to resist the sigh at the cool touch of the cloth once
more. Boyd wraps his own hand around Aaron’s wrist gingerly and turns the limb over,
checking for any other damage. It takes everything within Aaron to not pull away once more
when his master’s gaze lingers on Aaron’s scars, but the threat of further upsetting the man
has him trapped in place.

“We should have some fresh wraps for that,” Kevin comments after inspecting the injury as
well. “I believe Katelyn bought a roll just last week.” He pauses, looking from Aaron to the
fallen kettle as if just realizing what is wrong with the sight. “Where is she?”

Aaron furrows his brows. “Jack brought her over to Madame Dobson,” he reminds.

“What for?” Boyd asks.

“To get apples from the orchard.” Aaron looks between his masters’ confused faces. “Did she
not tell you?” He wonders, incredulous. While they are nothing close to despotic, it’s only
obvious that he and Kate at least give notice of when they leave the manor. 

Boyd frowns. “She did… tell us about Madame Dobson’s offer,” he starts. “But that was
much earlier. I thought she returned with a bundle this morning.”

Aaron blinks, confused, but all their attention is quickly absorbed when a fresh throb of pain
spikes through his hand. He gasps and Kevin nods once, deciding. “I’ll fetch the wraps.
Clean the wound, Matty. I’ll be but a minute.”

“Funny,” Boyd snarks with a smirk, “it is almost as if I were already planning on doing so.
But thank you for the suggestion, dear.”

Before Kevin can reply with a snip of his own, the pair are both cut off guard by the bubble
of laughter that breaks out of Aaron. He sobers immediately, surprised by the reaction as
much as them. But Boyd only grins, happy to see something other than melancholy on the
servant’s face for once, if brief. 

“Are you alright, really?” He asks Aaron when Kevin leaves for the wash room where the
wraps are kept. When he turns to rinse the cloth, Aaron misses the grip Boyd had on his wrist
more than the relief from the burn. 

“Yes, sir.”



Boyd returns to him with the new re-soaked cloth, brow raised in obvious doubt. “Now that
we’ve got the answer you think I want out of the way,” he says flatly, “tell me how you’re
really feeling.”

Aaron struggles to maintain eye contact at Boyd’s directness. The latter folds the cloth back
over Aaron’s hand in a makeshift wrap while the pain tampers to a lesser throb than before. 

“It hurts,” Aaron says, knowing it’s weak even without Matt’s unimpressed expression. 

“Really,” Boyd deadpans. But his touch is gentle and he doesn’t let Aaron’s wrist go, despite
there being no need to remain tied together. 

“Found them. We’ll want the hand to air out a bit, but—“ Day holds up the wraps he’s
retrieved in gesture as he enters the room—“here’s for after. How bad is it?”

“It hurts,” Matt announces, a sarcastic revelation. Aaron can’t really hold it against the man
after his failed attempts at communicating. 

Day passes a curious glance between the two at Matt’s tone. He sets the wraps on the counter,
out of the way of any spilled tea or chipped cup, before crossing over to them. He stands
behind Aaron and reaches around to inspect the hand once more. 

“Yep. That’s rough,” Kevin declares. Matt rolls his eyes. 

Aaron reckons he can more than take care of his own injury, much less the need for the two
men to be so concerned for his sake. But when he goes to tell them so, the words get stuck in
his throat, gravity weighing them down. Gravity and need.

Need to be handled like this, cared for like this. Even if just this once, even if just out of
propriety. 

By the time Katelyn returns a couple hours later, Aaron’s hand has glazed over enough for
the wrap to be tied. The pain has lessened but it twinges back to life every time Aaron flexes
the muscle, even lightly. He tries not to dwell on its familiarity, of all the times he has felt
such a way growing up. 

Though, familiar does not necessarily mean tolerant. For the burns, all the bruises, all the
poison in his past, Aaron has and never will become used to that shock, that sting. Pain is
constant in its surprise. 

“Miss Harris,” Matt greets when the servant enters with a basket of…flowers, lavender  to be
sure, and at the bottom, sure enough, red galas. “Welcome back. If I may ask, where are you
back from?”

Katelyn doesn’t appear fazed by the question. She sets her goods down on a table in the
drawing room and relays exactly what she told Aaron earlier. 

“But you visited the orchards this morning,” Kevin says. He crosses his arms, waiting. 



“That was the original plan,” Katelyn waves vaguely. “But I slept till nearly noon. I’m not
sure what came over me, I could barely get out of bed.”

Boyd’s wondering expression quickly turns concerned. “Are you becoming ill? We can send
for Madame Winifred for a drought.”

“Oh, no,” Katelyn insists. “I’m truly alright. Just a hiccup, is all.”

Kevin gestures toward the basket. “And what of the plant? Lavender does not normally go in
cider cake.”

Katelyn huffs, hands on her hips. “Why, you’re all very curious today,” she says, ever more
comfortable with teasing their masters. “I stumbled upon these lovely roots earlier. They’ll
make a lovely perfume, don’t you think?”

Aaron frowns where he stands quietly in the room’s corner. Lavander doesn’t just…grow
naturally in these parts. But the strangeness of Kate’s answer is quickly forgotten when she
takes sight of Aaron’s bandaged hand and exclaims, “Oh, Aaron! What happened to you?”

“I told you you’d owe me,” Aaron mutters, holding up the limb. He lets her examine it. 

Katelyn gapes. “This is from making tea?”

“Aye.”

He doesn’t have to wait long, expecting what’s coming. Katelyn’s lips quiver before she can
stop herself, and then a bemused laughs breaks from her lips. “How many times have you
made tea, Aaron?” she demands. 

“Kate—“ He sighs.

“Many times,” she laughs again. “I’d think you have learned your lesson at this point.”

The one thing Aaron has to give his friend is her infectious spirit. Despite his own frustration
over the situation, her teasing grin has him quirking a small smile of his own. 

“You,” he says again, taking his hand back, “owe me.”

“For what?” she gestures at him. “You’re lack of grace?”

“Oh, you—“ 

Ten minutes later, they’re still laughing and ribbing each other as they help the other prepare
the evening meal. Kevin and Matt watch the pair from the hall, Aaron’s light smile once more
making an appearance. 

“I wonder,” Matt says after a moment, voice contemplative, “what it would be like…”

He trails off. 



Kevin doesn’t have to guess what he’s talking about as he watches Aaron’s eyes scrunch up,
laughing full body at something Katelyn just said. 

He doesn’t have to guess because he’s thinking the same thing. 



Tell Me I’ve Got It Wrong Somehow

Chapter Notes

cw: more hand gore (sorry!--It's kinda a theme :< )

The days pass. The floorboards creak. The birds more caw than sing and Aaron braces on.

One Sunday in November, a few months since the spectacle Aaron made of himself with the
tea, the four of them are sitting in the drawing room. Kevin and Matthew are sat across from
the two servants, each pair seated comfortably on each of the dark emerald chaises. 

Katelyn is relaying a story from the marketplace, a feisty exchange between two young men
that ended with one of the persons racking the other with the end of a garden pipe, that has
Matthew (Matty, Aaron had mouthed in front of his room’s mirror, shame and longing
creeping a bright blush up his neck that even Katelyn’s powder could not hide) in stitches and
Kevin rolling his eyes, cracking a smile. 

“The second man, the one who took the punch, barely seemed surprised,” Katelyn adds. The
small ruby ring glints on her forefinger where she twists it unconsciously. “He just appeared
—well, I’m not sure. Frustrated?” 

Matt—Master Boyd, Aaron corrects himself. How prideful he is, taking liberties, even in
thought—asks her what set off the whole spectacle. Aaron stands to refill Master Day’s
coffee as Katelyn shrugs a response.

“To be honest, I can’t quite be sure. They both ran off so quickly, and so hotly none could tell
who was chasing who. Both looked rough, scars all over, so I am not too keen to follow up on
their whereabouts.”

The rest of the conversation filters in one ear and out the other. When Aaron leans over to
replace the now full cup near Kevin’s side, his eyes meet the taller man for such a heedy
second that Aaron has to look away. Pride, liberties, so innate. Is it so surprising Eve too was
tempted?

“Merci,” Day murmurs to him and accepts the cup. When Aaron reclaims his spot next to
Katelyn, tugging distracted at his shirtsleeves, something unexpected steals his attention. 

“Madame Dobson,” Katelyn is saying, “remarked that one of the men was of familiar
countenance.” She hesitates, and a peculiar sense of knowing washes over Aaron. He has no
idea what she is about to say, and yet.

Yet once the words are uttered, he wonders if he could truly have expected anything else.



“She believes he looked quite like you. You,” Katelyn continues, still careful, though blunt
when she turns to the man beside her, “you have a brother, don’t you, Aaron?”

When looking back on this moment, while Aaron can not say he could have expected any
other utterances, that is not to say he wanted such to be true. He blinks, once, twice, meeting
her questioning gaze before escaping that touch. But his choices are limited and he is only
met with his masters’ waiting expressions.

“If he be alive,” Aaron finally musters the spirit to say, “he is no brother of mine.”

There is silence, not welcoming, that descends upon the room. It lasts mere seconds, but
Aaron sees eternity within it. He refuses to believe that his brother was actually in town,
because to believe such would be to believe Andrew really is as stupid as he is traiterous, and
worse, Andrew is as stupid as he is traiterous as he is alive, alive, alive.

And Aaron doesn’t know what to make of that.  

“How can you say that of your brother?” Master Boyd asks him. “You are of flesh and
blood.” On any other’s lips it may have been a challenge. But Aaron feels no demand to
meet, only the truth.

“‘Flesh can bleed’,” Aaron says, a quote his mother used to spit at him when she was in a
particularly foul mood. “‘But only blood can boil.’ And whatever blood that once tied my
brother to me has long since boiled away with his sins. ”

“Aye. To the bane of brothers.” Day raises his coffee as if it were a chalice, though he’s long
since given up on the drink. Yet another matter Aaron holds his master in high regard. To
overcome those personal demons, those destructive appetites. 

Though if Aaron were being honest, he sometimes can’t help but wonder if all those too-long
hours and overworked nights are simply a way to resist the chalice’s temptation. One
addiction swapped for another.

“Do you have brothers, Master Day?” Katelyn asks. Aaron can only exhale in relief when the
subject turns away from maybe-maybe-not Andrew in the marketplace. No, better to not
know if it were truly him. Better to never know again. 

Kevin smiles at the serving girl, but it is not a sweet smile. It is thin, remorseful, a testament
of some unspoken survival. Aaron has heard bits and pieces of the life Master Day lived
before he achieved the success he now has, but never the full story. Would he ever be privy to
such secrets, such treasuries? Surely not in this life.

“Once,” he answers plainly. “Dead and buried, rest his soul.”

Aaron watches Master Boyd’s hand slide over Day’s knee, that silent communication once
more. Aaron reads these cues like a novel, like god’s word made flesh, like an outsider
looking in. And he wonders what it would be like to speak such an ancient language. 



“What was he like?” Katelyn presses. She is either not aware of the tension surrounding this
question, or she is too curious to care, but either way, irritation flares in Aaron’s chest. Can’t
you see? He wants to tell her. Master Day has no want for this discussion. 

“Oh, you know,” Kevin waves her off. “Older. Annoying. In many ways, a lot like me.”

The mirror, reflections clear, parallels of the opposing world. Aaron watches Kevin and only
sees his own familial pain reflected back. 

“Not true,” Boyd says, his grip on his lover’s knee tightening. Is it normal to notice these
things, these shapes of sounds? Aaron doesn’t think Katelyn notices, or maybe she is more
used to her masters’ displays of affection. Aaron isn’t sure he’ll ever be used to watching. To
wanting. “You’re wrong, dear. You were never like him. You were better—still better. Don’t
stoop yourself so low.”

A faint flush darkens Kevin’s face. He murmurs to his lover in French, something quick that
has Boyd softly smiling before leaning over and kissing his husband chastely on the lips.
Katelyn politely looks down into her cup of jasmine. Aaron does not.

Later that night, as Aaron lay awake in bed, he mulls over the things he’s heard. Katelyn
speculating about the men in the marketplace (Could it be him?); Madame Dobson, a kind
lady whom Aaron is begrudgingly on good terms with, remarking how familiar one of said
men looked (Could it be, could it be, but what does it mean?); Master Day raising a toast to
the—how did he say, bane—of brothers. How right he was. How wrong Aaron wishes he
were.  

It’s not until another week passes that the rumors are confirmed. Katelyn stumbles through
the entryway the next Sunday morning, a basket of greens and strawberries for the midday
salad she bought from the market cradled at her hip. Her eyes are wide, cheeks flushed, as
she hurries to find Aaron, busy polishing plates in the dining room. 

“Aaron,” she says in lieu of greeting. “Your brother.”

It takes nearly a miracle for Aaron to keep from dropping the china in his hand. A streak of
morning sun filters in the room’s wall length windows, illuminating Katelyn’s pretty,
afrighted face. 

“What about him?” His voice is clipped, harsher than he intends. She is not the object of his
fury, his concern. 

But Katelyn isn’t fazed. She sets the basket down and says, “They have caught him. Andrew
Minyard, in the flesh. He’s been taken to the gaols. The whole town is talking about—Oh,
Aaron.”

She reaches to embrace him but all he can do is stand in place, clutching the hand-painted
platter to his chest while her arms encircle him. While long healed, the injuries once covering
his hand and arms flare to life in phantom pain. “I’m so sorry to tell you this.” She leans back
enough to meet his eyes. “Would you…”



She trails off and Aaron stands back. “Would I what?”

“Would you want to go see him?” she finally finishes, though it’s evident she already regrets
asking when Aaron’s face crumples. “I know it must be hard, but this may—this may be the
last chance you have. The people are already calling for his head.”

“Enough.” With shaking hands, Aaron sets the plate down. He doesn’t know what to do with
himself, what to think of this situation. Was it not just days ago when he said Andrew was no
brother of his? Why should he care? Andrew murdered their mother. It would be unjust to not
allow him the same treatment.

“Monster,” Aaron had whispered that day, when he walked in on the aftermath of Andrew’s
crime. Like a prayer falling from his lips, he’d said, “You monster. What have you done?”

“Oh, brother,” Andrew returned plainly, “where art thou reason? Can you not see there was
no other way?”

But the only way Aaron was left to was to his own devices. Tilda had disowned him weeks
prior to her death, leaving him to wander the streets, as lowly as a beggar. It was only after
Andrew learned of their mother’s treatment to his brother that he lashed out. When Aaron
returned to his childhood home, desperate to beg reprieve, no matter what bruises and bones
he’d have to sacrifice in exchange for his mother’s acceptance, did Aaron see what justice
Andrew dealt upon Tilda.

A monstrous act, to Aaron. 

To Andrew, a necessary one. 

“I have no wish to see him,” Aaron forces the words out. “Not now, not ever again. God save
his soul, if any be left of it.”

Katelyn’s hands fall back to her sides, her expression pained. How Aaron loathes it, loathes
her pity. How he wants none other than for his brother’s name to never harm him again. For
his brother to not come to harm. For his brother to only know harm. 

“What is the matter?”

The sound of a third voice breaks their gazes apart. Aaron swallows an aborted sigh and
straightens his posture, turning to face Master Boyd in the doorway. He has a tennis racquet
propped at his side, sweat glistening on his forehead from no doubt a round played with his
husband on the court outside. 

“Nothing, Master,” Aaron answers at the same time Katelyn says, “Aaron’s brother has been
imprisoned.”

Boyd’s eyes widen. He doesn’t say anything as he sets the racquet down and crosses over to
them. The sound of a door closing shut in the entryway alerts them to Master’s Day’s return. 

“Matty, have you seen my—?” Day halts in the archway to the dining room. He quickly takes
in the scene, the air that chills ten degrees cooler than it actually is. He too sets his racquet



beside Boyd’s. “What did I miss?”

“Andrew,” Katelyn begins, but Aaron cuts her off.

“Don’t say his name.” He pleads with his eyes, mouth twisted downwards. “I beg of you.”

Boyd inclines his head at Katelyn as if making up his mind. “That will be all, Miss Harris,”
he says, his tone gentle. “If you would be so kind to start on the noonday meal, we would be
much obliged. I believe my husband and I are quite famished.”

Katelyn, knowing full well when she is being politely but pointedly dismissed, nods her head
and offers a stiff curtsy before departing for the kitchen, not forgetting the basket of greens
and fruit as she takes her leave. Aaron almost wishes Boyd hadn’t dismissed her. He struggles
to keep his emotions in check when it is solely his masters demanding the truth from him.
What is the greater evil? To lie, even for the sake of propriety. To confess, even when it
destroys the barriers Aaron’s built for himself. 

“Aaron.” Master Boyd turns to him. He says nothing else but waits, not pressing for the
inevitable explanation. Day too crosses further into the room and takes a seat at the table.
Aaron’s not sure why, but that small act alone, of at least one of his masters no longer
towering above him gives him the strength to relay the information Katelyn told him.

“What do you need from us?” Master Day asks when Aaron finishes telling them of
Andrew’s state. He has his chin propped in his hand, expression contemplative

Aaron blinks. He’d become distracted, torn between thoughts of Andrew before the gallows
and the sight of Boyd and Day before him, earnest and caring. Why they care so much is
beyond Aaron. Andrew is nobody to them, except for the criminal he has become. Shouldn’t
that, by virtue of their relation, mean they’d at least hold some contempt for Aaron as well?
It’s only natural.

But neither of his masters’ expressions hint at any sign of hatred nor contempt. And even
more so, neither do they look pitying. When Aaron fumbles for a response, Boyd steps
forward and clasps Aaron’s hands in his. The blonde tries not to react to such an innocent
gesture, but he knows his face colors something fierce despite his best wishes. 

“Do you wish to see him?” Boyd asks when Aaron doesn’t respond to Kevin’s question. “We
can have Jack bring you into town.”

“I don’t…” Aaron means to say, No. The word is clear in his mind, one syllable, two letters.
An easy exhale of breath to cement the decision. 

But the sound lodges in his throat and he shakes his head stupidly. “I don’t know,” shakes out
instead and Aaron’s hands flinch in Master Boyd’s hold, who does nothing but clasp their
palms tighter and waits, patient.

“I hate him,” Aaron confesses. His mouth works against his will. “I shouldn’t want anything
to do with him. I don’t want anything to do with him. And yet…”



“Yet he is still your brother,” Kevin finishes. He nods, almost to himself, acknowledging the
hard fact that some truths are sometimes as simple as they are complex. Aaron watches his
masters exchange a glance, Matthew frowning at his husband like they’re both thinking of
some same sort that Aaron is not privy to. 

“I don’t…” Aaron turns his face away. The frustration wells in his chest, spreading through
his veins until his sternum throbs in physical pain. It is not professional, he knows, to be like
this before his employers. They are being kind, much kinder than they need to be, and Aaron
knows he has taken too much advantage.

But good god. Is it so selfish to just wish he had someone like his masters have each other,
someone to reach for when these currents drag him under? Not to take the pain away, for
Aaron knows some miracles are not possible, but to make that pain bearable. Is it so much—?

“Aaron, what…?” Matthew falters when Aaron releases himself from the former’s grasp, the
blonde straightening until his posture is perfect and his expression smoothed, tears and
bitterness and trench-deep aches kept at bay. 

“Forgive me,” Aaron says. He rattles in a breath and lowers his gaze, though he can’t keep
from clenching his fists at his side, his only tell. “I have taken much of your time. I should
assist Miss Harris with your lunch preparations.”

He starts to turn, certain his masters will be thankful for prudently ending this inappropriate
conversation, when Master Day’s voice stops him in his tracks. 

“Did we dismiss you, Mr. Minyard?” His master’s tone, sharp, leaving no room for argument.
Aaron quickly stills, eyes wide. 

“I apo--” he doesn’t get to finish.

“Did we,” Day stands from his chair and rounds the table corner to stop before Aaron, the
latter who does his best to not take an instinctive step back, “or did we not, dismiss you?” His
voice is measured, but absent of any lenience. 

His masters are kind, his masters are generous, but they are still, at the end of the day, the
ones who hold Aaron’s life in their hands, metaphorically speaking. And the rare times like
this when Aaron happens to strike a nerve with one of them, Aaron remembers just how
much power they hold over him.

“No, sir,” Aaron finally says. It’s more a broken whisper with how shaken he is. If it weren’t
for that damned news of Andrew, he’d never be in this mess, disrespecting his masters. Every
fault, every tragedy befallen upon Aaron, seems to trace back to Andrew.

It’s not in any way true, but it’s as sorry an excuse as any.

“Look at me,” Day commands. There’s a pause, and then Aaron manages to force his gaze
up, meeting his master’s firm one. Beside Day, Matthew crosses his arms, watching on
solemnly. 



“You do not ever excuse yourself without our say-so,” Day continues. He has a thin scar right
above his lip, the result of a brawl gone wrong in the man’s youth, that Aaron stares at rather
than those juniper eyes. Too piercing, too knowing. Like looking into a torch, a blaze to blind
him entirely. “Especially not when we are offering you our help. Do I make myself clear,
Aaron?”

Aaron has heard stories, ghastly stories, of masters who treat their servants more like cattle
than human hires. He’d met another young man, years ago when he still lived with Tilda,
who bore marks across his back and thighs from the tail end of a whip the man’s master had
thought useful to teach respect. Or once, a maidservant, whose hands were permanently
cracked and aflame, the product of being forcibly boiled as a reminder never to spill the kettle
on her mistress’s skirts again. 

Never, not once, have Aaron’s masters given him cause for concern that he too would meet
the touch of a whip, or the lick of a flame. But Aaron does wonder, such as moments like
this, why his mind always--no matter what generosity they have always shown him--braces
for the pain. The punishment. Why he will think to himself, Don’t I at least deserve their
anger?

Aaron doesn't know if Tilda deserved to die, but if there is one thing he does know, is that he
will never forgive her for poisoning his mind like this. For conditioning such fear, such
hatred of the self. A post-modern Albigensian made flesh.

In his darker moments, almost against his will, Aaron will remember that first day he messed
up. How terrified he had been, expecting his masters’ wrath. The scars and bruises from
Tilda’s final goodbye had not yet faded and already, not even a week into his employment, he
expected to be dealt their replacements. 

It was all because of his stupid, broken ankle. Those first few months he was confined to
mostly sitting, his stilted leg too much of a bother to do much else. He would cut up
vegetables Katelyn brought in from the garden or sort documents for Days’ business, simple
tasks and the like. It was blessedly easy, the most at ease Aaron had felt since the time he
wasn’t aware of his own existence.

And then he went and, to put it plainly, fucked it up.

It was six days into his new job. He’d been preparing and slicing a basket of squash for
Katelyn to roast when his thoughts, wandering and mindless as always but mostly reflecting
on the broken limb that put him so out of commission, left his usual precision slacking. One
moment, the knife had cut into a round stalk of squash. The next, it was through his hand. 

“God, god, oh my god,” Aaron had cursed to himself. He could only stare for a brutal
moment, before quickly reaching for a cloth set nearby and twisted it into his bleeding palm,
tears blurring his vision that couldn’t be so easily blinked away. His hand burned, the pain so
stark it took him longer than it should have for him to realize that in that moment of frozen
shock, he’d bled into the entire basket of sliced squash, ruining nearly two months of crop.

“Oh my god,” Aaron moaned again. This time, not for the sake of his hand, but for the sake
of the food he’d spoiled with his mistake. Not only would he lose his job before he’d even



completed a week, his masters were going to kill him.

No sooner had Katelyn walked in upon hearing Aaron’s cries that she was gone, calling
desperately for either Masters Boyd or Day. Aaron could only cradle the bloodied hand and
cloth closer to himself and pray furiously that his masters would not force the sliced flesh
apart and pour salt within, as Tilda had always been more than happy to do so when she
reckoned Aaron needed a more memorable example to keep him good.

“He sliced himself,” Katelyn explained in a fret as the three entered the kitchen, and rather
unnecessarily for just one glance at the man made it quite obvious what happened. “I fear the
wound is quite serious.”

Aaron tried—oh lord, how he tried—not to shrink back from Master’s Day’s hands when the
man reached for Aaron’s wounded one. Either Kevin noticed and did not care, or was
oblivious to Aaron’s fright, for he did not hesitate to turn the bloodied palm over and uncurl
the cloth from the matted flesh. 

“Clumsy boy,” Day commented. Beside him, Mathew had pushed his husband in not-so-
hidden exasperation. Day had always been the less gentle of the two, though he meant just as
well.   

“I’m sorry,” Aaron was quick to hiss out. Grabbing another cloth, this one unsoiled, Matthew
bent down to wipe Aaron’s face where tears and a spot of wandering blood had lay. “The
squash—I did not mean—I…”

“Hush,” Master Boyd had returned. Mistaking forgiveness for fury, Aaron crumpled even
further, hating himself as much as the punishment sure to follow. How many meals could
they have made from those vegetables? How many coins could they have sold for? And now,
all for naught, thanks to him.

Aaron had by then resolved to quiet his tongue, to not beg for mercy. Tilda had long taught
him that such whimpery was base, yet more proof of a cowardly man who could not even
bear his deserved punishment. The salt would hurt, would burn, would torture, if that be his
punishment. But Aaron knew he’d take the salt before losing this job. If it came down to
either the salt or the streets, Aaron would take the former. That, at least, he could survive.

But for all those mighty and brave thoughts, Aaron’s mouth got the better of him when
Master Day turned to Katelyn, Aaron’s hand still in his grasp. “Open the top cabinet, Miss
Harris. The jar should be behind the sugar.”

Salt came after sugar.

“Please, Master,” Aaron had gasped. Salt or the streets—but must it come down to this? “I
know I don’t deserve your mercy, but please not the salt. The whip, the crop, I will dutifully
bear. I—” His last plea ended on a hiccup, tears blooming once more in his vision. Cuts
always appear worse than they truly are, but salt would permanently cement that pain. His
back could take a beating, for it took nothing but such all his life. But he needed his hands to
do work. Without them, he would lose his job, lose any chance at reprieve. 



Salt or the streets, but perhaps they were one and the same after all. 

“Aaron.” Day’s mouth had dropped, slack before the sight in front of him. Aaron shook so
hard in fear from what he believed was to come that Day had to physically grasp the servant’s
entire arm to quell the brunt of the shivers. “I need to stitch your hand. Why are you talking
of salt and whips?” 

Slowly realizing what Aaron must have feared, Master Boyd’s heart was heavy as Katelyn
handed the jar she’d retrieved from the cabinet. Not a salt jar, as it turned out, which was still
tucked neatly behind the sugar. But instead a jar of needle and thread for moments like these. 

“I…” Aaron blinked between the needle and Master Day, who’d taken a seat next to Aaron to
help with the wound. After Katelyn handed over a wet cloth to clean the hand, did Aaron find
his voice once more. “You’re not going to salt it?”

Aaron will never forget the ashen horror on Day’s face when he finally realized that Aaron
truly, without a doubt, expected nothing but punishment for injuring himself. As if that were
any natural response. As if that were acceptable. 

And though it’s not quite to that extent this time, a flicker of that same guilt crosses Day’s
face when he sees Aaron before him now, the latter’s gaze falling inward almost out of habit.
Not that Aaron rationally expects to be punished for his slip, or surely in no corporal way, but
one’s upbringing does not simply wash away with the days. He is as much a creature of his
past as is his brother.

“Aaron, look at me again.” Day has dropped his voice softer, apologetic, not unlike one who
is trying to calm a cowed dog. “I am not mad at you. All I want is for you to understand that
Matt—Master Boyd and I care for you. And we want to help you, if you would accept it.”

Master Boyd and I care for you. It’s a peculiar enough statement that Aaron is stilted out of
his defenses, defenseless once more. 

“Why?” is all he can stumble out.

Matthew raises a brow. “Are you asking why we want to help you?”

That and, why care? Even a kindness such as there's must have its limits. It’s patience. 

But all Aaron can do is nod stiffly, body so tight he’d fall over if one of them so much as
blew air. 

“Is it not the right thing to help those we care for?” Boyd shrugs. There, that word again, how
queer. Care. Not simply love or like or tolerate, though Aaron could argue that on the best
day’s he could only hope for the latter. But care—that is new.

And it’s more than anything Aaron could have hoped for himself. 

Even if it’s a lie, or a nicety spoken lightly in the moment, Aaron will take it. Even if it’s
wrong for him to be so desperate, he will take it.



He thinks of Andrew, his brother back to square one in the gaols. What does Andrew have to
lose, other than his life? How is he any different from Aaron?

Aaron closes his eyes. A sigh, no longer restrained, falls out. 

Care. Care. Care. 

Before he has the chance to overthink it, the words tumble from his mouth. 

“I think I need to wish my brother goodbye.”



Your Touch Brought Forth an Incandescent Glow

The best laid plans of mice and men often go awry. 

The expression could not be more fitting for Aaron’s luck. For while he initially told his
masters he wanted to wait until the next day to travel into town (in secret hopes of this all
being a bad dream and there having no need for this excursion), Aaron just chances to fall
sick that night. Aching and feverish, he is barely able to leave his bed, much less able to
travel into the city and enter the jail, which would only leave him more infirmed. 

“We should send for a doctor,” Katelyn suggests the next morning when Aaron’s fever has
yet to break. She’s holding a dampened cloth to his forehead while he shivers underneath the
sheets, skin fiery to the touch. “Madame Winfield may have a remedy for this ague.”

Aaron does his best to not grit his teeth, but the aches are harsh and his frustration worse. He
loathes seeing Madame Winfield. Not because she is of mean countenance, for she could not
be any more gentle hearted. But because she is a constant reminder of what Aaron could’ve
been, would’ve been, if he had had any other mother. Any other rearing. How he wanted to be
a doctor like Madame Winfield, and how he is forced to endure another’s healing ministry
instead. 

“That’s a proper idea,” Master Boyd nods. He’s taken the day off from the company, a
decision that’s bewildered Aaron almost as much as the fever. What, taking leave simply for
some ill servant? Surely there must be another reason that has Master Boyd homebound. The
entire notion is absurd otherwise.

“Pray, send for Madame Winfield,” their master continues. “Tell her of Mr. Minyard’s
condition, and do express urgency.”

Katelyn does not hesitate when she nods her compliance, but she does ask, “Who will tend to
him while I am gone? Would it not be best to send Jack in my place?”

Boyd offers a bemused smile, bright teeth flashing stark against his black complexion.
Thankfully the fever is so deep Aaron has an excuse to be so flushed, or else he would be
drawing attention with how such a handsome sight affects him so. 

“Contrary to popular belief, I do have some competence in caretaking,” Boyd tells her, still
grinning. Katelyn huffs a short laugh, only to be distracted once more when a bone deep
shudder overtakes Aaron. 

“I shall send for Madame Winfield, Aaron,” she soothes as if he hadn’t heard the
conversation taken place right in front of him. “Master Boyd will watch you while I am away.
Don’t give him too much trouble. He is not as skilled as he claims.” She faux-whispers the
last part with a small smile, patting his clenched hand to show them both she is only teasing. 

“Away with you,” Master Boyd laughs, “before Aaron collapses from worry.”



“One could argue I am already collapsed,” Aaron mutters flatly. He ends on a sharp cough
and turns his face into the sweat-soaked pillow, pushing the wet cloth from his head that has
ceased making a difference. 

“I will return shortly, then.” Katelyn curtsies before taking her leave, though not before
suggesting that Boyd replace the cool cloth for Aaron’s fever. 

“Yes, I know,” the man huffs. He waves her off. “I’m not as useless as you reckon.”

Katelyn blushes bright, but she grins at Matthew’s ever humored expression. “Of course,
Master. I would never mean to suggest otherwise. I trust Aaron is in safe hands.”

“Never safer,” Boyd asserts. It’s enough for Katelyn, though Aaron can’t help but curse his
misfortune yet again. Madame Winfield is at least an hour’s carriage drive away, two hours
round trip. With Master Day unable to take leave and stuck at the courts, Aaron has no choice
but to surrender to the greatest of shames: allowing his master to serve him.

“Let’s sit you up for a moment.”

Aaron blinks blearily and struggles to comply as Master Boyd helps him forward to lean
against the headboard. While it’s mid-afternoon, and while the curtains are still partly closed
to relieve Aaron’s already throbbing vision, it’s a pain to sit up and look directly at his
employer, the latter who’s returned with a newly cooled cloth. 

“Thank you,” Aaron coughs out. He pushes down his pride long enough to reach for the
cloth, but Boyd only beats his hand away gently. 

“You could barely hold a leaf,” he says, only half joking. “Will you let me do this for you?”

Aaron tries. Let the saints and sinners attest to the fact that at least he tries. He tries to remain
unaffected, tries to follow his one order. But when Boyd reaches over to lay the cloth atop
Aaron’s temples, his other hand smoothing tenderly through Aaron’s curls like one would an
equal, Aaron breaks. He is only human, after all, and there are some things he just can’t bear.
Especially not this. 

“Master—“

Boyd shushes him. “Aaron, please.”

Aaron swallows a groan. “You don’t—“

Boyd shifts so that he can sit on the mattress next to Aaron, his previously gentle gaze turned
firm. He doesn’t drop the cloth nor stop holding Aaron’s head in place, though. For all his
postering, Aaron would do nearly anything to keep those hands on him, in whatever form that
may take. 

“Did we not just have this discussion yesterday?” Boyd demands. “Unless my memory
deceives, I could have sworn that Master Day told you never to dismiss our helping you.”



“Yes, but this is different,” Aaron can’t help but say. His voice is hoarse from the sickness,
and he fears passing such ailment on to his master who still sits so close. 

“How?” his master wonders. “How is this different?”

“Because—“ Aaron starts before another round of cough overtakes him. Boyd sets the cloth
aside for the moment to instead shift closer, one hand moving to Aaron’s back to help dispel
the last of the rasps. 

He watches Aaron closely. At the very least, he has enough knowledge of the body to know
to watch for the signs of consumption. The plague has not cursed this area for a few years,
but still they must be careful. 

“Because it’s not your job to do this,” Aaron finishes weakly. Where once that answer may
have angered Boyd, all he feels looking at Aaron’s ill and defeated frame is frustration. He’s
not frustrated with Aaron, but with whatever—whoever—made Aaron believe such lies. And
having heard enough whispers of Aaron’s past from whatever sources Boyd has encountered,
he has a good enough guess as to who taught Aaron so falsely. Who taught Aaron that he was
not worthy of being cared for, not worthy of worth itself. 

And that fills Boyd with rage. 

“This,” he says, unequivocal, “has nothing to do with a job.”

It’s the fever. Aaron knows it’s the fever, knows it’s the hysteria flooding his senses. Because
of course this is only a job. Of course Aaron is but a chore to deal with. 

“Aaron,” Boyd continues despite what Aaron has just convinced himself, “when was the last
time someone took care of you?”

Fever. Nothing but the fever. 

Aaron turns his face away once more. But if he settles deeper into Boyd’s touch, his master’s
rough hands but the gentlest of holds upon him, that is only the fever to blame. Though he
has no right to wish for more, he could only think it better if Master Day were also here,
always so practical, so driven. Where Master Boyd is a bear of gentility and calm, Day is a
force of meticulity and balance. Where Aaron wants to selfishly sink into Boyd’s easy
affection and embrace, Aaron wants to earn Master Day’s warmth, his careful regard. 

Aaron doesn’t remember if he answered the question or not, for one moment he is leaning
against the man, and the next he is waking to the sound of two women’s voices talking above
him. Katelyn, then, and Madame Winfield.

“Oh, you poor boy,” the older of the women says when she sees Aaron’s eyes open. There is
no sign of Matthew, and Aaron tries not to gaze too obviously at the empty doorway. “Here, I
have brought a drought.”

The medicine tastes of mud and vinegar. He does his best to swallow it all, but a cough curses
him at the last moment, egged on by the acrid taste. The doctor is saying something else, but



soon enough Aaron is asleep once more, dead to the world like some shadow of man’s
inevitable destination. 

Madame Winfield leaves them with another vial of remedy before she departs, along with a
fresh stew of mustard paste for Aaron’s chest and back to kick the rest of the cold. But it’s
only after a second rough night of yet more aches and burning that the fever finally breaks,
and still no sign of clotted blood, that has the entire household breathing easier. It’s like one
collective breath held by all, a physical sympathy for Aaron’s struggles, until the assurance
comes that he will recover. 

That’s not to say the next day is easy. For while Master Boyd must journey into the city to
sign some papers, it is Master Day’s turn to remain back, one of the few chances he gets to
forfeit a day of work. And if Aaron thought having to submit to Boyd’s ministrations was
tough, Day gives him a run for his money not even minutes into waking.

“Sit up,” he tells Aaron even before the latter man has fully blinked the sleep from his eyes.
“You must take this drought before noon-time. Here, let me,” adding the latter part as he
helps Aaron sit up in bed. The touch of Day’s hand against Aaron’s bare back (for they were
forced to remove his shirt and underclothes to make room for the paste, of which some is still
dried and cracked grossly on his chest) causes Aaron to start, furiously reaching to pull the
bedsheets closer to him to conceal his physiology’s reaction. 

“Is it close to noon?” Aaron finds himself asking if the urgency be that strong. 

“No, it’s not yet ten,” Kevin answers easily. As if such a statement doesn’t point out the
absurdity of his insistence. “Now, take this.”

There’s not much Aaron can do but be manhandled into the position Kevin sees fit. He’s not
sure why it’s almost easier to go along with Day’s commands compared to with Boyd
yesterday. Perhaps it has something to do with Day’s presence itself, which brokers no room
for argument. Where Matthew had been so gentle, so careful as if Aaron were like fragile
porcelain (and how Aaron loathes to be considered such), Master Day does not hesitate to
command even when helping Aaron. 

He forces the bitter taste of the drought down once more. His throat is sore from all the
coughing fits, but they’ve seemed to have tamed, the mustard paste apparently having done
its job. 

When he was younger, Aaron made some extra coins by selling his own plasters, made from
mustard seed and flour he harvested from a wild garden he’d once come across. That was the
first time Aaron thought he could truly do something with his life, make a difference in the
world, even as small as helping his neighbors with their coughs and aches. Of course, it was
only later when he realized such aspirations were nothing but pipe dreams. 

There’s something wrong. Well, besides the obvious. Aaron knows he’s not imagining the
deep frown on Master Day’s face, who continues to watch every small move Aaron makes as
if waiting for something.



“Sir?” Aaron prompts. He twists the now empty vial closed and sets it down on the bedside
cabinet. What he would do for something to get rid of the awful taste still on his tongue.
Maybe Katelyn will bring him some peppermint tea if he asks.

“You are feeling better.” It’s an oddly formed statement, not quite a question but neither a
confident declaration. Aaron reaches up instinctively to rub his chest where it aches, though
Day is not wrong. His fever is gone and no longer does his entire body feel aflame.

“Yes, Master Day,” Aaron says carefully. He thinks quickly, trying to make sense of Day’s
still ruminative expression. 

Then it clicks. Of course, why is Aaron still in bed? He’s feeling better, so surely he should
be up and getting ready to start the day. Perhaps Mathew and Kevin have not yet eaten,
instead waiting for Aaron to finally wake and prepare their breakfasts. 

“What do you think you’re doing?” 

The sharp question has Aaron faltering where he is trying to swing his legs out of bed. When
he tries to go and stand, he realizes too late that his body is not in agreement with his mind.
For his legs will not hold him and the ground hurtles fast into his vision.

“Gods above, boy,” Kevin curses and quickly bends to help pick up Aaron from the floor.
Other than a throbbing elbow where he fell wrong, it could've been worse. He blames the
brutal way he latches onto Kevin on his weakened muscles, not wanting to topple over and
make yet a worse fool of himself again.

Right. The muscles.

“What were you thinking?” Kevin demands of him once he’s set Aaron back down onto the
bed. He crosses his arms, tall frame near caging Aaron in. Master Day is leaner than Boyd,
but no less imposing. Sometimes, like now, he is even more so. “Pray tell, Aaron, what is so
urgent you need to break yourself over?”

“I was…” Aaron swallows harshly. Sitting before Day at this particular angle is, well,
interesting to put it politely. Distracting, to be more honest. Overwhelming, to be very clear.
It takes every last drop of willpower for Aaron to keep his gaze steadied upward, rather than
straight ahead at a certain area. 

“You were what?” Master Day prods, his voice dropped low like molasses. Aaron wonders if
he’ll think the fever’s returned, what with the ripe blush he can feel himself sporting. If only
Katelyn would barge in, inopportune as always except for this very instance. 

“Since, well, because I’m feeling better,” Aaron stumbles, “I was—I should go start on b-
breakfast. You and Master Boyd must be—”

Aaron doesn’t expect Kevin’s hand to lash out, but it’s not a violent gesture he’s met with.
Rather, Day cups Aaron’s chin and tugs the man’s head just forward enough that Aaron must
really look at Day and meet those eyes he always shies away from. 



“Feeling better is not the same as being such,” Day states like Aaron’s stupid. Which, Aaron
begrudgingly has to admit, he wouldn’t be wrong. “Did I not just see you take a nosedive
simply for standing?”

Will Aaron be plagued with these over-used rhetorical questions all his life? The answer to
both is a firm yes. 

“Besides,” Kevin continues. He raises his free hand to lay the back side against Aaron’s
forehead, not unlike an overprotective mother concerned for her babe. “Miss Harris is more
than competent with preparing our meals. How will you properly serve us if you do not rest
to your full health?”

When put like that, Aaron feels that familiar wash of shame trickle down his sternum and
into his chest cavity. Of course his masters don’t want a half-assed job. Aaron needs to fully
rest so he can fully serve them. 

“What Kev means to say,” the familiar sound of his other master’s voice flits into the room,
“is how can we properly rest until we know that you are well?”

It’s not until Aaron sees with his own eyes Master Boyd standing just within the room’s
threshold that he realizes how close Day is standing before Aaron. One hand to Aaron’s head,
the other cupping his jaw—needless to say, from the wrong perspective, they may
look...indecent. 

But even stranger is that Day must know this, considering his husband’s weighty gaze on the
two of them, but he makes no move to step back nor clear the heavy air. Boyd takes another
step into the room, and another, until he too is right beside Kevin. The whole time, Master
Boyd doesn’t break his stare with Aaron. 

And even stranger than it all, Aaron doesn’t feel like Master Boyd is angry with him for
being so inappropriately close to his husband. That the present proximity isn’t Aaron’s
choosing wouldn’t matter if Boyd were to find fault. 

“I am not always the best with words,” Day admits, chuckling in apology as he turns from
Matthew and back to Aaron. He has still yet to let go of Aaron, who can’t stop a shiver at the
sight of them both watching him watch them. 

“It’s a good thing you’re handsome,” Boyd says drily. His eyes glitter, and Aaron would be a
liar if he were to say it didn’t affect him too. 

“I thought you were with the company today.” In any other person’s mouth, spoken any
different, the words may have come across as a challenge. As a way to deflect from one’s
own guilty conscience.

But this is Kevin goddamn Day, who has never repented once in his life and who is
audaciously confident in everything he does. It’s only part of his charm, infuriatingly so. An
objective fact of life of which Aaron and Matt can agree.

“Perks of being the boss,” Boyd returns. “I can set my own hours, after all.”



If they weren’t so close to him, if Day’s hands weren’t grounding Aaron from standing and
hurting himself once more, this entire situation would simply be a repeat of the past year and
more over. An outsider looking in on the world around him, an observer of his own existence,
is all Aaron has truly known. Watching his masters watch each other, desiring a touch
reserved for the other, that is all Aaron has ever had to hold onto. 

But this is different—for no longer is Aaron imagining what was once always out of reach.
Now Master Day is holding on to him, and Boyd is no further away, the material of his
pressed trousers just barely skimming Aaron’s own legs. If it weren’t for the fever having
already broken he would’ve blamed this all on dreams. 

Though maybe life is but one long dream, after all.

So it feels like a rupture in the skin, the waking from a slumber, when the spell is broken and
Kevin finally lets his hands fall. He takes a small step back and slips his hands casually in his
pockets. Aaron tries not to chase those hands, those invisible strings that tie mortal hopes
together, though he’s not sure he’s quite successful. 

“Aaron, we would never expect you to be on your feet anytime soon,” Master Boyd tells him.
“We want you well-rested. Not,” he levels a mock glare at his husband, “for the sake of
returning to your duties, but for your sake. Katelyn is more than happy to make adjustments
for the time being. However long that takes, it does not matter as long as you heal fully.” He
levels the last statement pointedly so that there is no misunderstanding.

Aaron can do nothing but nod under that steady gaze. He thinks he would agree to anything
his masters said in that moment, so long as they don’t leave his side, don’t rip the roots
tangling them together. It’s not a healthy way of thinking, so entrapped that blind obedience
is but second nature. But like a fever, like an incandescent fire, the heat of his reality burns
bright. He can no longer escape these strings. 

He wishes such thoughts, such hungers, were the fever talking.

But he understands now. This is not simply fever. 

This is ivy, and it grows, and it grows, and it grows.

Until he’s covered in it. 



You’re Not My Homeland Anymore, So Who Am I Defending?

Chapter Notes

cw: mentions of tilda's abuse; theme of matricide

See the end of the chapter for more notes

It’s not for another few days until Aaron’s feeling more like himself.

He doesn’t start helping Katelyn around the manor again until another day after that, and not
for a lack of trying. Even Katelyn was under strict orders from the masters to keep Aaron
clear of the kitchen and wash room, unless he were there strictly to eat or bathe. 

The one time Aaron almost got away with doing something of use, he crept into the study and
started sorting Master Boyd’s files. He just needed something—anything—to do after being
stuck in bed all day. But of course with his luck, Master Day happened to return early from
work and came right to the study to catch up on reading one of his court documents. 

Even a whole day later, Aaron felt like he was still burning red from the following reprimand
he received for not “letting himself heal as ordered.” As if returning to health was something
one could order. And not only that, this was sorting papers, not anything of actual labor. But
he bit his tongue and nodded dutifully when Kevin ordered him back to bed. If he rolled his
eyes and blew out a harsh sigh once out of sight, well, no one could prove it.

“You look better today,” Katelyn says on the fourth morning after Aaron’s fever broke. Her
dark red curls are tied up with a satin ribbon Aaron’s never seen her wear before. 

“I’ve looked better since Wednesday,” he can’t help but grumble in return. “It’s not my fault
everyone treats me like I’m some fragile thing that’s about to break.”

Katelyn snickers but doesn’t pause kneading the dough she’s about to set aside to rise. Aaron
reaches over her to grab the roller. He might as well prepare the second loaf before anyone
changes their mind on allowing him to work. 

“We don’t think you’re fragile.” Katelyn works the dough one last time before putting it
away. “We just care about you. There’s a difference.”

Aaron’s quiet at that. That word, care, popping up more and more as if it could really mean
something. He’s about to respond, though the right words haven’t even formed in his mind,
when Katelyn continues, “By the way, Boyd told Jack to have the carriage ready at noon.
You’ll leave after the midday meal.”

The second ball of dough Aaron’s been working suddenly feels too sticky. He turns to her,
brows furrowed. “What?”



Katelyn returns his look with a frown. “Jack. The carriage driver--”

“I know Jack,” Aaron interrupts. “Why am I leaving?”

He has a sudden rush of fear—paranoia, that’s all it is, but it couldn’t feel more suffocating—
that he’s been laid off. That they’re all finally tired of him and his problems and disobedience
that he’s been finally let go. 

But Katelyn’s still talking, “—your brother before his trial.”

Remembrance clicks. Oh, right. That. In the throes of his fever and frustration from not being
allowed to work, Aaron’s impulsive decision to see Andrew had completely passed him by. 

The last part of Katelyn’s statement has Aaron hesitating. “He still hasn’t been to trial?”

Katelyn shakes her head and takes the dough from Aaron before he over kneads it in his
predicament. “While you were out sick and lazing around—”

“You say that like it was my fault,” Aaron deadpans, not impressed.

“—our wonderful and ever magnanimous master,” Katelyn continues, lilting her tone as she
laughs lightly, “has been working tirelessly to save your brother from the noose.”

This time, it takes much longer for her words to register. Aaron stares at the countertop where
a smattering of stray flour sits. He tilts his head, thinking, She can’t mean—

His next inhale lodges in his throat. “Kevin’s taken up his case?”

In his shock, all pretense of propriety leaves him. Katelyn doesn’t even pretend to correct
Aaron’s use of their master’s given name, especially not when she looks back up to see Aaron
taking a step back, his expression twisted somewhere between disbelief and...hurt?

“Aaron?” Katelyn pauses from cleaning the counter to put her hands up like some animal
tamer. There’s a speck of flour on her nose that Aaron forces himself to focus on, rather than
his swirling thoughts trying to get the best of him. “What’s the matter? Isn’t this a good
thing? Day’s never lost a case before. Your brother may as well be saved.”

“Good?” The word nearly chokes out of him. “‘Good—That’s what you say, when our
employer is defending the man who murdered my mother?”

Katelyn’s face falls, but she’s quick to return, “You and I both know that’s not the whole
story. Even the judges are aware, which is the only reason why your brother is still alive at
all.”

“Does it matter?” But what he means to say is, Does it matter what the story is when the
ending is the same?

Of course it does. Of course the story matters, for that’s all there ever is. But grief, in its
terror, is a blinding ordeal. 



“If your brother didn’t matter to you,” Katelyn says pointedly, “you wouldn’t have asked to
go see him.”

“That’s not fair—”

Aaron, shame-faced, turns away when his voice cracks from fury. He’s not even sure what
he’s so furious about. The irrationality of rage, how quick it sours. 

“And stop calling him my brother.”

“The problem is,” Katelyn huffs, though much more patient with Aaron than he deserves, “I
would stop if not for the fact you refer to him as the same. You’re not as detached as you
think.”

“I—” But he can’t finish when he knows she is right. For all his postering, Aaron has done
exactly what he refuses of others. 

Scrubbing a hand through his too long hair (he needs to cut it, he knows, but there’s more
pressing issues) he turns and takes a seat at one of the kitchen stools. The floors are
immaculate, the counters clean. Katelyn’s done a perfect job while he wasn’t able to help,
though he’s not surprised. 

“That’s why he kicked me out of the study,” Aaron says quietly. The realization almost hurts
as much as the reprimand he received. 

Katelyn, too giving up on anything for the moment, crosses her arms and leans against the
counter next to him. “What are you on about?” 

“Yesterday, Kev—Master Day,” Aaron corrects, rolling his eyes. Katelyn waves off his
informality. “I was told not to do any work, but I was just so bored. I wasn’t even feeling
unwell.”

Aaron shudders in a breath. “I went down to the study to organize their papers like I normally
do. And Day walked in on me, told me off like I was a toddler stealing a pastry.”

Katelyn nods knowingly. “I remember. He returned early from work. It surprised me too.”

“Right.” Aaron sighs. “He had some case to review. After what you said, I reckon he was
there to review...Andrew’s.” Another thought striking him, he frowns. “How did you even
know Day’s defending my br—him?” he stumbles to finish. 

Katelyn raises a I-told-you-so eyebrow, but doesn’t comment further. She says, “People do
talk, you know.”

“But not about these sorts of things.”

Katelyn looks like she wants to throw up her hands. “Yes, Aaron. They do.”

“But that’s so—so…” Aaron fumbles for the word.



“Normal?” Katelyn offers.

“Unprofessional!”

Katelyn balks. “Talking?”

“No.” Aaron puts his face into his hands, groaning. “They’re our employers. Why would they
talk about this to you?”

Katelyn blinks before letting out a short laugh. The ends of her hair ribbon shake with the
bob of her head. “You do know that other people besides our masters exist, yes? They’re not
who I was referring to.”

Aaron’s train of thought halts in its metaphorical tracks. Why...why did he immediately
assume she meant Kevin and Matthew told her? Gods’ sakes, he needs to get out more.

“Then who?” he wonders, feeling stupid. 

The look Katelyn gives him confirms that idea. “I travel into the city almost every other day
to visit the market. Everyone, Aaron. Everyone is talking about Kevin Day, Palmetto’s finest
barrister who has agreed to take up Andrew’s case.”

“But why would he?” Aaron grapples to understand even the mere notion. Master Day is a
good man, wickedly smart and not afraid to put anyone in their place. Why defend a long
hunted criminal? “Andrew is guilty. The evidence is incontestable.”

“That,” Katelyn says, “is not up for dispute. Of course he’s guilty. But the question is: does
he deserve to die?”

She waits, refusing to break eye contact with him as if waiting for Aaron to confirm or deny
Andrew’s worthiness to live. He doesn’t give her what she wants, but instead swallows
harshly before turning away once more. 

Almost an entire minute passes, a weighty expanse of silence that neither seem able to fill
until Katelyn smoothes down the folds of her skirts and says, barely above a whisper, “There
is no certainty, but many believe he is going to plea insanity. They do not execute the mad.”

At that, Aaron could almost laugh. “My brother—” damn it— “has not begged once in his
life. Even on pain of death will not have him start now.”

Katelyn clicks her tongue. “I reckon you don’t give him as much credit as he deserves.”

“Do murderers deserve credit?”

“Oh, but your mother does?”

Aaron’s heart, a sealed off birdcage, rattles in its cavity. He’s standing before he’s even made
the conscious decision to do so. For this, he has to give Katelyn credit; she doesn’t flinch
when he steps up to her, eyes glacier and ruined. 



“You,” he nearly growls like the foxes that haunt the manor’s perimeter at night, his index
finger pointed straight up at her chest, “have no idea what you are talking about. Never, Kate.
Never mention my mother again.”

Katelyn, for once, does not look pitying, But nor is she remorseful. Instead, she reaches down
and wraps her palm around Aaron’s own, the one stuck out in warning. It’s not until she
clasps their hands with her other and leans forward to kiss his wet cheek that he realizes he’s
shed tears. 

Fury, rage, grief. An Unholy Trinity mercilessly shaking at his cage, blaring trumpets around
his walls. He wants his mother back. He wishes he never had a mother. He wants his brother
back. He wishes he had a better brother. 

He wonders what it would have been like to have never had either. To have always had both.
To have had someone to love when the ivy crept too close.  

“Your brother is not innocent,” Katelyn says, ever carefully, but no less firm. “But neither is
your mother guiltless. You do not need to defend her anymore.” 

Aaron crumbles under her touch. “Was.” 

Katelyn’s eyes narrow. “What?”

“Neither was.” Aaron swallows a muffled cry. “Not is.” 

The dead are no more present, after all.

Finally understanding, Katelyn nods slowly. She is mostly just thankful that Aaron didn’t lash
out again for her second mentioning of Tilda. 

“I never told you,” Aaron finally says with a pain. He takes a step back from her and she
finally drops her hands. “I never told you about her. Not everything. How…?” a dark sneer
twists his features. “Or is this yet another thing people talk of?”

A flush creeps up Katelyn’s face but she stands her ground. “I’m sorry, Aaron—”

“That doesn’t answer my question.”

She purses her lips. “Yes, people talk,” she finally admits. And then, halting, as if unsure of
her next words, she says, “This town is not as big as you may think. What your mother did
was not necessarily a well kept secret.”

Like a hand boiled in water, like the crack of a whip, like the burn of ivy, the pain doesn’t hit
Aaron immediately. One second, he’s hearing her words drip like molasses down his spine.
The next, the sting blooms bright and hot, leaving him stumbling back into the wall.

“Aaron?” Katelyn questions, not for the first time that day.  

“What did you say?” Aaron can only gasp for breath in between words. He remembers—no,
he doesn’t want to—but he remembers—no, he can’t—but he remembers every hit and every



scream and every—

“Aaron…” she starts again.

“Not a secret?” His voice doesn’t sound right. It’s ragged, broken cobblestone, and he falters
to find his footing. “What does that mean? People knew? Knew what?”

She can’t mean…

But what else would she mean? 

Katelyn opens her mouth to answer, but it's her expression that tells Aaron enough. What he
really wants to know, what he really needs to know, is what he can never give voice to: If it
wasn’t a secret, why did no one stop her? 

Why did no one save me?  

But he can, will, never say such a thing. Because to speak it out loud would be to
acknowledge…

You do not need to defend her anymore.

But how can he not defend the only person he ever had, the only home he’d ever known, until
now? Even if that person—that home…

Became his exile in the end.

“You know nothing,” he hears himself whisper, his last defense. “You could never know what
it was like. No one can. No one ever—”

Cared. 

Such a strange word. So hollow. So hopeful. So, so, so—

“Can you not see there was no other way?” the memory of his brother’s words twists like
vines and stirs something foreign in his chest. 

Why did no one save me? But what if...what if someone did? Save Aaron, that is, in the only
possible way he knew how?

No. It’s not possible.

But…

What if…

What if he’s been defending the wrong person all along?

Impossible, his consciousness screams. Unless that was never his consciousness at all, but
something else. Something darker. Something poisoned. 



The only thing Aaron knows at this point is that he is no longer certain of anything he ever
thought he did. 

When Katelyn fails to answer his question, an answer he isn’t sure he wants to hear anyway,
he turns to leave the kitchen. He should find Jack now. It’s not yet noon, but he’s sure the
man won’t put up too much of a fight if he knows what’s good for him. He needs to see
Andrew, he’s more decided. Even if he can’t forgive his brother. Even if he can barely stand
the thought of the sight of him. Even if he’s never been more unsure of where they stand in
his life. 

He’s so focused on running out the room that he doesn’t even see Kevin Day standing in the
doorway until it’s too late. He collides directly into the man’s chest at the same time Kevin
puts his hands out to steady (more like stop) Aaron. 

“Mr. Minyard.” He frowns, that little scar Aaron’s dreamed of putting his lips to twisting with
the man’s words. Aaron doesn’t know how long he’s been standing there, listening, but at the
moment, he doesn’t quite care. All he can think about is his last familial tie to this earth
rotting in a jail cell. Whether he deserves to be or not isn’t currently pressing; Aaron just
needs to see his brother alive, even if it be the last time. 

No, especially. Especially if it be the last time. 

Either Kevin knows the thoughts grappling through Aaron’s mind or the stars have finally
aligned in Aaron’s favor for the man simply inclines his head once, as if making a decision,
before gesturing to the entrance. “I have called Jack to prepare the carriage. Are you ready?”

Aaron doesn’t even question the implied command, or wonder aloud of how and why Day is
home once again so early. He’s never taken so many hours off in such a short time span. But
that is also not a present concern, so Aaron just nods his assent. He follows Kevin toward the
foyer and goes to grab his coat, only to halt when he sees Day copying his movements.

“Why are you dressing?” Aaron almost drops his coat in his haste to hurry forward and help
him shrug the wool on. A hint of amusement flashes through Kevin’s eyes and he murmurs,
“I am capable of putting on a coat, boy.”

Despite the present turmoil, or maybe because it’s the one calming root that grounds him to
the moment, Aaron can’t help but flush under that low tone, eyes leveled with his master and
standing so, so close where he still holds on to the end of one of Day’s sleeves. 

“But why are you?” Aaron finally manages to force out, instead of the other things he wants
to say, like, Why am I so drawn to you? and, Why, even at my worst moments, can I not get
you and him out of my head?

“Good with coats? It’s not that difficult to master,” Day idly comments as he pulls on a set of
leather gloves.

Aaron, despite himself, despite everything, almost laughs. He stops himself in time, but
Kevin doesn’t miss the small smile that almost inches itself forward on Aaron’s face. For a
moment, near painful while it lasts no more than a couple seconds, Aaron is unable to look



away. But then the strings snap and the vines unravel and Aaron remembers what is at stake.
He clears his throat and steps toward the door, unable to sort out the ivy creeping in his heart
and mind every time he gets too close to Kevin and Matthew. 

“I don’t understand. You just arrived home. Do you mean to accompany me to town?” Aaron
asks when Day steps through the door first, right into the chill and frost of the November
rain. Snow has not yet begun to fall, but the icy drops are cold enough to burn. 

Kevin clips a short nod. Jack has already pulled forward with the carriage, two caramel
French Trotters kicking at the ground in wait. “Matt sends his apologies. He planned to come
but the company has requested his presence last notice.”

“I don’t understand,” Aaron repeats in a daze, though he doesn’t forget to open the carriage
door and clamber inside after Kevin. 

“What is so difficult to comprehend?” Day wonders. He crosses his long legs on the carriage
seat across from Aaron. The blonde studiously focuses on the shine of Day’s ever flawless
boots rather than the strength and muscles clearly visible even under the man’s slacks. 

“You are always working,” Aaron says. His tone is just slight enough to be mistaken for
challenging, so he’s quick to take a breath and steady himself. “I am just surprised you are
taking time to…”

He trails off, remembering what he learned. Technically, Kevin isn’t taking off work time.
This is work, if Katelyn is to be believed. When Kevin quirks a questioning brow at Aaron’s
unfinished thought, Aaron reverses course and says, “Is it true you will be arguing my
brother’s case?”

Kevin doesn’t even pretend to look surprised that Aaron knows. “Yes,” he says simply.

“Why…? I mean—”

“Use your words, Mr. Minyard.” Kevin leans forward and taps a finger against Aaron’s knee.
While seated across from each other, it’s hard to ignore how his heart rate picks up at their
closer proximity. He focuses on thinking of Andrew, the last time he saw the man. It feels
like years ago, when in reality it’s been less than two. He wonders if what Katelyn said is
true, that with Kevin taking up the case, Andrew may as well be saved. 

“Why would you do this?” Aaron makes himself ask. “Everyone knows he is guilty. He has
no money to offer you.” Aaron doesn’t need to have had contact with his brother to know the
latter must be true. “What is there to gain?”

Kevin tilts his head, mulling over his next words. Finally, he answers, “There is nothing to
gain when justice is involved. Nothing personal, at least. Only the assurance that at the end of
the day, you can sleep knowing you did at least the bare minimum for another person.”

His words make no sense. Aaron can’t stop his frown in time. “The only justice a murderer
deserves is…” He stops, thinks, then starts over. “This justice you speak of, how is it any way
just to defend what my brother has done?”



“It is not a defense of what he has done,” Kevin says, “but of who he is. ‘A life for a life’—
tell me, Aaron, how is that idea any just when the circumstances of those lives are not equal
to be compared?”

If anything Aaron is certain, he can see why Kevin is one of the greatest barristers in the land.
His ability to craft and dance around words is its own art form, leaving those like Aaron in
the dust when he tries to make sense of such truths.

“Miss Harris said Andrew is going to plead insanity,” is all Aaron can find as a response.

Kevin nods, scratching his cheek absent-mindedly. He has a fine layer of stubble from where
he forgot to shave this morning, but Aaron doesn’t mind. In fact, he greatly wonders what the
man would look like if he grew out his beard, like Master Boyd decided to do these past few
months (and Aaron has no complaints about that, to be sure).

Kevin’s answer returns Aaron to the current issue. “That’s the plan I am working to convince
your brother of,” he says with a sigh, one laced with a long-term sense of frustration. “If he
wants to escape the gallows once more, it is his only option. Two witnesses have already
been bought off to claim it wasn’t self-defense.”

Aaron is even more lost at such a statement. Witnesses? Those must be the men who’d found
Andrew and Tilda first, their shouts having alerted Aaron as he made his way in the same
direction to his old home. But as for ‘self-defense’...

“What do you mean by ‘bought off’?” Aaron says. “There would be no need to bribe. It was
never self-defense at all.”

When Kevin raises his eyes to Aaron’s, a familiar sense of doubt flickers to life. The man’s
gaze is assessing, the spark of a deeper knowledge brimming below the surface that Aaron is
not privy to. 

“Are you sure of that?” Day asks in a tone meant to imply that Aaron would be unwise to
consider himself so. 

“I saw him—them,” Aaron insists. “Both of them. He shot her. Of course it wasn’t self-
defense.”

A particularly rough bump in the road has the carriage momentarily jolting before righting
itself again. Kevin adjusts a crease in his coat before responding, “I still fail to see your
reasoning.” While bland, his tone is still patient, much more than Aaron thinks Day normally
is with others. It’s an intimate sort of knowing that one who is so brazen and sharp-witted can
also be so gentle and tolerant of a man like Aaron. A mystery, of sorts. “Do not some people
use guns to defend themselves?”

“Yes, but…” Aaron shakes his head. “I saw him.”

“When?” Kevin demands, pointed rather than mean. “Were you present the entire time? Saw
the actual act? Or after, when all was said and done, and no witnesses could objectively say
either way what the cause truly was?”



Aaron runs a hand through his too long curls and gestures helplessly. “Alright, I came across
them after. But it was you who even said there were witnesses,” he reminds Kevin.

Kevin nearly snorts. “And I also said they were bought off to testify against your brother, no
matter which way the die was cast. So the matter of justice boils down to the fact that a
sizable population is cheering for the head of a man whom we cannot prove either way is
innocent or guilty. On top of the fact that the victim was never known to have been all that
innocent either.”

For the second time that day, and in just as many times in his entire life, Aaron is reminded
that his mother’s actions were not as invisible as he always thought. It fills him with ivy and
rage, for if they knew, why did no one put a stop to it? 

But again, what an over-exhausted argument. 

For didn’t someone, in fact, stop her? 

“Do you really believe he is insane?” Aaron has to ask.

Kevin’s surprisingly quick to shake his head. “Not in the traditional sense, no. But there is
enough evidence we can use in our favor for the plea.”

Aaron’s not sure if he even wants to know what evidence Kevin means, so he resolves to not
ask such questions for now. 

“And self-defense?” Aaron continues. “Do you really...do you really believe such a cause was
possible?”

This time, Kevin does not answer so fast. He hums to himself, tapping his own arm in
thought where he’s crossed them against his chest. 

“I believe,” he finally starts slowly, “that it takes a lot more for a man to kill someone out of
cold blood. More than I believe, quite frankly, your brother is capable of.”

Aaron’s not sure what to make of that. “Then why would he…?”

Kevin’s voice is gentle, much more gentle than Aaron prefers for the moment, when he says,
“Don’t you reckon that of all people, you would have a better guess than I?”

Aaron can’t deal with this again. This shame. This post-mortem pain. Even in the grave, her
touch still haunts him. What he would give to see her again. What he would give to have
never seen her at all. 

Of all the things he tries not to remember, one of the greatest is Andrew’s origin itself. How
Aaron did not learn until well in his life that he even had a brother at all, and that Tilda had
quite literally pushed his twin into the arms of a nun, one who so happened to lead an
orphanage, only days after their birth. And by the time Andrew tracked down his birth
mother, it was too late for all their souls. For Tilda was no longer recognizable as a mother
under the weight of her banes and drinks, and Aaron no longer recognizable as a son with his



marks and aches. He’d only met Andrew a handful of times before Tilda kicked Aaron to the
curb, quite physically and literally, and by the time he saw his twin again, well…

For all their trials, Andrew was the only recognizable Minyard left standing. It just so
happened that he also stood with the weight of their mother’s killing on his shoulders, a
criminal offense so irreparable that Aaron could see nothing more than a stranger where his
brother be. 

But for all those times Tilda threw her bottles…

For all the times she left Aaron without a meal, without parental love…

For all the times she took and she took and she took and never gave anything but bruises and
pain…

Did Aaron not too wonder, just wonder, what a world would look like without his mother in
it? A crime of his own, or his own folly at self-defense? If Tilda would regard Aaron in such
a manner all his life, what is to say she didn’t do the same—nay, even worse—when Andrew
arrived at her doorstep to demand where Aaron was.

—Because that’s what it had been about. 

Andrew, showing up to the small house he’d initially refused to set foot in…

Andrew, asking Tilda…

Andrew, demanding to know—

Caring enough to even demand so, to demand where his brother was when Aaron had
disappeared for days without any sign of life. Having to have learned the truth, that Tilda had
given up on her pretense at mothering, had exiled her son eighteen years after she’d exiled
the other.

Aaron never learned to know his brother well, but the most striking feature of his twin’s
personality was how impassive he was. How emotionless, how detached, he was compared to
the rest of society. Even if Aaron can stretch the possibility that Andrew may have cared
enough to wonder of him, no matter which way Aaron spins it, he simply can’t imagine
Andrew acting out of an impulsive fit of rage, or for no reason other than to shed blood. No, a
man like Andrew would not kill without personal warrant. 

Kevin was right. Andrew simply isn’t capable of caring that much to act in a fit of passion.
Whatever his reasons, it was controlled. It was personal.

And to be very honest, Aaron can’t imagine a world where Tilda didn’t try something on
Andrew. Would it be so unreasonable to believe it very well could have been self-defense?

The rifle Andrew had used had been Tilda’s, after all. Who’s to say he simply did not turn her
own weapon against her when his own life was threatened?

But then, like Kevin said, if the witnesses were bought off, who’s to prove either way?



Aaron already has a headache trying to make sense of it all. How does Day do this on a daily
basis? No wonder the man is always so strung tight. 

“Here.” A knock on the carriage door has Aaron flinching out of his thoughts. In his
ponderings, he didn’t even realize they’d made it into town so quickly. 

Aaron waits for Day to exit the carriage first. Just as Aaron crouches to do the same, Kevin
turns back around and offers his palm for Aaron to take as he steps down.

For once thankful of the November chill that has already flushed his face bright, Aaron
accepts Day’s hand and jumps down. Even in gloves, Aaron is hyper-aware of the feeling of
Kevin’s strong fingers flexing against his own. 

But as much as Aaron would rather focus on such revelries, Aaron can’t stop thinking about
one question in particular. It’s been knocking at his mind ever since Kevin first mentioned it,
but now, as they stand just a block before the entrance to the gaols, only meters away from
where his brother now sit in wait, Aaron has the sudden worry that if he doesn’t ask now, it’ll
eat him up from the inside out.

“The witnesses,” Aaron says. The blonde turns to Kevin, the latter of whom looks caught off
guard at the sudden statement but gestures for Aaron to continue. “You mentioned someone
bribed the witnesses. Who would even do such a thing? It’s not like there’s a single person
alive who cares about my mother’s name.”

Kevin’s jaw sets, a quick glance to the side that has Aaron frowning. For once, he wishes
they could speak plainly to one another, ivy and walls thrust aside just until he can
understand what is happening. 

“Aaron, this matter of bribery,” Kevin begins.

Aaron waits, afraid he will never finish his statement. 

“This matter of bribery is not about your mother,” Day continues. “It was never about her.
This is, and has always been since the start, an attack against your brother. Someone wants
him dead, desperately, and Tilda Minyard’s death was just a convenient opportunity for them
to attack.”

Aaron fumbles for words. He knows they should start heading over to the gaols, as Kevin’s
presence alone on the streets is starting to draw whispers and glances. But he won’t move
until he understands.

“But why? He’s an orphan. No one cares that much about orphans.”

The fact that he too is an orphan goes unsaid, though not unnoticed. Kevin doesn’t have to
say anything to know they’re both on the same page when it comes to addressing Aaron’s
implications later, but again, there are more pressing issues.

“Aaron.” Kevin sighs and lays a hand on Aaron’s shoulder. Aaron couldn’t welcome the
touch more, but the solemn expression on his master’s face does nothing for his worry.



“There’s one thing I didn’t tell you. Not because I was purposefully hiding this information,
but because I only just learned of it days ago, and you were sick, and there was no need to
stress you more when you were ill.”

“With all due respect, sir,” Aaron grits out. His fists clench at his sides, those damned nerves
of his. “Pray, just tell me. What is this matter you kept from me?”

Kevin sighs. But this time, when his gaze settles on Aaron’s, the latter doesn’t feel alone but
rather surrounded. Braced before a fortress in the event of invasion—a necessity which
becomes rather evident seconds later when Kevin drops the grenade on Aaron’s entire
worldview.

“Andrew has another brother.”

Chapter End Notes
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The Knife Cuts Both Ways

Chapter Summary

in which aaron is not having a good time :D
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By the time they finally enter the prison, Aaron feels uprooted from everything he’s ever
known.

These days, it’s no longer a foreign feeling.

In a quick-rundown for they don’t truly have the time nor want to pace outside in the cold,
Kevin relays the information he’s learned of Drake Spear, Andrew’s brother-by-chance and
more importantly, his perpetual tormentor. Aaron vaguely knew that Andrew had been
adopted for a brief period from the orphanage he’d been abandoned to, though he never
learned more of what became of the family. 

According to Day, Spear, a known leader of the Columbia gangs west of the city, was arrested
nearly a year ago in connection to a string of petty crimes. But he still has many lackeys
continuing his work for him. While he can’t kill Andrew himself, Spear may just have
enough power to influence the courts from the inside. 

All of this is speculation, of course. Day admits that while the truth is as clear as the ice
crystals forming atop the roofs, they lack the proper evidence to sway the courts undoubtedly
for Andrew. 

But past all this incredulous information, what Aaron truly needs to know is why this Spear
wants Andrew dead in the first place. And to that, Kevin can only grimace and shrug. 

“I don’t know,” he admits. “The amount of trouble I had even getting your brother to tell me
about Spear’s existence was...” he rubs the back of his neck, brows furrowed. Aaron traces
the movement with his eyes, trying to stay focused.

“Was nearly impossible,” Day finishes. “I have no idea the root of their animosity, but your
brother is adamant. He insists Spear bought the witnesses off.” For a moment, Day frowns.
“‘Insists’ may not be the right word. Andrew does not seem to care all that much to ever



insist anything. But I digress. For all I’ve learned of Drake’s upbringing—nothing good—and
pair that with him alongside Andrew…” 

He shakes his head. “Needless to say, I have no reason to not trust your brother.” 

What have you learned? Aaron wonders without asking. Maybe he’s too scared to hear what
Day will say. Maybe he just doesn’t want to know. There’s no guarantee Kevin will tell him,
anyway. No doubt Kevin’s shared much more than legally he should even be allowed with
Aaron. 

It’s a point Aaron knows he won’t be able to ignore for long. He makes a mental note to
question it later. But when they finally approach the entrance to the prison, Kevin nodding at
two guards stationed outside in greeting, a second, more fervent question occurs to Aaron. If
Kevin and Andrew have been in communication the past few days on this case…

Aaron’s hand shoots out to grab Kevin’s sleeve before the entry doors. They both come to
such a sudden stop that has Kevin shooting a look at Aaron over his shoulder. 

He knows he’s taking liberties, but Aaron has to ask, “Master Day, did my brother ever...did
he ever mention me to you?”

Kevin purses his lips at the question and Aaron honestly doesn’t know why his chest
suddenly feels pressed down with rocks. He lets go of the man’s sleeve regretfully. 

“No,” Day eventually says, mouth tight. “He barely speaks at all, and only repeats the same
thing.”

“What, then?” Aaron asks, more to have something else to focus on rather than the way his
rib cage seems to constrict against his will.  

“‘There was no other way’,” Kevin quotes. “Other than when I dragged out Spear’s name
from him, that’s all he tells me. I had to go down to the Capitol to even find records on his
relation to Andrew. He gives me nothing else, which is why I hope to plead insanity to the
court. His selective muteness will work in our favor.”

Aaron doesn’t know what to make of that. There was no other way. Haunting words, carved
deep and brutal into the grooves of his bones. He’s not quite surprised to learn that Andrew
won’t acknowledge him, even now, but it doesn’t stop it from hurting. It shouldn’t even hurt
at all. But Aaron has no control over these tidal waves anymore. 

As they finally enter the doors and are ushered inside by one of the guards, Aaron wonders,
“Why not argue self-defense, like you mentioned before? Would it not make for a more
convincing case?” 

“It would, theoretically,” Kevin confirms, dropping his voice lower than Aaron’s on account
of the guards’ close proximity. “But again. The only witnesses will never claim such. With
them against us, your brother’s only chance is to be declared institutional. They can not hold
him fully accountable if he’s not in his right mind.”



Aaron wants to say something else, but Kevin shushes him with one look and a hand on his
shoulder. He leans into the touch but too soon it's gone again as Day pulls away and walks up
to the officer on duty. 

“Roland,” Day greets to the officer in charge, Aaron’s master a picture of pose and
profession. Not for the first time, Aaron wonders how he himself would have turned out if he
had been able to follow the path he’d dreamed of as a child. To be a doctor, a benefit to
society, all purpose and passion like Day in his element. “Thank you again for allowing us
such short notice.” The pair exchange low words and Aaron can tell they are familiar with
each other when they shake hands in parting. 

When they are finished, Kevin beckons Aaron with his head and the second officer, who
Aaron heard Kevin greet as ‘Moreau’, steps forward. 

There’s something about the second officer that seems strangely familiar. Aaron has never
been to the gaols, never has known a reason to be, so why would this officer…

Aaron nearly gasps when he realizes. The guard is, without a doubt, the fiancé of Mister
Knox. Aaron has seen them together on a couple occasions when Knox had asked permission
for Moreau—Jean, Aaron believes is his Christian name—to visit the estate during summer.

Gods below, Aaron thinks. How many ins does Day have in these parts?

Aaron is not even close to naive enough to believe the courts are not without fault and bias,
but it takes him by surprise nonetheless that his master seems to have more connections than
Aaron previously thought, hiding in plain sight. But he pushes the thought aside as Moreau
leads them both down a hall and deeper into the prison. Many of the cells they pass are
empty, which is the one relief for Aaron. A few hold a man or two, but none of the prisoners
barely glance their way as they pass. 

The entire walk, Aaron’s thoughts are but playing marbles, dropped and scrambled all
around. He thinks of what he will say to Andrew when he sees him—if words be possible at
all. He thinks of Kevin saying that Andrew made mention of his other brother, not even of
blood but a bane that tied them together—but not Aaron. And Aaron wonders if he made a
major mistake deciding to come here. Because if Andrew does in fact escape death once
again, what’s to say Andrew will even give a passing thought to Aaron as he disappears to
another land once more? And if the noose wins instead, it’s not like Andrew will miss him. 

“Prisoner Thirteen,” the officer, Moreau, raps on a door at the end of the hall. Instead of
barred cells like the ones they’d passed, they’ve stopped in front of an actual wooden door.
“You have visitors.”

Without waiting for a reply for there is clearly none coming, Moreau turns the lock with a
key hanging from his belt and pushes open the door. The interior of the room is dim, even
dimmer than the hall, and it takes a moment for Aaron to realize that there is in fact a cell
within the room. Why the need for a second door is beyond Aaron. 

“One last thing,” Kevin says in a hush to Aaron, turning to speak low in his ear. Aaron
represses the shiver at the soft touch of Master Day’s breath against his skin, but it’s tough.



“Whatever you do, do not make mention of Drake to your brother. I should have said this
earlier, but I cannot stress enough how bad an idea that would be.”

Aaron raises a brow. But there’s a seriousness in Day’s expression that goes past simple
orders, and Aaron finds himself nodding. Not just nodding, but agreeing.

“Yes, sir,” he murmurs back. He pushes past his curiosity to instead turn and face the door
once more.

No Drake—No mention—No false brother—

My brother is in there. 

The thought is an obvious one but hits like a punch. Aaron barely pays notice to the subtle
slip of coins exchanged between his master and Moreau before they’re ushered once more
forward, this time deeper into the room.

Immediately, Aaron sees him.

He expected Andrew to look different, of course. Living a life on the run and spending one’s
nights in the gaols would affect any man. But if Andrew were a strange lookalike of Aaron
before, he is an outright stranger now.  

Where Andrew’s hair once resembled Aaron’s current curls, the locks are shorn to the scalp,
obviously a new change. His face is gaunt, cheekbones sharp and unforgiving, only serving to
highlight the rough dunes of his brother’s countenance. The face that blankly peers back at
Aaron from his cell is a face that has seen as much damage as it has wreaked in turn. The
moment Aaron steps into the room, he feels equally conflicted. To run forward or to flee
back, that is the question.    

What does one say in such a situation?

“Mr. Minyard,” Kevin greets diplomatically and by virtue, breaking the glacier of silence that
had befallen the room up to now. “I’ve brought a guest. Someone you know.”

Words, thoughts, emotion—it all lodges in Aaron’s throat. For one second, one second is all
Andrew spares him before his gaze flits away, just as bored as if no one had entered the room
at all.

Why did I come here? Aaron asks himself for not the first time that day.

Why can’t I bring myself to leave?

When neither of the Minyard boys proffer a response or even acknowledgement that Kevin
spoke, Kevin steps further into the room, right up to the bars of the cell. Only mere feet and
metal columns separate him from Andrew’s brother, who sits stoically with his back against
the wall on the cell’s bench. Day’s face betrays no surprise at Andrew’s lack of answer, but
his master glances back at Aaron over his shoulder as if to say, Well, what are you waiting
for?



Or maybe, Good luck.

As if Aaron has enough time in the world to unpack such a notion.

When no answer is forthcoming, Day beckons with his hand.

“Aaron,” he begins.

“They told me you are to hang.”

It’s the only thing Aaron’s mouth decides to translate from his swirling thoughts. It comes out
like venom, like reproach, like Andrew himself is at fault for his potential execution. Which,
in many ways, he is at fault. He drew the killing blow. But he may as well have buried two
bodies with his crime. Shooting two birds with one stone.

Aaron doesn’t know what he expected Andrew to be like, to treat him like. But what he does
not expect is complete and utter silence from the man. To be ignored in such a way that
Aaron may as well be nothing but the dirt under Andrew’s soles—what an insult to injury to
endure. 

“Do you even care?” Aaron steps further into the room as well, right next to Kevin. Moreau
has closed the door on them and waits outside, affording them privacy. “In killing a woman
you may as well have killed yourself. Do you have nothing to say to this? To me?”

Distractedly, Aaron realizes that this is the first time he’s thought of Tilda as just some
woman, some vague concept of a human being with no personal connection to him. It must
be the very way Andrew regards her, and such a realization doesn’t leave Aaron unaffected.
But the matters at hand are more pressing. 

“Mr. Minyard rarely speaks,” Kevin repeats his point from earlier as if Andrew can’t hear
them, voice thin. “And when he does, it is normally entirely useless.”

“You’re the solicitor. It is your job to make a use for what is lacking.”  

The sudden addition from Andrew has Aaron biting back a gasp. His brother’s voice is rough,
a hoarse rasp he didn’t always have, whether from disuse or some sickness he has not entirely
recovered from.

“Point in case,” Kevin mutters.

“You brought him here,” Andrew says, nearly accusatory, to Kevin. It’s almost ridiculous
how much of a point he’s making to not look at Aaron. “Tell me why.”

“I can speak for myself,” Aaron cuts in. At this moment, he is not Kevin Day’s servant to
bend and break his back over in formalities. He’s an orphan with one last root tying him to
his history, a root that’s nearly suicidal in its quest to undo itself.

And Aaron will be damned if he loses to history in this way.



“At first...at first I came to say goodbye. Not that you want to hear it, of course.” Aaron
blows out a sigh and curls his fingers around the metal bars to hide how they shake. Andrew
raises a bored brow, lips thin, but doesn’t interrupt. “But it felt right, to finally be able to put
our past to rest as—” Aaron fights his fracturing voice—”as they laid you to rest.

“But..But I learned recently that Master Day is arguing your case. You don’t deserve his time
and-and passion, but can I blame him? If anyone wants a good challenge, you offer the
greatest.”

Next to him, Aaron faintly feels Kevin stiffen ever so slightly where he stands. He casts a
quick look at Aaron as if wondering how good of an idea this was, but he doesn’t stop Aaron
either. 

“But I also believe in him. Master Day has never lost a case before, and I struggle to believe
your’s will be his first. Which means if he wins this time, you live. And if you live, I will
have to live with knowing that the person who took my mother from me is granted the life
that was stolen from her.”

There. There it is. For the first time, Aaron finally succeeds in provoking something from
Andrew. It’s so small, so slight, you’d miss it if you weren’t paying close attention. But
Aaron, who’s eyes have now become accustomed to the dim light of the cell and have not
strayed once from Andrew’s form on the bench, takes in the acute sign of his brother
flinching ever so slightly at the mention of Tilda. Andrew’s right hand clenches before
releasing quickly, his jaw setting before relaxing, as if by a forceful effort to appear
unaffected.

But that’s the thing. Aaron wants to see Andrew react. He wants to see proof that Andrew
feels something under that iron facade, even if that just be annoyance, or frustration, or rage
at Aaron.

“Mr. Minyard,” Kevin starts, but this time not in Andrew’s direction, but in Aaron’s. His
hand reaches out and brushes Aaron’s arm, but Aaron can’t find himself to stop now that he’s
started. Let Day and Boyd punish him later for his disrespect. But Aaron will be damned if he
doesn’t finally get this off his chest. 

It may be his last chance, after all.

“Master Day says you should plead insanity. Once, I would have agreed with him. I used to
reckon only the insane would commit such a heinous crime, but you proved me wrong there
too. You are not insane, brother. You are cruel. There is a difference.”

At the same time Kevin growls Aaron’s name to quiet and pulls the blonde to him, Andrew
mutters something that Aaron’s ears miss.

“What?” Aaron demands.

And by a miracle, Andrew repeats himself. 



“If I be cruel,” He says, voice flat like sheet metal, “then you, brother, are the one mad.”

“What in hell do you mean by that?” Aaron hisses.

“If memory serves me well,” Andrew muses, his grin hollow and abused, “I was not the dog
beaten and kicked to the curb and rushing to defend its master. No, that behavior is not of the
sane.” 

His gaze lands on Aaron’s arms where the latter still cutches the metal bars. Even though the
skin is well covered by his shirt and coat, Aaron can’t help but feel exposed, stripped, raw.
Vile.

“You monster,” Aaron whispers. He loathes how his voice shakes. “You know nothing."

“Nothing,” Andrew repeats, a short clip of the word. “I could say the same for you.”

Aaron thinks of what Kevin told him outside. Of this Drake, this imposter brother. Of the
danger in even mentioning such a name. Of Andrew’s unwillingness to speak of what he saw,
what he underwent.

You are cruel.

But—

I could say the same for you.

The accusations of brothers, how they always spin in circles. Never stopping, always
sidestepping the truth of the matter. Aaron doesn’t fight Kevin’s grip around him this time but
rather sags into the man, all the fight leaving him as quick as it rose within him. Like an echo,
like a plea, like hope, all wild and useless and fading. 

“If I know nothing,” Aaron’s spirit falls, “why won’t you enlighten me?”

“I told you already.”

Aaron’s fists clench. “Then tell me again.”

“There,” Andrew grits out, hands also twitching around his dirty trousers, “was no other
way.”

An empty mantra. 

A crucial belief. 

Sine qua non.

“Damn you,” Aaron whispers. He wants to cry but at the same time, all he feels is hollow
inside. What else did he expect? Did he expect anything? Surely not this roadblock. Or
maybe only such, and now that he’s at the end, he has no idea where to go hence. “Maybe
you are insane, after all.”



“If that helps you sleep at night.” Andrew lowers his head, but his gaze doesn’t leave
Aaron’s. His eyes, near glowing in the dim room, are feral, no other word to describe it. A
fox, not cowered, but crouching, ready for the attack.

Aaron takes a step back. “It doesn’t,” he admits quietly. He remembers a shotgun, blood on
the dirt, a scream in the air. 

“I used to want to be a doctor.” The words are sudden, not entirely of his own will. Day,
who’d resolved to watch the pair play it out, now stares solely at Aaron, listening just as
intently as the prisoner doing his best to pretend he isn’t. 

“But they won’t give licenses to the kin of the condemned,” Aaron continues. He stares at the
grooves in the dirt floor, shoulders heavy. “Not to mention, I…well, there are not enough
people in the world ready to trust a man like me with their wellbeing considering my own
that is lacking.” 

Unconsciously, his thumb flies to the opposing wrist, fingering one of the many scars hidden
by wool. And when he looks up, there is a strange shade of emptiness in Andrew’s eyes
reflecting back in Aaron’s own. 

Maybe they are not so different as Aaron wants to believe.

“Did you desire anything?” Aaron asks his twin, his extension of life. “Have you ever desired
anything, anything at all? Or did you come into this world ready to cut down any connection
keeping you tethered here?”

“I am not you,” Andrew says plainly. He shrugs. Up-down. “I want nothing.”

“Nothing,” Aaron repeats, a mirror of his brother moments before. He swallows, his throat
painfully parch. “But yet you wanted to kill a woman enough to lose your life over it.”

“It was never about her.”

“Then who?” Aaron demands. “You?”

“Guess again, brother mine.”

Aaron’s breath cuts short he nearly chokes on it. 

“I believe,” Kevin had said, “that it takes a lot more for a man to kill someone out of cold
blood. More than I believe, quite frankly, your brother is capable of.”

A man like Andrew would not kill without personal warrant. 

Whatever his reasons, it was controlled. 

It was personal.

“You can’t possibly mean…” Aaron’s lips twist, deflecting as much as disbelieving. 



If they knew, why did no one save me? Aaron had wondered.

And was it not Aaron who also answered, What if someone did?

And what if that someone is the very man who sits behind prison bars, willing enough to kill
the one who birthed him, willing enough to let himself hang from the noose as well?

There was no other way.

There was no other way.

There. was. no. other. way.

Aaron wants it to be easy. Wants the world to be black and white. Wants to trim the ivy and
prune the vines where they inevitably spread.

But what about the shades in between? What about the daffodils, that are more flower than
weed?

“I never wanted her dead,” Aaron hears himself say. He’s no longer certain if it’s the truth.
Nor is he sure that it’s a lie. “I would never ask that burden to befall on you.”

“I have no care for your wants.”

“Bullshit!” The expletive is near torn from Aaron’s mouth. Day starts to reach out again, but
rethinks it once Aaron immediately tempers himself lest Moreau force Aaron to leave. “If
that were true, you would not have killed her for my sake.”

“Your words,” Andrew huffs, his gaze never one to back down, “not mine.”

“Gods below!” Aaron rakes a hand through his hair, limb twitching. “Do you even hear
yourself?” He turns to Day and gestures at the man behind the bars. “Can’t you use this as
proof he is insane? What right headed man would kill his mother for the sake of one he has
no regard for?” 

“Aaron,” Kevin says sharply.

“What?” Just as keen.

Day shakes his head minutely. “Finish saying your goodbyes,” he instructs, a warning glare
more than obvious even if Aaron weren’t looking. He can feel the stare on his skin like a
brand. “We only have minutes left, and I must discuss with my client before we depart.” He
very pointedly does not answer Aaron’s demand that this be possible evidence, for after all,
it’s just circumstantial. Such a claim would never hold up in the courts. 

“Fine. Adieu, brother,” Aaron nearly spits. “I no longer know whether to pray for Master
Day’s success or for your conviction.”

“Lucky me, your prayers will serve as much good as your anger,” Andrew drawls.
“Background noise.”



“Oh, fuck you—“

“Enough.” Day takes Aaron by the arm and storms him toward the door. Moreau is already
going to unlock it, having heard the shouts even from outside. “He is only trying to rile you
up. Take a breather, Aaron.”

When Kevin pushes Aaron to go wait in the hall, he can’t even fight it. He inflicted the
venom he came to inflict. Unfortunately, there is no debate of he and his brother’s ancestry.
Only those of Tilda Minyard’s blood can poison the waters like that, so easily, so efficiently.
He wielded the pain he’d hoarded all along. Andrew only turned that knife back around in
response. He came no closer to understanding his brother than he understood all these years
gone. 

“I’m sorry if I messed up your case,” Aaron tells Day when he finally exits the room about
five minutes later. “But I can’t lie and pretend that I am sorry for what I said. I meant it, and I
won’t take it back.” 

Aaron has no idea what took Kevin so long considering Andrew’s supposed lack of
conversation skills (though, unless Andrew’s interaction with Aaron was an anomaly,
Andrew spoke more than enough—perhaps for a lifetime—to be sure). But he trusts that
Kevin knows what he’s doing to make the case work. At the end of the hall stands Moreau
jingling his keys after locking the door after Day, waiting for them to finish up before he
leads them back. 

Kevin has his hands in his pockets and offers Aaron a long assessing look before he exhales a
sigh, shaking his head slowly. Aaron tries not to feel small under such a gaze but it's difficult.
Day’s physical stature alone is something, but joined with his self-assured and domineering
personality, the man is a wonder to behold. Where Boyd is all brawn and honeysuckle, Day is
leather and sage. Aaron burns under Day’s attention as much as he yearns for more of it.

“I’m not looking for an apology. And you didn’t mess anything up. Andrew is...Andrew.”
Day gestures vaguely. “And I will admit, that was the most I have ever heard him speak in
the past week I’ve met with him combined.

“But I was under the assumption,” he continues slowly, dark eyes peering pointedly into
Aaron’s, “that you desired to speak civilly with your brother. A ‘farewell’ was not quite
necessary, considering the trial will not be until after the new year. However, your display
was…” 

He trails off, raising an eyebrow in unspoken command for Aaron to explain his sudden
spiel. 

“He knows as well as us that he’s not insane,” is all Aaron can mumble weakly. “The judge
will never believe it if he doesn’t make an effort. And if he can’t even make an effort to
acknowledge me then..”

Aaron turns his face away, scraping a hand down his cheeks to quell the frustration and—
and...and disappointment. Even he has to admit to himself what truly hurt him more than
anything. How disappointed he was in Andrew's treatment toward him. So Andrew can make



mention of this Drake, this other brother to Kevin, but can’t even spare but vicious words to
his real brother? Not even a greeting or goodbye, but yet more accusations. You know
nothing. So what, if Aaron doesn’t know all what’s going on? How could he be expected to if
Andrew won’t speak to him or Kevin, won’t explain himself to anyone? It’s not Aaron’s fault.

“Acknowledge you?” Day scoffs, and the condescending shrill in his tone affects Aaron more
than he would like to admit. It’s hard to take things personally when it comes to Day, as his
reserve is equal for most, but for Aaron, it kills him to be the subject of his master’s
disapproval. “Aaron, dear, this isn’t about you.”

“Did you not hear your client?” Aaron demands, voice clipping. “He said it himself that it
is.”

“You came to that assumption,” Day reminds him, not unkindly. “He never used those
words.”

But for all of Aaron’s shame and posture, he can’t restrain himself from snapping back, “I’m
the one who lost his family. How isn’t this about me?”

He regrets saying it. Of course he regrets saying it. But he can’t take the vines back. They
grow and they twist and they bend along with his heart’s cage. And oh how they snare all in
their wake.

To Day’s credit, he doesn’t argue with Aaron this time. Not after that rare, heated shot of
emotion, that admittance of what they all knew but refused to acknowledge. That Aaron cares
about what happens to Andrew. Because at the end of the day, at the end of possibility,
Andrew is Aaron’s family. The last of the last. Both just as lost as the other.

“I just wanted to see,” Aaron says, dipping his voice back to a hush when he sees Moreau
glance their way. “I just wanted evidence that he understood what he’d done. To me. To
mum. To himself.” 

Kevin’s gaze loses its hardness, but Aaron continues.

“He’s not insane,” he repeats again. Almost mad about it. 

“You claimed he was,” Day also reminds.

“I wanted a reaction. Anything.”

When Day barks a sudden laugh, Aaron frowns. “You two are more alike than you’d reckon.”

“You think…” Aaron wants to step back from Day, but the narrow passage of the hall has
him stuck where he is. “You think I am like him?”

He can’t keep the disappointment from his voice. How base, how vile, his master must regard
him, to compare him so much to Andrew. 

“In the way brothers are so like each other,” Day clarifies. He lays a hand on Aaron’s
shoulder. This time, Aaron leans into it rather than away. He lets it burn. “Like twin daggers,



forged together. There is nothing wrong with that.”

“Daggers?” Aaron murmurs. A thought strikes him. “Was that your case as well? With your
brother?” He’s hesitant to make mention of Master Day’s adopted brother. He still knows so
little about the man, rumored to have died in the War years prior, but who he and Katelyn
have heard passing whispers of, usually between Boyd and Day themselves. 

Kevin inclines his head. The corners of his eyes wrinkle, but he doesn’t appear mad at the
mention, just contemplative. And perhaps a little sad. “Yes, I suppose,” he finally says.
“Though I don’t believe I am any longer who I used to be when I came to him. I have grown
from that need to be my brother’s reflection.”

“Do you believe…” Aaron starts. He thinks of Day’s words. More alike than you’d reckon.
“That I still have time to grow, too?”

Kevin’s other hand reaches out to brace both of Aaron’s shoulders. It’s comforting, strangely
familiar in its newness. “Nothing’s stopping you,” Kevin says quietly. Across the hall, Jean is
beginning to look impatient, but Kevin makes no move to hurry them along. 

“I don’t think he’s cruel,” Aaron finally admits, “if it truly was...if it truly was self-defense, I
don’t think his actions were cruel.”

It was never about her. You? Guess again. 

There was no other way. 

Could it be considered self-defense, when the defense was of another person so closely tied
to the self? Defense of the extension of one’s self?  

“And if it wasn’t?” Day prompts. “Self-defense?”

“You said it most likely was.”

“No,” his master corrects, “I said there could be a case made if there weren’t witnesses.”

Aaron’s frown deepens further. He finally extricates himself from Day’s grasp and hits his
back against the stone wall. He remembers vaguely the feeling of Day’s hands on his jaw
once, gripping him into compliance. How he wishes Day could do so now, force him by hand
to understand the meaning that’s eluding him. To have Boyd here with them too, a presence
so grounding Aaron wouldn’t have to stumble anymore.

“If not madness,” Aaron starts, “and if not self-defense, then what is the answer? What was
the motive?”

Across from him, Day sighs. His hand reaches up to scratch his jaw, a tell Aaron’s picked up
on. “You see the world in black and white. Much like your brother. The problem is, it’s not.
One does not have to be mad to commit such an act without the excuse of self-defense.”

“What, then?” Aaron demands, tired of the lawman’s twisting words.



Could it be considered self-defense, Aaron wonders once more, the notion taking firmer root
as he connects it to Day’s words, when the defense was of another person so closely tied to
the self? 

Defense of the extension of one’s self?  

Defense of Aaron?

No. That is not simply self-defense. 

That’s…

No other way. 

When Day meets his eyes, Aaron sees the truth and the certainty and the vines creeping in
through both their reflections. A sudden shiver chills his spine and Kevin says, “Justice.”

Not self-defense at all. 

“Sometimes, one simply desires justice.”
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I Can't Stop You Putting Roots in My Dreamland
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The trial is set for one fortnight after the new year. 

But it’s no longer a countdown for Andrew. Because only minutes after they leave the gaols,
Day drops the bomb on Aaron too.

“We will still plea insanity,” Kevin says as they journey back to the manor in Jack’s carriage.
“But I now reckon there is another way to make certain the judge rules in your brother’s
favor.”

Aaron shifts in his seat and does his best to not cross his arms like a shield against what his
master will say next. “What would that be?”

Kevin peers intently at him, juniper eyes more alive than all the forests they pass through
combined. When he presses his lips together, that little scar above his mouth stretching thin,
he looks almost cautious.

“Know that what I propose next Aaron,” he starts, “is for your brother’s—and your—best
interest. I would never suggest something I believe would hurt you both.”

“Master Day,” Aaron grits out. Patience is quickly fading with each bump and jolt of the
carriage where Aaron anxiously waits for Kevin to get to the point. “Pray, get on with it. Your
caution isn’t encouraging.”

Kevin sighs. “Fair enough.” He rubs a gloved hand over his jaw, expression ruminative as he
looks out the carriage window before turning back to Aaron and saying, “It would strengthen
your brother’s case, Aaron, if…

“If you were to testify before the courts about Tilda.”

Aaron blinks at him.

He crosses his arms after all.

“Pardon?”

The word is anything but respectful when barked so violently from his lungs. Aaron is
already shaking his head before Day could elaborate. 



“Absolutely not. I’m sorry. That’s—“ he manages to cut himself off before he says mad, but
no doubt his expression speaks higher volumes anyway. 

But Master Day is barely aggrieved at the outburst. In fact, he hardly seems fazed, as if he
expected Aaron’s reaction. 

“Aaron, I understand this is hard for you—“

“You don’t, though,” Aaron bites out. He runs a hand through his hair, nearly tugging on the
curls in frustration. “You don’t understand. If you did, you wouldn’t have—I mean, how
could…People already know what happened to mum.” He can’t bring himself to say, To me.
“What would be the point? You heard Andrew.” He almost laughs then, its bitter taste
lodging in his throat. “I’d just be background noise.”

“Not of what happened to her,” Day says, solemn. He ignores the last thing Aaron said. But
it’s only when he shifts from his seat and moves to the opposite side of the carriage next to
Aaron to lay his arm around the blonde’s shoulder does Aaron realize he’s physically
shaking. 

“Not of what happened to her,” Day says again. “But of what happened to you.”

Now it’s Aaron’s head that shakes, side to side. His lungs physically ache at the thought. “I
can’t—“

“You could."

“I can’t.”

Day sighs. His other arm, the one not around Aaron’s shoulder, reaches over to card a hand
through Aaron’s hair. For a moment, Aaron has the urge to push away, to jump out of the
carriage, consequences be damned. How can his master ask this of him? When Tilda’s marks
still brand his skin and bones, the voice of her ghost still haunting his dreams at night—how
can Day ask such a thing?

But with every quiet moment that passes, Aaron’s breathing starts to settle. With every stroke
of Kevin’s hand through Aaron’s hair, Aaron’s shaking starts to ease. He loathes the thought
—fears it—as much as he already knows that Day is right. 

It would strengthen your brother’s case.

But why, Aaron wondered all those years.

Why was no one there to strengthen me?  

“Don’t make me do this, sir,” Aaron whispers. 

“It’s not an order,” Kevin says immediately. “Gods above, Aaron—don’t take my suggestion
to be an order. I would never force something like that on you.” A moment passes before he
adds in a slightly quieter, though no less firm tone, “I would never force anything on you.”



Another touch through Aaron’s hair then, a stubborn tenderness that has Aaron’s mind
temporarily tamed from worries. With a start, Aaron realizes just how close their embrace has
become, and he quickly sits up to set some distance between him and Day lest his own
private wants gnarl Day’s own virtue. But it isn’t like there’s truly anywhere to go on the
small bench so they only end up shoulder to shoulder, rather than shoulder to chest.

Aaron means to say, “I can’t do it.”

Instead what comes out, “Do you need an answer now?” 

When Aaron looks over at Kevin, the latter’s eyes are glued on the small inch of space that
now separates the two from where Aaron had shifted away. Before Aaron can question it,
Day’s gaze snaps up as if blinking himself out of thought. What Aaron would give to know
those musings, to study his master’s skull and brain matter like the surgeons in the city who
sell their souls to know another’s so intimately. 

“I have two weeks to submit any last depositions,” Day tells him. “If you do not let me know
by then, I will assume you decided against testifying. And no one will hold that against you if
that be the case. I will not hold it against you. Do you understand me?”

Aaron nods slowly. “Yes, sir.”

But Kevin frowns. “You’re pale.”

“Just now noticing?” Aaron mutters before he can stop himself. But Day only huffs a sad
laugh.

“Have I upset you?”

“No,” Aaron says honestly, now more relieved hearing Day’s promise that the man isn’t
ordering Aaron to testify. Somehow, watching the passing of the lightly frosted trees outside
the window soothes him too. “It’s just this…entire affair,” he gestures vaguely. 

But when he goes to set his hand back down, Day grabs the limb suddenly.

“What—?” Aaron flushes dark.

“Just checking,” Kevin murmurs. When he releases Aaron’s hand, Aaron isn’t sure what
confuses him more. Why Day had taken his hand at all, or why Aaron feels the rising urge to
bang his head on the carriage wood when his hand is once more empty. 

A small smile tugs at Kevin’s lips when he sees Aaron’s expression. It’s one of the many
things Aaron has to give Master Day credit for: the man is almost never sorry for what he sets
his mind to, never unsure. His confidence is dizzying half the time, like now, intimidating
nearly all—most certainly now. 

“Checking what?” Even to Aaron’s own ears, he knows he sounds out of breath.

“Your burn,” Day says easily. “The skin has healed nicely.”



Aaron blinks at the flesh before flickering his gaze back up, ivy eyes meeting his own
assuredly. 

“It has been healed for weeks,” Aaron points out, feeling lost. Not necessarily in a bad way.

“I guess I never had a chance to look closely,” Day returns.

“Liar.” Aaron swallows. He feels his hand, the same one once aflame both by water and by
recent touch, flex involuntarily. 

Day cocks his head to the side. “Why am I a liar?”

Because you had your chances.

“Because Master Day never guesses,” Aaron says instead. Neither is that a lie. 

Kevin’s answering grin is as white as the snow that begins to fall outside.

“Two weeks,” the man repeats, as if the previous interaction had never occurred. “Just let me
know. Or not at all, which will be answer enough,” he adds.

“You said it would strengthen Andrew’s case if I were to testify. That means if I do not, I
would only be harming your defense.” Aaron presses his lips together, brows furrowed as he
thinks. “How could you not hold that against me?”

Kevin exhales a slow breath. “Because it must be your choice, Mr. Minyard. I know not all of
your past, but I know enough that it would be cruel to force your hand. You don’t deserve
that.” He chuckles, almost sarcastic. “Many would argue your brother doesn’t deserve your
help, either.”

“He doesn’t,” Aaron is quick to say. It’s more reactive than anything. 

“Then that is your decision.”

Aaron nods to himself before jutting his chin in finality. “I know.”

“Very well.”

Aaron says, “I will do it.”

“I respect—“ Kevin cuts himself off on a harsh cough. “Excuse me?”

Aaron tries not to laugh at his Day’s incredulous expression, though a small grin may or may
not slip out. “Getting old, Master?” He ribs, a strange elation trickling into his system to have
surprised Kevin so. “Already losing your hearing?”

“Watch your manners.” But Day is laughing, shaking his head to himself as much as Aaron.
“But truly? You will testify?”

“You said you would not force me to,” Aaron starts.



“And I stand by it.” Day nods firmly.

“And you said it is my decision whether or not to help my brother.” Aaron tugs at his sleeves.
“If he deserves my help is another question.

“So I’m making my decision,” Aaron says in finality. “I will testify. But…”

Kevin inclines his head. “But what?”

“Will you help me?” Aaron struggles to say the words at all, but once they’re out, he feels a
sense of relief for having said them. “You and Master Boyd? I don’t know what I’m doing.”

“Oh, Aaron.” This time, when Kevin pulls Aaron close, the blonde doesn’t resist. “Of course
we will. You truly think we would throw you in the deep end alone?”

“No,” Aaron says, and at the same moment, he also realizes that it’s true. Maybe not realizes,
for he’s always known deep down, but accepts it for what it is. “No, I know you wouldn’t.”

“We have time to prepare,” Kevin tells him. His arms around Aaron’s shoulder is warm and
strong, a welcome dichotomy to the ever present cold rooted under Aaron’s skin. “Nearly two
months. And we will be with you every step of the way, Matt, Miss Harris, and I. You are not
alone in this, Aaron.”

Not alone. 

What a peculiar turn of events.

“Two months,” Aaron repeats. “For good or for ill, huh?”

Kevin hums. “Aye.”

Two months to prepare. Until then, Aaron does his best to push the impending date from his
mind. Kevin journeys between the court house, his office, and the goals to visit Andrew on
the regular. But other than the first occasion, Aaron can’t find the urge to go again. 

He consults with Master Day every few nights after his duties are finished, running through
statements half-censored for if Aaron must go through this hell, he will do so as little as
possible. But it’s difficult, for its obvious when Aaron bites back another truth, another
horror, before he gives all his bones away. And Kevin will begin to remind him that there is
no shame, no judgement, but they both know by then that Aaron will save the brunt of his
pain for the trial itself. He’s run through the words more than enough in his mind, his dreams,
his nightmares already. 

Boyd offers what assistance he can to them both, whether that be forcing Day away from his
papers when the hours become too long and heavy and the candles burnt to the wick, or
ordering Aaron to bed when the thoughts grow on long and the memories twist too sharp for
Aaron to successfully finish any task. 

One night, Boyd had entered the study when he knew Aaron and Kevin were planned to
discuss the proceedings of the court, only to find Kevin alone behind his desk, face in his



hands.

“Where’s Aaron?” Matt had wondered, quickly turning the corner of Kevin’s desk to pull his
obviously troubled husband into his arms. 

“In bed.” Kevin rubbed his eyes. It didn’t take much to see that they were moist, the same
unshed frustration and anger that always shook at him each night he met with Aaron and
learned more and more about the servant’s abuse, even if in fragments. While Day would
never betray Aaron’s privacy and so of course never shared even with his husband the ghosts
of Aaron’s past, and nor would Matt ever think to go behind Aaron’s back in such a way,
Kevin often confided the pains he went through to keep his reactions hidden from Aaron
when he ran through his testimony. Jumping up in rage against a woman long dead would do
no one good. Certainly it would not help Aaron, who already struggled to speak his
experiences. 

But some nights. Other nights. Matt knew what else tugged at Kevin’s heart. The same
strings Kevin has tried to hide, to forget, to ignore. That in Aaron’s testimony, Kevin finds
the remnants of his own past peeking through. Where a loveless woman left her mark on
Aaron Minyard, the ghost of Kevin’s brother laughs all the same, and Kevin is forcibly
reminded just like Aaron that even in death, the dead can wound.

“Him or you?” Matt whispered to his husband, needing to know what haunted Kevin more
this particular night. Though, he was sure that he already knew. 

“It’s nothing. I just need to sleep.” Kevin shrugged in dismissal, though he didn’t move from
where he rested his head against Matt’s shoulder. 

“That’s not what I asked, love.”

“I know.” Kevin sighed, but when he finally drew back, his eyes were dry once more. “But I
don’t want to talk tonight.”

Matt swiped his thumb across his husband’s cheekbone where the barely faded scar shone
back. The roman numerals that Kevin’s adopted brother once scraped into his cheek with a
paring knife were no more than twin peaks nearly two decades after they’d been inscribed. 

Matt leaned forward, his lips gently scraping the marked skin before placing a tender kiss on
the spot. “What do you need, though?” he asked. 

Kevin shuddered in a breath. The candles in the study were nearly burned through. They’d
have to send Katelyn to pick up a few more the next day.

“To sleep,” Kevin finally answered. The way his hands almost shook when he went to hold
onto Matt’s hips were a tell of another habit Kevin had long given up but craved now, and
Matt knew what Kevin really was seeking. Thankfully there was no trace of alcohol in the
manor, Matt too having long given up the habit for his husband’s sake. “To forget.”

“Then let us sleep.” Matt laced one of his hands with Kevin’s cold one and drew it up to kiss
the back of his lover’s hand. “Gods know you have earned your lifetime’s share of good



rest.”

“So does he.”

The words had been spoken so soft, so strained, that Matt almost didn’t hear them. But when
he realized what Kevin had said, he could only close his eyes and rest his head against
Kevin’s own temple. He breathed his husband in, the ache for Aaron and the pain he went
through almost unbearable. Matt knew Kevin was a strong man, always had been, but it took
another kind of power to push away your own burdens and help take up another’s. No
wonder Kevin had been looking so drained, lately, more so than the usual.

“He barely sleeps since we’ve been planning the testimony.” Kevin’s whisper was cold in
Matt’s ear, or at least maybe that was the chill of knowing how Aaron suffered. “And I know
it’s my fault.”

Matt pulled back then, so suddenly Kevin had to catch himself from falling forward. He
blinked at Matt’s expression. “What?”

“That’s bullshit.” Matt shook his head before kissing Kevin chastely to offset the harsh
words. “And you know it.”

“I’m the one who suggested it,” Kevin argued.

“And Aaron was the one who agreed—and who made it quite clear he agreed because you
gave him the choice,” Matt added, “if what you told me was true.”

“Yes, that’s true, but—“

“There is no but. Aaron made his choice, and we both know he’s more than capable of
stopping if he truly wanted to. Give him more credit than that.”

Kevin stared at his husband as he soaked in the words. He knew they were true, but he also
knew that other truths could coexist. 

“But what if he doesn’t want to stop,” Kevin countered on a hush, “because he fears the
consequences?”

“What consequences?” Matt balked. “Do you even hear yourself?”

“Of course there are no consequences,” Kevin was quick to say. He ran a hand down his face,
nearly groaning from exhaustion and frustration. His words always gnarled and tangled when
sleep pulled at him. “But try telling him that. He thinks one misstep will cost him a leg.
Thinks it’ll take one word out of line before his next meal is gone.”

Matt frowned. “That can’t be…he still thinks that way? I thought he’d learned long ago that
—that we would never—“

“He knows now we would not,” Kevin agreed grimly. “But fear is not so dormant. Not so
rational.” 



Once again, Matt wondered if they were only talking about Aaron. “Darling…”

He stopped, reconsidered, before starting again. “Your brother can’t hurt you anymore, Kev,”
he told his husband gently, like he’s done for years. And Kevin answered in the same way he
always did, with a short nod that Matt was not entirely convinced of. 

But they went to bed after all. They slept the previous heartaches away, if only for a night. 

And in the morning, they started over. 

Katelyn, for her part, stays mostly out of all their ways. Ever since that morning in the
kitchen, Aaron and her previous camaraderie has been strained. He can barely bring himself
to look her in the eye, now knowing that she knows of his past, his pains. And she can barely
stay in the same room as him for long before the urge to speak, to do something, anything at
all, presses so forcefully she has to remove herself entirely lest a repeat of that rift occurs. 

It’s one late evening in December, about two weeks before Christmas, when things start to
change. One could argue they were always changing, ever constant like the turn of a wheel.
But this new event caused such a shift the wheel may as well have been spun on its axis,
pushed into an entirely new frame. For better or for worse, there was no going back.

It happens during dinner. Katelyn and Aaron usually eat after their masters finish, but Day
was so late returning from work that he and Boyd both insisted the servants may as well eat
with them rather than keep them up any longer. 

But the entire meal, Aaron struggles to keep himself in check. He desperately wants to ask
Master Day about his brother, as today marks exactly six weeks before the trial and he knows
Day had met extensively with Andrew and a handful of other solicitors working the case. But
he can’t find the courage to do so as he sits across from Katelyn, Boyd and Day at the table
heads (and what a peculiar privilege it is to eat in commons alongside his masters), weariness
and stress lines more than evident painting Kevin’s face. 

So rather than interrupt his masters’ current conversation concerning Boyd’s business and a
trouble he ran into with a client, Aaron keeps shut and resolves to ask Day after dinner in
private. He picks at his food, barely tasting the carrots and chicken Katelyn roasted while he
fixed the laundry earlier. 

“Masters.” Katelyn’s voice during one of the lulls in conversation has Aaron blinking to
attention. They both peer at her patiently, Boyd nodding once for her to continue. 

“I wanted to ask a favor from you both,” she continues. She pushes a red lock behind her ear,
and the motion draws Aaron’s attention to a small set of jewels hanging from the lobe.
Sapphire, a striking combination against her flame curls. It’s beautiful. 

“Well, of course,” Boyd nods warmly. “If it’s in our power, you know we wouldn’t hesitate.”

Katelyn smiles back. “Right, well. Though I usually travel to my mother’s Christmas Eve, I
was hoping to leave a few days earlier. There is...well, I have a friend who…”



Aaron watches carefully as a faint blush paints her cheeks. She looks down at her plate, but
it’s Boyd who seems to understand first.

“Miss Harris,” he grins, “are you being courted?”

Aaron’s eyes widen. The ruby ring. The lace ribbon. The sapphires. 

Katelyn’s smile, small and abashed, grows. “I, er—yes, Master Boyd. I am.”

From the table’s other end, Kevin huffs. But when they turn to him, he simply appears
amused. “Would you look at that. Our dear Katelyn has a beau. Are they good to you?”

Katelyn’s face turns nearly the same shade as her hair, but she’s laughing despite herself.
“She is. The best, truly. I am lucky to have someone as gracious.”

“Well?” Aaron scoffs alongside her. When she meets his eyes, both well aware it’s the first
time in weeks he’s purposefully addressed her other than to make some mundane comment in
work-related terms, he tries not to flinch. But he barrels on anyway. “A name! You have to
give us a name.”

“Aaron,” Master Boyd admonishes gently. “She does not have to.”

“You’re being courted and we can’t at least know a name?” Aaron returns, though more
ribbing Katelyn. All the prior tension between them seems insignificant at the moment.
Katelyn has a beau. She wants to see her for Christmas. “How unfair.”

“Aaron,” Day says this time, more sharply than his husband.

“It’s not official,” Katelyn rushes to say. “But she lives westward of the river, just a carriage
drive’s away. I was hoping to visit before I went home for Christmas. ”

“West of the...huh, that’s by the market,” Aaron says, the realization hitting him slowly.
“Hold on—that’s why you go into town so much, isn’t it? I knew we never needed that many
greens at once. You’ve lied simply to meet her.”

Katelyn’s skin couldn’t turn any more red, but her lips part slightly, eyes wide. She shakes
her head just enough that Aaron knows she’s pleading with him to stop, but Aaron barrels
forward.

“She’s the one giving you all those presents too, huh?” He smirks, knowing how it’ll hit. He
gestures toward her earrings.“Do you really fancy her, then, or just the shiny things you’ll get
out of it?”

“Aaron.” The third use of his name comes with a crack of sound that has all pairs of eyes
turning to where Day now stands, chair pushed out behind him. 

Aaron says, “Oh, come on! I’m not the one sneaking around. I’m just—"

“That is enough from you,” his master cuts in. “You will not disrespect Miss Harris in any
such manner. You may excuse yourself from the table.”



“I’m the one disrespectful?” Aaron guffaws. “I didn’t lie to go—”

“Arguing with me as well? What has gotten into you tonight?” When he stares down at
Aaron, the blonde can’t help but wither slightly. He takes note of the dark eye bags and
unshaven face frowning at him. When did his master last rest?

A horrid creep of shame crawls down his spine. On a thinner wire than usual, Aaron’s
petulance has only worsened probably an already rough night for Day. While he didn’t raise
his voice once, Day didn’t need to. The look in his eyes says enough. 

“I didn’t mean—”

Kevin holds up a hand, and Aaron immediately quiets. “One more word. One more word and
you’re not going to like what happens next. Please see yourself out until we’ve finished
here.”

Shame, mortification, dropping like led in his stomach. Aaron suddenly feels sick, physically
ill, like if he stands he’ll fall over immediately. But he can’t disobey now, not with the heavy
weight of Day’s gaze on his, Katelyn refusing to even look at him. It’s too much at once that
Aaron doesn’t even try to look Boyd’s way, because what would be the point? It’d be the
same as everyone else. Tired with him. Done with him. Enough from him.

“Yes, Master Day,” Aaron forces out through gritted teeth. He takes his plate, not even half
eaten, and exits the room, fighting back the lump in his throat the entire time. Distantly, he
can hear the conversation continue, the scrape of a chair, the three returning to their meal. He
isn’t even aware of scraping his plate into the compost pile for the dogs, or cleaning his plate,
or returning to his room. He just knows that one second, he is thinking of Christmas. How
Masters Boyd and Day will have each other like they always do. And Katelyn, too, this year,
will have someone. Not just her mother, whom she sees nearly every month and certainly
every holiday, but also a lover. A companion. And Aaron, of course, has himself. Just as now,
this next second, he is alone in his room, exiled from any group or partner.

He never got to ask his question.

He knows he’s being cruel. Teasing Katelyn so, calling her gifts and market trips out in front
of the masters simply because...because why? Because he’s jealous? Because he’s angry that
everyone in the whole damned world seems to have someone to go home to but he has
neither home nor someone waiting there to meet him?  

Fickle. Useless, fickle vines. Because Aaron knows he’s not just cruel but he’s also wrong.
Because of course he’s not the only one. What better example is there but Andrew, Aaron’s
own brother, rotting in a prison cell, exiled all the same. Not simply alone on Christmas but
alone always. 

He wouldn’t be if he hadn’t exiled me first.

Hadn’t exiled himself.



But then again, was it not Aaron exiled before any other? Sent away by Tilda herself, his own
mother done with him? Everyone, always done with Aaron Minyard. It’s a miracle he’s been
allowed this job for so long. It’s a miracle they’ve put up with him for so long.

He doesn’t know how much time has passed since he came to his room, laying dejected, fully
clothed on his bedsheets. Pity parties aren’t much fun, but he has nothing better to do than
stew in his misery. He knows he should probably go downstairs and see to it that the dishes
have all been cleared, if Katelyn needs any help. But he doesn’t move.

He thinks, possibly, that Boyd or Day will track him down and deliver whatever version of a
‘punishment’ they see fit. Ever merciful men, none of Aaron’s punishments have ever nearly
resembled such. Then again, the only comparison Aaron has for the concept is whatever Tilda
deemed appropriate for any occasion, which always included something of the corporal sort.
But for Kevin or Matt, penance usually resembles an extra chore, one that would keep the
smile off of any optimist's face, like cleaning the coop out back. Other times its writing lines
like one would have a bratty child, a monotonous, “I will treat myself with respect,” or, “I
will not talk back,” written until his hand would have been overjoyed to fall off.

Whatever it is, it’s never been truly painful. Never a beating. Never a meal withheld. He’s
sure it's wrong, but there are times Aaron wishes they would. Wishes they would take a hand
to his backside. Wishes they would order him to his knees and take turns reminding Aaron
that he is a thing to be used, in whatever form that may take. Wishes they would make him
hurt until that’s all he knows how to feel, simply to be the object of their attention.

He knows it’s wrong for a person to desire such. So he keeps these images in his head, the
stains of his soul locked away far in the back of his heart’s cage so that even the vines can’t
drag them out. Only at night when the shadows watch does he turn the lock and peer inside,
just so carefully so that they don’t escape. His own Pandora’s Box. 

He’s not entirely stupid. He’s well aware of the possibility that this—whatever this is, is some
after effect of Tilda’s abuse. Her one last mark to her son, that he would never be able to want
anything but the pains he grew up on. In that regard, she didn’t entirely win. Because for all
the cravings, all the ivy in his mind, he still wishes for the after-breeze. The gentleness of a
healing wound. The comforts and caretaking of those who would have him whole. Pain and
then repair. 

No one comes for him. No one arrives at his door to order him downstairs for cleanup, or to
his knees for discipline. And in a way it’s worse, because there is torture in dismissal. In
being invisible, but an afterthought. 

And it’s with that final frustration of feeling so completely alone that Aaron pushes himself
from his bed and into the hall to find someone—anyone. Whomever he runs into first. If it be
Katelyn he will apologize for his rudeness. Not for the past month, for surely his pride is
worth more than that, but at least for his behavior at dinner. And if it be one or both his
masters, he will ask their pardon too, hopes aside that they will take his apology into their
own hands. Maybe, if he catches Day, he could even still ask of Andrew. That he at least
deserves to know. 



He creeps down the hallway slowly. His room is towards the front near the stairs. Katelyn’s
room is next, the door shut closed, and there are no sounds forthcoming to hint her presence
behind it. When he leans back, judging the risks of going downstairs, a sound at the end of
the hall has Aaron walking further down. The muffled voices lead him towards what he
suspected, for it could be none other than his masters’ chambers. 

“No, I don’t believe so…”

“..The problem…uncontrollable…”

Aaron frowns and carefully steps up closer to the door. There’s a muffled reply, hard to make
out. Pressing his ear against the wood, he shifts to make sure the floor under his feet doesn’t
creak and alert his presence. The motion ignites a flame of guilt, a reminder of that afternoon
months ago when he stumbled upon his masters in the study, entangled together and oblivious
to the one that watched.

“Ridiculous, his behavior.” Day’s voice, clear now that Aaron’s pressed so close, holding his
breath lest he miss something with the rattle of his lungs. “I fear there’s nothing to be done
most days.”

“It’s shameful.” Matthew, tone agreeing. “After all we’ve done for him. You, more than
anyone.”

“Every day,” Day’s voice continuing, “I’m tempted to let him go.”

Aaron stills even more against the wood where he holds himself in place. It takes all his
willpower to not gasp aloud, even though he fears it impossible not to hear how his blood
rushes oh so painfully in his veins. 

What has gotten into you tonight?

Ridiculous, his behavior. 

After all we’ve done for him. 

The worst, the final nail in the coffin:

Let him go.

They're saying something else, but Aaron no longer cares. All he knows is his worst fears
come true. They are sick of him. And why wouldn’t they be? Boyd said it himself. After all
they’ve done for him, Day himself going to such lengths to argue Andrew’s case in
court….and Aaron still couldn’t do his job. Disobedient, disrespectful, no better than a
petulant child who couldn’t get his selfish way. 

“I’m sorry.”

The words choke out before he makes the conscious decision to do so. He just needs them to
know, to believe, that he’s being truthful. He was in the wrong at dinner. He never should
have lashed out at Katelyn’s good fortune. And he certainly never should have turned that



behavior on one of the two men who saved his life, and is currently trying to save Aaron’s
brother as well. 

“I’m so sorry, please—”

His hand, one moment slamming pitifully against the wood of the door, meets open air the
next. Past the queasiness of shame and fear, and the blur of tears that never seem to give him
peace around his masters, he sees Day step into sight, Matt not far behind him.

Day, his face a perfect caricature of confusion and concern, immediately steps forward when
Aaron stumbles likewise. It’s nearly accidental, the way Aaron ends up in the taller man’s
arms. But he holds on like vines nestled atop stone, already loathing the moment he knows
comes next, when Day pushes him back and tells him to leave once more. 

“I was—I was disrespectful,” Aaron admits, his sternum aching, lungs contracting. “I was,
but I’m sorry. I don’t know why I did it, but, but I wish I could take it back. I’ll do better next
time, I swear. I’m—”

“Hush, Aaron,” Kevin’s saying. “What—Hush, dear.”

Despite Aaron’s fear, Day reaches up to smooth his hand through Aaron’s curls, rather than to
push away. Boyd appears next to them, having shut the door the moment Aaron stumbled
through in obviously a mess, to afford the three privacy. He and Day exchange a concerned
look that Aaron misses, a silent agreement to get to the bottom of whatever afflicts Aaron so
harshly that has the normally proud man in tears. 

“Here.” Boyd gestures to the chaise off to the side for them to sit. “Let’s...”

Without letting go of Aaron, Kevin walks them over and sits down, gently pulling Aaron
along with him. Boyd takes a seat at their side, both men wondering what inspired this
sudden flood. Sure, neither were impressed by Aaron’s behavior at dinner, but it wasn’t so
bad to have brought upon such wracking guilt. 

As Aaron’s shaking starts to lessen, Kevin doing his best to console him, Boyd remembers
Aaron at the door interrupting his and Kevin’s concerns over Andrew’s refusal to comply
with Day’s suggestions. It doesn’t take Watson and Holmes to piece together what Aaron
must have heard, and what he must have thought they had meant. Boyd curses to himself. 

“Please,” Aaron’s voice, wobbling from where he’s sitting up to look them both in the eyes,
“Please don’t fire me. I’ll do better. I don’t want--”

He cuts off again, Kevin’s eyes going wide as he looks over at Boyd desperately. The latter’s
face is grim, annoyed and a little angry with Aaron for eavesdropping, but equally—no, more
so—concerned for Aaron’s sake. Concerned that Aaron’s trust in them is so weak it has him
coming to incredulous conclusions that couldn’t be any more wrong.

Fear is not so dormant. Not so rational.



His husband’s words echo in Matt’s mind, a haunting symphony to the display in front of
him. 

“You don’t want what?” Day prods despite Matt’s clear head shake, gesturing with his hand
to snip this conversation in the bud. As if they’d fire him—him, Aaron, the man they could
selfishly never let go, who brings so much gentle ease and tenderness out of both Kevin and
Boyd. The entire notion’s ridiculous.

Aaron just shrugs, but it’s not enough for Day. Not after this show. He grips Aaron’s neck and
lowers his voice when he says, “Finish your sentence. There’s been too much
misunderstanding tonight, and I’ll be damned if this goes on any further.”

It used to confuse Boyd when he saw how his husband and Aaron operated around each
other. At first he chalked it up to jealousy, that strange kindling in his sternum when he would
watch Day set Aaron straight with low tones and a pointed gaze. But jealousy—no, that
wasn’t it. Far from it. Boyd had no envy for those under his husband who so willingly gave in
to Day’s commands, whether that be in the courtroom or his own house. Control was
something innate to Boyd just the same, a useful tool in his line of management. So nor did
he have to envy the control Day so confidently wielded with Aaron, for Boyd could perform
just as well, though with a slighter, more gentle approach. 

It took months before he understood it for what it was. He came to the same realization held
by his husband, though Matt was the first to accept it. Day was brought around soon after,
once he understood his husband was serious and they both thought the same.

For they both cared for Aaron, not simply as a man cares for his servant, but deeper, more
natural. Like the sparrow cares for the elm, like the dew cares for the leaves. Like the ivy
grows and grows and nestles within the stone that grounds it.

Between finding Aaron trapped along Palmetto’s dusty streets and to the present, and in so
many small, immemorable ways and matters, they’d come to love the man who made leaving
home each day a little bit harder than the previous and returning each evening even more
sweeter than before. 

And yet.

Aaron still believes he’s one misstep away from seeing those streets again. 

It makes Boyd sorrowful enough, angry enough to lose himself in it.

“You’ll answer me now, Aaron,” Kevin’s saying, bringing Matt back to the present. Aaron is
shaking his head still, but Day won’t let his hold on the man go. “You don’t want what?”

“I’m sorry,” Aaron says again.

“That doesn’t answer his question.” Matt’s addition has both pairs of eyes flickering his way.
Kevin quickly turns back at Aaron, using his free hand to push a strand of wild locks out of
Aaron’s face. Boyd’s surprised Aaron’s let it grow out so long in the first place, usually
opting to keep it short. 



“It doesn’t matter,” Aaron tries backtracking. But Matt just shakes his head.

“Humor us.”’

Aaron winces. At what, Matt’s not sure, but his attention is soon absorbed by Aaron’s
following confession.

“I don’t want...I don’t want to be alone again,” he finally says, like the words themselves had
to be pulled out of him by force. “I can survive without a bed and a roof but…” he swallows,
angrily wiping his eyes at the same time he looks away from them, “but not by myself. Not
again. Please don’t kick me out before Christmas.”

Boyd doesn’t have to see himself in a mirror to know he must physically look ill. He’s not
faring much better than Day, who’s grip on Aaron has turned vise-like, rooting himself to
Aaron as firmly as he’s reaching for his husband’s hand. Boyd takes it, but he’s decided
enough is enough. 

“Aaron,” he says, drawing the man’s attention. “If this is about what you heard in the
hallway, you must believe that we weren’t talking about you. Whatever you heard—it was
not about you. You have no need to ever fear that we would cast you aside.”

Matt has an odd sense of deja vu speaking these words. He knows he and his husband have
had to have this discussion before with Aaron, but it never gets easier. It is never painless to
uncondition prior pain.  

Behind watery eyes, Aaron frowns. “But dinner?” he starts. “You said…I heard it. About my
behavior, I'm—“

“You foolish boy,” Day cuts in, his arms wrapping around Aaron to temper such harsh words.
“How could one hiccup warrant such punishment? And I’m the solicitor,” he tries joking,
only halfway succeeding, “I would know if it was just or not.”

“But it wasn’t just one time.” Aaron shifts where he sits between Kevin and Boyd. Matt
could nearly throttle the man for arguing over such a thing. “I’ve caused so much trouble—“

“Is that a serious statement?” Matt scoffs. “The worst thing you’ve ever done in a year is the
most virtuous thing Kevin does in a week.”

“Asshole,” Kevin snaps, eyes fond. 

Aaron doesn’t look reassured. “That’s not true. And all this mess over my brother...all I’ve
brought is stress and worry to you both.”

Matt nearly feels the bone-weary sigh fall from Kevin. “I won’t argue that Andrew has been a
challenge,” he concedes, “but your brother’s concerns have no bearing on you, Aaron. I need
you to understand that. I chose to take up his case. I didn’t have to. None of it has been your
fault.”

“Why then?” Aaron asks. “Why take up his case at all? Why not let someone else?”



Boyd reaches over and lays his hand across Aaron’s side, pulling him close. He’s not
surprised when Aaron doesn’t hesitate to lean into him, nearly shielded between them both.
Matt wonders if Aaron recognizes this too, the roots growing beneath them, grounding them
further. He hopes so. And when he meets his husband’s eyes over Aaron’s head, he knows
Kevin hopes the same. 

“Because,” Kevin answers, all confidence and certainty, and Matt thinks his husband has
never looked more handsome than in moments like these, “I know I can win this. And I know
you deserve to have this battle won.”

A dune that Matt wants to trace with his finger forms between Aaron’s brows. “I thought this
wasn’t about me.”

Boyd watches how Kevin blinks, the latter’s expression one of pain, and wonders what this is
about. 

“I deserve that,” Kevin relents. He holds out his hand and after a second of clear hesitation,
Aaron lays their palms atop each other. “I was wrong before. This is about you as much as
him.”

Matt remembers all the late night conversations with Kevin about Andrew’s case. All the
days Kevin returned home, weary and nearly giving up, if not for the source of his motivation
always spurring him forward: Aaron. How Kevin told Matt of his promise to Andrew, that if
Andrew pleads insanity, if he does what it takes to survive the court, survive for his brother’s
sake, Kevin will find a reason to make Andrew’s survival worth it. 

From the beginning, from the moment Kevin and Matt learned from Aaron of his brother’s
condition, it was about Aaron. 

No, not just about. For.

It was for Aaron.

“More than him,” Boyd finally adds, unapologetic. When Aaron’s jaw drops ever slightly,
lips curling outward in as much confusion as disbelief, Matt gives in to his urge and reaches
up to trace those lips with his thumb.

Aaron’s jaw drops even lower, a silent gasp forcing his lips apart further as Boyd leans back
again, refusing to break eye contact. 

“This has always been for you, Aaron,” Matt says. “You deserve your brother back. But not
nailed away in a coffin.”

“I…” Aaron shakes his head, though the gesture is more a reaction to the external stimuli,
unbelieving. “Even if what you say is true, I can’t have back what I never had at all. And
even if you win, he will be shut away in the asylums. The mad do not walk free.”

“He will never see the walls of the asylums if I can help it,” Kevin vows solemnly. It’s a nice
sentiment, but even for all Day’s influence, Aaron has no idea how he can make such a



promise. Just because one works for the courts does not mean one is above them. 

“But save those worries for another day,” Kevin continues like he can read Aaron’s mind.
“The more pressing one is winning this case at all.”

“And the most pressing worry,” Boyd chimes in, “is why you think we would ever have fired
you in the first place, Aaron.”

At that, Aaron quiets again, turning his face away. But that won’t cut it. Boyd and Day have
long since learned that sometimes Aaron needs to be physically prompted to answer when all
he wants to do is shy away. 

“Look at me, boy,” Matt says. 

When Aaron’s gaze only flickers from the floor to the wall by Boyd’s head, he mirrors
Kevin’s action from earlier and cups Aaron’s jaw with his hand, forcing Aaron’s eyes up.
“Why do you run from us?”

“Run?” Aaron stammers. “I don’t…”

“You’re always treading on ice around us,” Boyd says. “Have we ever given you cause to be
so careful?”

In the fading light streaming through the windows, he sees Aaron flush, expression stuttering.
“No,” he admits. “You...never. You’ve never given me reason, but…”

“But yet you still fear us,” Day sighs.

“No.” Aaron’s quick to stress. “I’ve never feared you.”

“But you fear what we will do,” Boyd points out, “which is really no different than fearing
who we are.”

Aaron can’t argue with that. He’s not sure if Boyd is right, if he can agree with that, but he
doesn’t have the right words to contend with them. He doesn’t want them to think he thinks
in such a way. Fear, his twisted knife, his greatest weakness.

“Every mistake,” Aaron finally says on a hush. Giving up these words is a sacrifice, a truth
he never intended to share. But he owes them this much at least. “Every mistake I’ve every
made growing up, it cost me something.” He thinks of his mother’s rage, her bitter tongue
just as sharp as her fists. “I’ve never not known how to tread on anything but ice.”

“Aaron…” Day’s hands fist at his sides. Boyd wants to hold on to his husband, ground them
together, root Aaron down between them so that none of them can ever break free from the
other. “I know habit is hard to outgrow,” he says, a hitch in voice that gives away Day’s own
skeletons, “but you must know there is no more ice. There is nothing here—no one here—
you must fear.”

“I know.” Aaron squares his shoulders. “I know that. Rationally.” 



“Rationally,” Boyd repeats.

“My head does not always see eye to eye with my heart.” Aaron looks down at his hands.
There’s a new chill in the air, a layer that settles that wasn’t there before. Not for the first
time, Boyd wonders if they're still talking about the same thing.

Next to them, Kevin makes a low sound in his throat, a scoff and a laugh combined. “Yet
again, I see your brother in you,” he quips.

Aaron scowls but there’s a rare glimpse of humor in his eyes. Well, not humor exactly. Hope?
“What is it now?”

“For all his postering, he wants to survive as much as we are fighting for him too,” Day
explains. “It’s frustrating, trying to reason with a man who agrees with you but fights you for
the sake of contriteness alone.

“Which,” Kevin huffs, “is what Matty and I were discussing when you heard us. Not you,
Aaron, but your brother and his insufferable attitude.”

Aaron’s trying to follow along, but his attention is stuck on the near intimate way they
surround him, no sort of excuse to explain such closeness between master and servant. Or the
way Day so easily said Matty, that private endearment reserved solely for his husband and yet
spoken in plain sight of Aaron. He thinks to himself, Matty, Matty, Matty. 

The ice trembles. 

“That…” Aaron shakes his head. But Matt is relieved to see a small smile break through, if
abashed. “That makes sense. He’s always been insufferable.”

“That’s one word for it,” Day grumbles and despite the night Aaron’s had, despite everything,
he can’t help it. 

Aaron laughs. 

And the ice breaks.
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Christmas approaches. 

Katelyn, never been one to celebrate the holiday, is allowed off to meet with her mother each
year. This year, of course, is different, as she departs a few days earlier as requested. The
identity of her beau is still a mystery, but Aaron has made no more attempts to uncover the
secret, though it nags at him. He hugs her goodbye before she leaves and she kisses his
cheek, one last wordless look acknowledging their friendship and the steps they are both
taking to heal it before she climbs into the carriage. 

Jack usually stays on the grounds, but he keeps his distance. A young recluse, Matt often
jokes. The driver and Jeremy Knox are always invited for the festivities—usually small, but
homely no doubt—but each year they both decline, Jack opting to enjoy his time off and
Jeremy departing along with Kate to visit his fiancé. Aaron still finds himself wondering if
Knox’s presence combined with the identity of his partner, the guard from the gaols, is a
coincidence, but he reckons it better to not pry too much into the matter considering the
importance of Day’s job.  

“Smells good,” Day comments the morning of Christmas Eve. With Kate gone, it’s Aaron’s
job to prepare all the meals and keep the manor running. Never conventional, Kevin and Matt
always insist that Aaron take a break as well, especially for the holiday, and they can all
instead pull their weight for a few days. And every time, Aaron rolls his eyes, openly derisive
of the mere suggestion. It’s not just a job for him to tend to his masters. It’s his shelter, his
grounding purpose to wake up each morning and keep pushing despite the vines pulling him
back. 

Especially considering all the sacrifices they’re making to save Andrew from the noose. It’s
the least Aaron can do, is his job. 

“Rolls should be ready soon,” Aaron murmurs. He continues to prepare the goose he plans to
roast for tomorrow’s lunch. Kevin and Matt had hosted a large holiday party the night before,
and he’s a little behind on the preparations for tomorrow after sleeping in (only on his
masters’ threats that if he didn’t sleep until at the very least ten, they wouldn't allow him to
serve for the remaining week) from such a hectic event. Being the only servant for a crowd of
at least twelve people was nearly impossible, but he made it work, and Kevin and Matt hadn’t
been able to praise him enough. 



(Though it was enough. It was more than enough. It was more than Aaron could’ve possibly
hoped for.)

(Nearly everything.) 

“Did you get enough rest?” Day asks him when Aaron finishes smothering the goose meat in
a chestnut sauce. 

Aaron’s lips quirk in a shadow of a smile. “Plenty, sir.”

Ever since a couple weeks ago when Kevin and Matt had to console Aaron’s worries and that
he was not, in fact, so expendable, Aaron’s done his best to keep himself in line. Maintaining
his distance, working extra hard to show his gratitude. Stepping up rather than skidding
back. 

He still can feel the ghost of Matt’s thumb tracing his lip. He wonders if he can ever be
worthy of such touch again. 

He can also still feel Day’s gaze on him from the night before, when Kevin was retelling
some story like the famed solicitor he is, the center of his friends’ attention but somehow,
someway, Aaron had caught Day’s.

His masters’ words were enough, but their attention—that, Aaron knew, he would never get
enough of. 

“He is a god to them,” Matt had idly commented from where he’d stood next to Aaron
yesterday. Aaron had paused in his serving of fresh cider to the guests when it became that
clear no one was paying attention to anything other than Kevin standing on a carpet-covered
step above everyone as he spoke. “They listen to his word like it’s gospel.”

Kevin said something then that drew a laugh from the gatherers. But as his lips moved over
the words, Day’s eyes found Aaron where the servant stood in the doorway. Kevin winked,
and Aaron had to blink away the flush in his cheeks at the attention. 

It took a second for Matt’s words to catch up with Aaron. He turned to Boyd with a frown.
“Master Day is a just a man. What gives him such power?”

“What gives anything power?” Matt hummed before answering his own rhetorical question:
“Hope. Hope gives power to many people who in many respects should have none left. They
eat it up like they eat up my husband’s words, waiting for a miracle. Just look at your brother,
for example.”

Aaron wrinkled his nose. “What does he have to do with anything?”

Matt gestured to Kevin as if to say, Duh. Currently Day was waving with his hands, an
animated story woven in the air as the crowd of eleven or so people watched on avidly. Like
gospel, as Boyd had said. He wasn’t far off.

“Kevin’s offered your brother hope,” Matt finally says. “He’s offered you hope. By taking on
Andrew’s case, fighting for a once certainly doomed man, he’s offered your brother and you a



second chance at something you never could’ve had before.”

“And what’s that?” Aaron bit out. 

Matt shrugged, not put off by Aaron’s attitude. “For Andrew, a life, I’d say. For you? Your
brother.”

“He doesn’t want me.”

Matt grimaced but he for once didn’t argue with Aaron. “That’s the thing with hope,” he
murmured quietly before taking a sip of cider from his glass. “It doesn’t always appear as you
expected.”

Matt had laid his hand on Aaron’s shoulder then, a brief but firm acknowledgment of their
shared existence. Like Day, Aaron’s learned a great deal of Boyd’s life before he became the
successful business man he now is. It was a life filled with shortcomings and dark rooms and
banes that didn’t always leave the system. But Boyd fought through it, fought through the
demons that tried to confine him to the streets and short barreled guns. 

“My phoenix,” Aaron had once heard Kevin say, directed at Boyd. “Look how high you’ve
risen.”

Did Day, Aaron wondered, give Matt hope too?

Maybe they’d found it in each other. Just like Aaron found it all that time ago on the glass
and grim covered streets of Palmetto, ankle twisted underneath a carriage wheel. 

“If Master Day is god,” Aaron tried to joke, though he also wondered if he were too biased to
know the difference, “what does that make you?”

An easy grin drew up the side of Boyd’s lips. It made him look even more handsome if that
were possible. “If there be a god,” he quoted in answer, an old rhyme Aaron vaguely
remembers learning from another child when he still went to school, “he be like the sun. And
I could not look away from that blaze, for I am but a blasphemer in love like Icarus and
Helion.”

Aaron chuckled. “How romantic.”

He shifted then to put the weight on his opposing foot, the ankle he’d broken long ago
throbbing slightly from all the work he’d been doing. 

“Is your leg bothering you?”

Aaron started. How Boyd always picked up on Aaron’s near invisible tells never failed to
befuddle Aaron. 

“No, sir.”

Matt raised a brow. “What will it take, I wonder,” he mused, the words skating low under his
breath and into Aaron’s ears like a warning, “for you to tell the truth?”



Rather than answer, Aaron bit the inside of his cheek and stared straight ahead. He should
probably go make sure the tea pastries were ready to be served. Day seemed to be wrapping
up his story as a woman in the crowd, Miss Muldani, Aaron remembered Day greeting her as,
asked Kevin a question. 

“My ankle really is fine,” Aaron finally said. Matt started to speak, but Aaron was quick to
continue. “I promise I’m not lying. Yes, it’s sore, but so is my whole body. That’s usual.”

Shit. Based on Matt’s face, those weren’t the right words to say. Matt had commented earlier
that while he enjoyed the usual parties they held, he was opting to stay out of the spotlight as
the majority of the guests tonight were really just people Kevin knew, connections that were
more for the purpose of raising support for Kevin’s campaign for Andrew than an actual
Christmas party. How Aaron wished Matt would just lay off and go socialize more than
watching every tick and move Aaron made.

“Your entire body?” Matt repeated. He shook his head before putting a hand on Aaron’s
elbow and pulling the blonde into the hall. Aaron tried not to yelp at the sudden handling, the
tray of drinks in his hand nearly falling over before he righted himself. 

“Master Boyd—“ Aaron started with a huff before Boyd stopped him.

“When did you wake up today?”

Aaron blinked. “Five, five-thirty?” It came out like a question. “My usual.” What did that
have to do with anything? 

Matt put a hand in his coat pocket and pulled out a small pocket watch. He studied it before
frowning. “Are the pastries already made?”

Aaron nearly felt his head spin at the non-sequitur. “Yes,” he said, drawing the word out in
confusion. “I was just about to serve them.”

Matt shook his head. “No need. Strangely enough, some humans just evolved to grow two
arms and legs. I say we let the guests put those new limbs to practice, don’t you say?”

This time, Aaron didn’t attempt to mask his expression. “Sir?”

Matt sighed, sarcastic demeanor dropping. “Aaron, I want you to go rest. You’ve been
working nearly seventeen hours now, by yourself no doubt. No one can expect that much of
you.”

“I can—“ Aaron started. Matt cut him off.

“That’s enough,” Matt snapped, though it was gentle. “Let me rephrase myself: no one
should expect that of you. And no one does.”

Distantly, Aaron could still hear the chatter of the guests in the room over. But it went all to
white fuzzy noise when Matt reached out and cupped the side of Aaron’s cheek tenderly. 



There was nothing professional about the touch. Nothing rational, nothing that Aaron could
think of to justify why Boyd would hold him like this, if even so momentarily.

Kiss me, please. 

It wasn’t the first time Aaron thought it, but it was the first time Aaron thought that maybe it
would actually happen. 

There was a heaviness in Boyd’s eyes that made Aaron think, what if? What if Boyd felt the
way Aaron did? What if all those glances and touches over the past few months meant
something more?

But Matt didn’t kiss him. And as much as Aaron was crushed when Matt pulled away, he
knew it was for the best. It was wrong to kiss a married man. It was even worse to want them
both. 

Like Icarus and Helion, like Icarus and Helion, a blasphemer and the sun. 

Aaron shuddered in a breath. “Okay.”

Matt blinked. “Okay?” He repeated, like he couldn’t believe Aaron was for once being
agreeable.

Aaron’s lips quirked up, thin. “If you want me to stop for the night and let you and Master
Day figure out the clean up,” he huffed as a tease, “I will. ”

Matt nodded. “Good. I mean—yes, you will stop for the night. Because that’s what I told you
to do.” He paused before smirking. “Kevin will be more than happy to clean up his mess.”

Aaron laughed despite himself, causing another grin to spread across Matt’s face.

Just then, Kevin peaked his head through the doorway. His eyes crinkled when he saw the
pair, but instead of suspicion, all that Aaron saw in Day’s gaze was amusement.

“There you two slackers are,” Day said. Matt rolled his eyes. Aaron, still holding the tray,
shrugged. “I’ve got some hungry donors looking around for—“

“Kitchen,” Matt cut in, throwing his arm out to stop Aaron’s movement toward the stated
place. “I’m sure you can show them where that is, dear?”

The question, obviously more of a command than a request, had Kevin’s brows raising But
one look between whatever Aaron and Matt were in the middle of had Kevin nodding. “Sure.
Everything alright?”

“Aaron needs rest,” Matt said simply before Aaron could answer. He was really getting tired
of not being able to speak for himself, but he had to choose his battles. And right now, the
warm feeling of Matt’s hand on his arm was winning. 

Kevin hummed in thought. He turned momentarily to call out something in French to a
patron in the drawing room before looking back to Aaron and Boyd. “I didn’t even realize the



time. I’ll show them to the snacks before bidding them on their way.” He turned to Aaron
fully then, a deep stare that had Aaron ready to do anything Day asked of him, with the full
knowledge that Kevin would never hold that loyalty against Aaron. It was a heady feeling,
not having to worry about being taken advantage of. Of being safe. 

“I’ve had you on your feet all night, haven’t I?” Day commented.

Aaron could only nod. The feeling from moments before crept up on him again, though
maybe it never left. He thought of how he’d see Matt kiss his husband goodnight, how Kevin
would lace his hands around Boyd’s neck and pull their heads together to breathe each other
in. How Aaron wanted to do so now, to be pulled into orbit and never let go, unless he were
flung into the sun and never aware of emptiness again. 

A blasphemer indeed. 

“It’s really nothing,” Aaron told them both. “I like being helpful, like this. Taking care—“ of
you. He cut himself off just in time. “Of everything. I like knowing I’m doing something.”

“You have,” Matt said. “And you are. But how can you take care of us when you can’t take
care of yourself?”

Aaron raised a brow. Take care of us. How did they always know…?

“Mister Day!” A voice called from the drawing room. “How are—“

“Oh, the burden of fame,” Kevin muttered but he was grinning. But before he turned to go
back to his posse, he stepped quickly up to Aaron. And before Aaron could expect or make
sense of it, Kevin grabbed the side of Aaron’s face and leaned down to kiss his forehead. 

“Sleep, Mr. Minyard,” Kevin said in a tone that wasn’t quite as formal as he may have been
trying for. “Matty is right. You did well today.”

Aaron tried not to react to the praise, but just like the next day preparing for the Christmas
meal in the kitchen under Day’s scrutiny, Aaron could only flush brightly and nod once,
buzzing in a strange sense of wonder and need. Need for what, Aaron wasn’t entirely sure.
Even as Day walked back to his friends and donors, and as Matt took the tray from Aaron
and ushered the blonde away from the kitchen and to the stairs to rest, Aaron couldn’t shake
off that feeling. 

Not just of want, he later realized. But of waiting. His body, his soul itself, felt like it was
waiting for something, on the precipice of either a great fall or an incredible flight. And the
tipping could go equally either way. 

That’s how he feels now, hours after the fact. He woke up with that sense of urgency and it
still hasn’t left him. 

He’s tired though, he will admit. But right now, it’s not a burden like it usually is. It just
reminds him that he’s working his best. He’s pushing forward. The waiting—for whatever it
may be, good or bad, Icarus and the inevitable—is nearly over. 



“You still seem tired,” Day comments in the present.

Aaron could nearly laugh. “Should I give the same response you tell Master Boyd and I when
we say the same for you?”

Kevin blinks at the politely stated jab before laughing under his breath. “Touché, Mr.
Minyard.”

Aaron shrugs, but he can’t quite help the smile that pulls at his lips.

“Tonight…” Day rubs his jaw. “I came to say that after the dinner is prepared, take a break
for the rest of the evening. And tomorrow.”

Now, Aaron nearly drops the pan of goose he’s preparing to put away until time to roast. “A
break?” He repeats, like the word doesn’t exist in either of their vocabularies. Which, many
could potentially argue it doesn’t. “Another one? But tomorrow’s the holiday,” as if the man
could have possibly forgotten. He almost did last year, in fact, when one case consumed more
of his attention than usual, but Aaron digresses. 

“Exactly,” Boyd’s voice calls from the kitchen’s entrance. Aaron turns to him. “Tomorrow’s
the holiday, which means two groundbreaking things for you,” he directs at Aaron. “One, a
break. You’re taking it, no quarrels about it. Take the day off—“

“But the holiday meal,” Aaron cuts in. “You already let me off last night—“

“And two,” Boyd continues without pause, though he levels a knowing look at the
interruption, “stop with the formalities. New tradition: we’re not your masters when it’s
holiday season.”

Aaron tries to sober his face, but he knows he must look like he just bit into a lemon. “What
else would you be, then?” He says slowly. 

“I don’t know,” Kevin muses drily. He crosses his arms against his chest and leans against the
counter next to Aaron, raising an amused brow at his husband. “Here’s a thought: as strange
as it is, Matty and I could just be two people you know.”

Aaron glances between the pair. “You are two people I know.”

Kevin swats him on the shoulder. “Smart ass,” he huffs, and Aaron tries not to grin. “You
know what I mean.”

“I do,” the blonde admits carefully. “But I don’t understand why you…”

Treat me like an equal. 

“Aaron, can I ask you a question and actually receive an honest answer, for once?” Boyd
pipes up. He steps further into the room and walks up close enough to where Aaron has to
brace himself against the counter next to Kevin. 



“Do you find me unhonest?” Aaron wonders. His heart stutters in its cage at the thought,
remembering the night before when Boyd called him out for his lie.  

Boyd levels a careful look at him before sighing. “I don’t believe you have wrong intentions,
but yes. Sometimes. When we ask after you and you only give the answer you think we
expect.”

Aaron has no response to that. His chin drops, knowing Matt’s not wrong. But his master
simply tilts his chin up with his forefinger and says, “Will you answer my question honestly
this time?”

Aaron would swear on his life at this point to make the man proud. “Yes, Master.”

Boyd winces and Aaron almost scoffs. What did he do wrong now?

“Are we just your masters to you?” Matt asks, his tone dipping gentle, objective, and Aaron
struggles to figure out what Matt expects—

Oh, right. 

Honesty. 

“What do you mean?” Aaron can’t help but ask.

“Do you regard us,” Kevin says for Boyd, “as only your employers? Or do you…” he hums,
searching. “Do you see us as something more?”

The smell of chestnut and peppermint grounds Aaron to his surroundings, desperate tethers to
restrain his fight or flight urges. In his periphery, he can see snow starting to fall through the
kitchen window. It had stopped for awhile, thankfully, as the ground had been blanketed in at
least two feet for the better part of the past month. But here the flakes fall again, freezing the
earth over once more, reminding Aaron of the barren desert that awaits him if Matt and Kevin
knew the truth…

“Honesty,” Boyd says again. And again, he lifts his hand and tilts Aaron’s face back towards
him, away from the window. Away from the snow. 

“I…” Aaron stumbles over every word in his vocabulary. How can he say the truth without
losing their respect? How can he lie without scorning their trust?

Just then, the hall clock chimes the hour. It rings deeply, two heavy drums intoning the mid-
afternoon. The bells pounds along with Aaron’s heart, and all he can think is, Why couldn’t
they have asked this of me after the snow has melted?

Aaron remembers, You have no need to ever fear that we would cast you aside.

Kevin sighs. “Aaron—“

He has no choice. 



It’s time to test that sentiment. 

“I know I shouldn’t,” he says slowly and in nearly a hush, like the children forced into the
confessional who wonder why they must whisper their deepest transgressions to another man.
“I know it’s inappropriate, and I’m sorry. But…yes. Yes, I—I care for you both more than…”

He feels how his voice shakes and he wishes he could firm it like roots rather than reeds.
“More than a servant should. I know you’re only my employers—“

“Aaron.” Matt’s eyes are wide. Kevin’s straightening from where he leant against the counter,
expression similar to his husband’s. 

"I know you’re only my employers, but it’s hard for me to simply see you as such when
you’ve done more for me than any other person, including my…” he swallows the rest of that
sentence away, unnecessary. He remembers the fever weeks before, his cut hand months
before that, his ankle even longer. “How you’ve cared for me when I was ill, or injured, even
from the first moment we met. You never held my mistakes against me. Nor my family. Not
once.”

“Aaron, let—"

He cuts Kevin off. They wanted him to speak so bad? Well, now he is. And now that he’s
started, he has no intention of stopping until it’s all off his chest or until they make him.
Whichever comes first. It feels like it’s been years leading up to this very moment, and in a
way, it has. And now that it is here, it can’t be ignored any longer. 

This is what his soul has been waiting for. 

The fall. 

The flight.

“Do I see you as more than my masters?” Aaron says rhetorically.  “I don’t even know what
the real difference is anymore.” He expels the worst of his truths as if the more repentful he
is, the more out of control he is, the more they won’t hold his sin against him. The higher
chance they’ll forgive him. “I can’t help but care for you both more than any servant
respectfully should. But all I want is to serve you as I can, because you do the same for me
—“

“Oh, that’s it,” Matt snaps. Aaron braces for the following shout, the command to pack his
bag and get out of their faces. He opens his mouth to apologize one more time, which would
be the only lie he’d have said this entire spiel because truthfully? He’s not. For all his faults
and sins, Aaron is not sorry for loving them. A private love, an inappropriate, unobtainable
love, but nonetheless present. And for that, Aaron is for once unapologetic. 

But he never gets the chance to lie one last time. Because then Boyd’s stepping forward, and
just when Aaron has the ridiculous thought that he’s about to be slapped, to be pushed away,
to be uprooted from anything he could have ever hoped to have slip through his fingers, he’s



met with a more staggering touch instead. For Matt does in fact join his palms to Aaron’s
face, calloused palms grounding. 

But not to hit. 

To hold. 

To hold as he joins their lips together in an unyielding kiss. 

Aaron gasps into Matt’s mouth before he truly understands this change of events. But Boyd
doesn’t take advantage of the opening, instead pulling back quickly as if realizing for the first
time along with Aaron what he has done. Not only what he has done, but what he has done in
front of his husband. Aaron, shaking in want, in more, in fear of what Kevin will do to him
for this treachery, struggles to face his other master. For some insane reason, Matt has still yet
to let go of Aaron. 

But when Aaron finally manages to blink the shock from his eyes, Matt doesn’t look alarmed
in the slightest. Aaron almost can’t bear to turn his gaze the few inches he must to see
Kevin’s no doubt fury…

But he doesn’t need to turn after all. Because just then, Kevin steps closer, his voice sounding
nothing but humored in Aaron’s ear, “Way to jump the gun, dear.” Aaron can’t see Day’s
face, but he figures the words must be directed toward Matt because the latter man simply
grins before looking back down at Aaron. 

“I don’t…” Aaron cringes at how his own voice wavers, weak and stuttering as he
desperately tries to imprint the shadow of Boyd’s kiss in his memory. 

Matt’s grin immediately falls. “Oh gods. Was that not what you wanted? Aaron, I’m so sorry
—“

“Sorry?” Aaron almost laughs, if the entire situation didn’t make him want to curl into a ball
between them and scream. “Why are you apologizing to me? You’re the one who’s married.”
Courage surfacing, he turns to look at Day, who…

Who doesn’t appear mad. Not at all. Rather, his eyes are wide and searching, a furrow
appearing between his brows. Simply a parallel of Boyd’s concern.

“Did you not want him to kiss you?” Kevin asks.

Aaron sputters. “That’s—that’s an unfair question.”

“How?” Day shrugs and reaches up to push back another stray lock of Aaron’s hair behind
his ear. At this point it’s near shoulder length, in desperate need of a cut. Aaron can only
admit to himself why he’s refused to trim it, ever since he noticed his masters’ habit of
carding their fingers through his curls when they became unruly. “That’s as straightforward
as they come.”

“You mean…you’re not mad at me?” 



Kevin balks. When he answers, it’s a mirror of Aaron’s recent statement. “You’re not the one
who’s married. If I were to be mad, that would rest solely with the man who wears my ring.”

Aaron blinks. Needless to say, he’s not following. On another note, he fears the goose has
gone cold. “But you’re not mad at all,” he states, though possibly it’s also a question. He has
no idea anymore. 

“Darling,” Kevin huffs. He reaches up as if to pull Aaron closer before remembering himself.
“Of course I’m not. Why would I be?”

“I just kissed your husband.” Aaron gestures as if the world has turned on its head. Matt and
Kevin exchange a look, and they both can’t help but chuckle at the entire situation. 

Thank the gods,  Aaron thinks distractedly, Kate’s not here to see this. 

“Technically,” Matt corrects, “I kissed you. There’s a difference. And Aaron,” he rests his
hand on the blonde’s arm, “I’m sorry if I read you wrong. If today is a day of honesty, Kev
and I…” he casts a quick look at his husband as if checking for a go ahead. Whatever he sees,
it spurs him onward. “We care for you too, Aaron. More than simply someone who works for
us. And we’ve felt so since the day we met you, though we didn’t understand what it was at
the time.”

“That’s what we’ve been trying to get you to see for months now. But you couldn’t see the
truth past your own insecurities,” Kevin says, never one to mince words. 

“Which is not entirely your fault,” Matt is quick to add with a pointed look at Kevin, who
simply shrugs. 

Aaron tries to come to terms with all these truth bombs all at once. He’s not sure its possible
to wrap his head around it so quickly. But he wants to. Gods he wants to. 

“Why now, though?” He finds himself asking before he makes the conscious decision to do
so. “Why are you now…showing me?” He can still feel the press of Matt’s lips on his, firm
and soft at the same time, though faint in his memory already. 

He wants to refresh that memory. He wants to know what Kevin’s would feel like too. He’s
almost overwhelmed by his own wonderings of these things, swirling so freely in his mind,
rather than restrained and hidden away in its ivy prison. 

“Call it impatience,” Matt chuckles, though he stills seems concerned. Kevin half hums, half
huffs his agreement. 

“Do you—” Aaron looks between them, eyes landing on Kevin. “Do you also…?”

“What?” Kevin asks with a raised brow, in a way that Aaron knows Kevin knows what he
wants, but he’s going to make Aaron say it.

“Will you kiss me? Do you…do even want to kiss me?” Aaron fumbles out. Nerves,
anticipation, doubt, excitement—it all spreads a million spindles of energy throughout his
veins, making him feel the most dangerous poison of all: 



Hope. 

Kevin’s shielded gaze softens and he immediately gives in to his desire, pulling Aaron closer
until he’s near wrapped between the two. “I have for nearly a year at this point,” he murmurs.
“But I never knew if…” He looks up at his husband for a moment. “We both weren’t sure if
that’s what you wanted from us,” he clarifies.

Aaron near wants to beg for the man to hurry up, then. For once, he understands his brother’s
frustrations with the notion of the plea. How hollow, how weak the word is, compared to the
soul-deep need rooted within his chest cavity. Tangled around his heart.

“With all due respect,” Aaron says, almost desperate, the joke falling serious, “could you get
on with it then? I’ve only been waiting the better part of my life now.”

For a moment, he wonders if he’s offended Day. In terms of a servant, Aaron’s more than
overstepped his lines. But they insisted—ordered—him to put aside such terms for now. And
it’s only the truth. Aaron has been waiting, what feels like the entire time he’s known Boyd
and Kevin, for them all to finally ground themselves together. 

“Cheeky bastard,” Kevin finally remarks, laughter lines crinkling where he shakes his head
ruefully. 

“Sorry, sir—“

Day’s kiss silences any further interruption. This time, Aaron’s better prepared. While he’s
never been practiced, per se, in kissing, having only ever tried it once with a girl who used to
live near Tilda’s house, he tries not to think too hard about the logistics and more about the
connection. That finally, finally, finally, he is tethered to his extensions, roots springing up
between the three rather than the noose constantly swinging in the back of Aaron’s mind. 

He drops his jaw further, allowing Kevin to take control. When Matt’s hands curl around
Aaron’s arms, more to ease Aaron’s trembling than hold him back, Aaron allows himself to
completely let go. Of the fears, the doubts. The vines spring forth, this time supporting his
weight rather than harrowing it. 

And when Kevin draws back to lay his forehead tenderly against Aaron’s, Matt leaning down
at the same time to place his lips against the soft skin of Aaron’s neck, he lets the ivy free of
its cage and covers them all in green. 
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It's a Goddamn Blaze in the Dark and You Started It
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He should hate Christmas.

The holidays have never brought forth the sort of memories and warm nostalgia for Aaron
that others seem to hold so dear. Growing up, the day was like any other. Cold, drab, some
oats and bread for breakfast. A quiet day, if he was lucky. A torturous one, if he was not. 

He should hate Christmas, because he learned to hate most days and the pains that came with
having to live through each and every one. 

But he doesn’t hate Christmas. 

Not anymore. Not since last year, the first he spent with any resemblance of a family. Perhaps
not his own family, or at least not at that time, for he had just started working for Kevin and
Matt but a few months before. 

And this year, his second Christmas with a real family. It’s not to say he loves it—not by a
long shot. But for the first time, he wonders if good things actually can happen for someone
like him. If the universe does have mercy. If he too could be part of this family.

He wonders how Andrew will fair this holiday.

He tries not to, but he can’t help but wonder. 

So when he goes to bed that night, sliding under the not yet warmed covers, his daylight
hopes and snow-kissed dreams seem all but foreign. Like the hopes of another. The dreams of
another. 

Of all things, he does hate that. 

He can hear them, his masters, the sounds of their voices downstairs drifting up to Aaron’s
ears. He can’t understand what they’re talking about, but it sounds like they’re arguing. He
shivers, pulling the sheets up tighter around him.

He tries not to think that they’re arguing about him, but what else could it be?



They were all jovial for most of the day, Aaron doing his best to finish his duties while
constantly being distracted by his masters’ eyes following him, or their insistences sprinkled
with chaste kisses and some not as chaste tempting Aaron to give up his work for the day. But
there was a wash of pride in his work, and he couldn’t think to give it up simply because it
was the holiday. 

And better yet, the more Aaron worked, the more Boyd would steal him aside and try to
seduce Aaron with his lips and hands to give it all up and rest, not allowing Aaron a word in
edgewise until the servant was flushed and ruffled where he was settled against the wall, Matt
a blockade of force and affection before him. 

Or even, every time Aaron was caught performing some easy, mindless task that he’d been
explicitly ordered not to, Day would pull Aaron to himself, or up against the counter, or the
table, or any other surface he caught him by, a hand to Aaron’s face and whisper in his ear
how proud he was of Aaron, how hard he’d been working, and tell Aaron to take a break for
the rest of the day, his praise doing as much to rile Aaron up as the way Day used his hands
to express his sincerity. It was the only real time in his life that Aaron truly enjoyed
disobeying, because the punishments, if that’s what it even could be called, was a small
sacrifice to pay for the rewards it earned him. 

Dinner was a challenge in an entirely new way. There was no argument on the matter that
Aaron would dine with them, and for what sounded like the thousandth time that day, Matt
reminded Aaron he was not currently a servant in the household but an equal. And Aaron
wanted to say that those two things weren’t mutually exclusive, but one look at Kevin
pointing at him to sit had the words dying on his lips. The herring that Aaron had boiled
earlier came out perfectly crisp and the pudding rich, and for a healthy moment, all was well.

But the instinct to serve his masters the second portion is an instinct rooted deep, and when
he went to stand out of habit rather than choice, he was met with the unimpressed facades of
both Kevin and Boyd. Matt wordlessly gestured for him to sit once more, and Aaron said,
“Let me—“

“Sit,” Day instructed aloud.

“Your plates are empty.” 

Kevin raised a brow. 

So Aaron sat.

“I have two working arms and legs,” Matt stated. “And from last I saw, so does Kevin.” He
leveled a stare at Aaron, quirking his lips to indicate his partial joke, partial seriousness. “We
can serve ourselves, dear.”

Aaron tried not to react too harshly at the endearment, but he felt his cheeks flush against his
will. “Have they not worked the past year and a half, then?” He couldn’t help but retort. 

Finally clearing the last of the pudding from his plate, Kevin sat his utensils down and set his
elbows upon the table, folding one palm over his other fist. The irony that Kevin’s hand had



once been broken (years before Aaron ever worked for him, to be fair), was not lost on
Aaron. 

Day leveled a stare at Aaron, who forced himself to keep eye contact.

“That was different, then,” Day finally said. 

“How?”

Kevin rolled his eyes. The gesture was so Day, Aaron had to bite the inside of his cheek not
to laugh.  

“We weren’t, erm…”

Matt cleared his throat. “It feels wrong,” he said, coming to Kevin’s aid, “for you to serve us
when—when we are having relations.”

Having relations. Those words were so unlike Boyd that Aaron immediately sobered. He
tapped a finger on his knee, pondering.  

“You truly fancy me, then?” He still had not yet wrapped his head around the entire thing. He
wondered if he ever would. That afternoon, the first kiss he shared with them, once feeling so
long ago, became fresh again in his memory.

“More than words can attest,” Day promised. Boyd nodded his agreement immediately. 

“You’re right.” Aaron tapped his fingers atop the table’s wood, thinking. “Words aren’t
enough. That’s why we need action.” 

He stood again and ignored his masters’ frowns, reaching for their plates. “And that’s why I
wish to serve you. Let me.” 

Day opened his mouth to speak but after a moment, he simply shook his head, beat. “This
discussion isn’t over,” he assured. 

Aaron didn’t think he imagined the heat in Day’s eyes when he replied lowly, “I’ll hold you
to it." When he walked off with the plates and to the kitchen to serve them seconds, he heard
Matt laugh to Kevin, “He definitely has our number.”

Aaron couldn’t see his face, but he heard the grin in Day’s voice. 

“He’s always had it.”

And so things were going well. Seconds were served, then dessert, an attempt at a spiced
persimmon pie that Aaron had seen Katelyn make a few times but he’d never got the hang of
before. He was competent but had never reached full mastery of cooking and baking as his
fellow servant, as he had neither prior need nor desire to, but the attempt was at least edible. 

Well, Katelyn probably wouldn’t have eaten it.  The thought made Aaron smile to himself.
He hoped things would be alright between them when she returned.



After dessert came tea in the drawing room, this time brewed by Boyd (who had beat Aaron
to the kettle while the blonde was washing the plates) and served by Day (who raised said
kettle and cups at a height of which Aaron could not reach to do the matter himself), both to
Aaron’s chagrin. 

They had all decorated the tree that sat in the room’s left corner with dried cranberries and
cinnamon the day before Katelyn left, and while Boyd and Aaron argued amicably about
which was worse: mulled wine or Madame Dobson’s new haircut (Boyd finally convinced
Aaron of the latter), Day set to fixing the decorative strands around the tree that had become
jostled or, in some parts, completely missing, most likely as a result of the party thrown the
night before. 

Kevin hummed a song as he worked, going back and forth between the kitchen for some
dried apples to string together. At one point, he looked up, only to find Aaron and Matt no
longer conversing but watching him plainly. He took note of his husband lounged on the
maroon settee, his arm draped around Aaron’s shoulders. When they’d first settled in the
room, Aaron had initially stood waiting at the furniture’s side, a force of habit, before Matt
pulled the man to sit down with him rather gleefully now that there were no pretenses
between them. They looked cozy together, Aaron still abashed but quickly warming to the
change. 

“Can I help you?” Kevin held up the half stung rope of apples and cranberries in his hand, as
if to emphasize the mundanity of his behavior.

“What are you humming?” Aaron asked. 

Kevin tilted his head in thought. “A carol, the one Miss Muldani sang last night. You
know…” he hummed the beginning again, his face warm at the sudden attention. 

But Boyd only joined in. “The holly and the ivy,” he grinned at Aaron’s surprised face when
he sang, baritone rumbling and clear, “when they are both full grown, of all the trees that are
in the wood—

“The holly bears the crown,” Aaron finished, shy but sure. Matt’s grin only grew wider at his
addition.

“Oh the rising of the sun, the running of the deer,” Kevin continued, turning back to finish
his task at the same time.

Matt jumped to stand and pulled Aaron with him, Aaron laughing at the sudden jolt. 

“The playing of the merry organ,” Boyd mimed playing the instrument on Aaron’s shoulders
and the pair both shouted: “Sweet singing in the choir!”

“The holly bears the blossom as white as any flower.” Finished stringing, Kevin stepped
forward and draped the vine around Aaron’s shoulder, a faux lasso like those westerns Tilda
used to watch in the cinema. 



“And Mary bore a shepherd son to be our sweet savior,” Aaron’s voice hitched as Kevin
tugged on the string, pulling them close, Matt still holding on to him from behind. 

They all repeated the chorus, something else growing behind the scenes, “Oh the rising of the
sun, the running of the deer, the playing of the merry organ, sweet singing in the choir.”

Kevin’s voice dropped as he leaned in to Aaron, his lips just skimming Aaron’s forehead
when he sang, “The holly bears a berry—as red as any blood.”

At that moment, Boyd reached over Aaron’s shoulder to grab Kevin’s neck, pulling them all
into one knot. Aaron became a puddle nestled between them, unable to imagine a better
barricade. 

Matt sang, though it was more an untamed whisper, “And Mary bore sweet Jesus Christ—to
do poor sinners good,” before crashing their lips together, Day groaning, pleased, at the
charge.

Aaron watched how they entwined, the snares tough and thick and true. 

“The holly bears a prickle,” he continued as they parted, watching Day’s Adam’s apple bob
with the absence of Boyd’s lips, “as sharp as any thorn…”

Boyd’s smile was wicked and wrapped Aaron further in their vise. “But beware the ivy dear
—“

“For Christ can’t save us all.”

Kevin laughed and he stole another kiss. “I don’t believe those are the words, Matty.”

Boyd only arched his brows in a tease. “Oh, ye of little faith? That’s precisely what I learned
in primary.”

“Ah, bullshit.”

Aaron barked a laugh at their bickering. The sound immediately drew their attention to him,
and he was at once reminded of how flushed he was, face bright and heart thumping from the
merrymaking. It was a queer, uncharted happiness overflowing his senses. He felt nearly
drunk off of it. 

“What do you say, dear?” Day asked him, lips tugging up at the side. Aaron wanted to kiss
those lips again, wanted them both to coil their hands around his neck until he was rooted to
the dirt, unable to escape anywhere else but them. “Can we believe him?”

“I don’t know,” Aaron said, a little distracted from the actual question. When Kevin moved to
set the string of dried fruit on a side table, freeing his hands, all pretense at focus went out the
window. 

“Maybe I can convince you,” Matt murmured to Aaron, his bottom lip brushing the arch of
Aaron’s ear. The latter felt a rush of heat flow through him, burning him hotter than the



fireplace that had been roaring every second of the past few weeks. “Living with a barrister
and all,” he joked, side-eyeing Kevin, “I’ve picked up a few tricks.”

His hands didn’t move from Aaron’s shoulder, for which Aaron was partially grateful and
partially frustrated. He’d been so overwhelmed in the best way this past day, but he was clear
headed enough to know he wasn’t yet comfortable about going further than kissing with Day
and Boyd. It’s not that he didn’t trust them, and it’s not that he didn’t want to consider doing
more eventually, but not now. Not so soon. Not when he feared he’d combust at just the
slightest breath, the lightest thorn. 

“Kiss me?” Aaron said.

Boyd’s teasing smile melted genuine, citrine eyes soft. “Of course.”

And so he did. Kissing Boyd and Kevin was nothing that shattered the earth under Aaron’s
feet. Instead, it unified the ground instead, repairing cracks and fissures and root systems
once starved. At one point, Boyd’s lips became Kevin’s, and then Aaron pulled back and
wrapped his arm around Kevin’s waist, the other hand in Boyd’s, while the two kissed above
him. And then someone shifted and the others followed too, until Aaron ended in Boyd’s lap
on the settee once more, his arms looped around Kevin’s neck. 

They stayed like that for awhile, Aaron’s head nestled against the crook of Boyd’s shoulder,
his legs pulled over Kevin’s lap. Aaron remembered all the days and nights he’d found his
masters in such a similar position, Aaron wanting, wondering from the sidelines. They truly
imagined him there with them all along? It seemed comical, if it weren’t true. 

Inside, the fire crackled. Outside, the snow fell.

Around him, peace.

“Happy Christmas, my loves,” Boyd murmured when the clock chimed the twelfth hour, the
start of the new day. 

And Aaron froze where he sat, repeating Matt’s words over and over again in his head as if to
tell his own self, See, he said it first, not me. Loves. Loves. Loves. I am not the only one who
thinks it. I am not the only one. 

It was pathetic, how suddenly he started to close in on himself, because isn’t this exactly
what he wanted? To be held, to be home, to be…

Happy. 

A Happy Christmas indeed. 

A first.

And with that, despite the pointlessness of thinking so—the ridiculousness—Aaron suddenly
felt a wash of guilt flood through him. Because why should he be warm and safe and in the
arms of these two men when his own flesh and blood is anything but? Andrew, rotting away
in prison, alone on Christmas. Perhaps guilty, but what did the word mean anymore? Andrew



was no more guilty of Tilda’s death than Tilda was guilty for their lives. And it took Aaron to
the last minute to understand this, and possibly, it was too late anyway.

When the clock finished chiming the twelve tones, Aaron allowed himself one more moment
of content before disentangling. He knew what came soon anyway. For as new and exciting
as this was brewing between them, Aaron would still depart to his room alone. 

Because even if the absurdity manifested that they wanted him in their room at night, it
would surely be under the assumption that Aaron were there to give something he didn’t want
to yet. So no, back to his room it would have to be, no matter the pain it was to no longer be
held down. 

“Where are you going?” Boyd asked him when Aaron had stood. The blonde pretended not to
see how Day’s thoughtless grin had disappeared at Aaron’s own leaving.

Noticing the fire in the room’s corner burning low, Aaron threw a couple more logs atop the
hearth to stall for time. He watched the flames crackle and split, before turning back to his
masters watching from the settee. 

“I should retire to bed.” Aaron dipped his head. He studiously kept his face blank, even
though his entire body thrummed with disappointment. “It’s late, and I’ve had a couple long
days.”

Day, for his part, did nothing to hide his nonplussed expression. He exchanged a look with
Boyd before gesturing for Aaron to sit. “Aaron—“

“I’ll make sure the fireplace in your room is started,” he continued quickly. That was another
one of Katelyn’s usual duties while he brought inside the wood that Knox chopped
throughout the early winter. But with both gone, he of course would never ignore making his
masters’ chambers comfortable for when they were ready. 

“Aaron,” Matt cut in this time, beginning to sit up. He wasn’t blind to the war behind Aaron’s
eyes, and he meant to tame the blonde’s battle. But he didn’t realize his mistake until after he
said, “I believe we haven’t dismissed you yet—“

“And I believe,” Aaron interrupted, though his voice was soft and nearly strained, “you both
told me many times today to set aside titles. Are you only my masters when you wish me to
obey, and not when you don’t care either way?”

Aaron didn’t wait for a response. He could barely meet their eyes even as he said the harsh—
though he had to be honest, they were still true—words. But he casted his eyes away once
more and departed the room for the stairs. By the time he’d completed his nightly chores,
more out of spite than actual obligation at this point, Kevin and Matt had still not surfaced
from the drawing room.

So now here he lay, shifting under not yet warmed covers, longing for the recent hours when
he was warm in another’s arms. He wonders if they’ll still be mad with him come morning, if
they will have realized over night the foolery of continuing this relationship. After all, Aaron
has nothing to offer them. He’s never had money, what little Tilda had had only gobbled up



by the Courts upon her death. He doesn’t have a title, or skills, other than simple patchwork
and keeping an estate clean. He only has himself, and what good does that do them? Even
Aaron’s own blood is laced with scandal. 

Aaron’s own blood…

He pushes away the thoughts of Andrew. How much did Andrew ever think of him when he
was on the run from the law? Aaron has no way of knowing, no way of doing anything until
after the trial, so best not to dwell on it.

The dichotomy of emotions swirling in his chest alone is enough to make him exhausted,
never mind the past couple of days he’s had. One second, he’s at peace, thinking of the way
Day had traced Aaron’s lips with his own, or how Matt had wrapped Aaron to his chest, like
a shield and a fortress all at once. But then the next second, all Aaron can remember is
Andrew staring unblinking from the jail cell, as if he didn’t care one way whether he lived or
died. And it makes Aaron furious. Because for all the trouble they’re going through to save
him, Andrew isn’t even giving a shrug of effort. 

But eventually he drifts off, thinking it interesting that in the end, the Minyard brothers are
alone on Christmas once again.   

 

*

 

“I hate this.” 

Day cards a hand through his hair, shaking his head as he thinks. His husband is frowning
next to him, also contemplative.

“He’s right, though,” Boyd finally says.

“How?”

“About us.” Matt looks at his husband and laces their fingers together where they still sit in
the drawing room. “Our hypocrisy. We tell him not to see us as masters, yet expect him to
obey us anyway.”

Day exhales a sigh. He looks to the doorway leading toward the stairs. Upstairs is Aaron,
who left them nearly half an hour ago. They’re both avoiding the inevitable of having to
retire for bed without the third man once more, just as they’ve always had to do. 

But this should’ve been different. They didn’t have to separate this time. They could have
been together, just as they were together earlier, with all of them asleep and safe and sound in
the arms of each other.

But then Aaron fled without a warning, for reasons Kevin can’t quite wrap his head around.



“Do you think he doesn’t want us?” Day wonders quietly. Matt’s following look is loud and
clear. “I know, I know, it’s just…”

“I think he’s scared,” Matt says. He leans his head on Day’s shoulder and breaths his husband
in, both feeling the weight of Aaron’s absence more harshly than the months prior now that
they’ve had a taste of the man. 

“Of us?” Kevin balks.

“Of this.” Matt tugs on their joined hands before pulling back enough to meet Kevin’s eyes.
“Imagine if you were in his shoes. How would you feel, having longed for two people
who’ve always had each other, who you think don’t need you?”

“That’s bullshit,” Kevin starts.

“I know it is. But if it’s what he feels…” Matt shrugs. “Doesn’t make it any less terrifying.
He’s probably thinking he has much more to lose than us.”

Kevin runs it over in his head and finds he can’t quite argue with that point. How many times
have he and Matt had some variation of this same conversation over the past months, trying
to reason through if Aaron felt for them the way they felt for him. Stolen glances when he
thought they weren’t watching, flushed cheeks after a passing touch, watching eyes in the
corner as if he could get away with it…all little hints that Aaron wasn’t as unaffected by the
pair as he tried to play off. 

It was practically the tipping point the day Aaron had come upon them in the study, only to
hide in the shadows as if frozen. Of course they both knew he was there, Matt having seen
Aaron out of the corner of his eye first. But neither were they going to humiliate him and call
him out, especially not when they both wondered…what if? What if he joined? But
something, still unknown to Kevin and Matt, had pushed Aaron back to life and he stumbled
away. Kevin and Matt had decided enough was enough and made to talk to Aaron later that
day, but then came the accident with the tea and the matter was quickly pushed to the back
burner. 

Until that night Aaron arrived at their door, a mess and in tears thinking he was to be kicked
out from his job, from his home, from their lives. He couldn’t have been more wrong. How
Kevin wanted to kiss the man’s tears away then, wanted to wrap him in cotton and silk and
never let him go. One look at his husband that night and they both knew they had been
thinking the same thing. 

But even then, they debated with themselves the very notion: how could they make the first
move? Not with the power they held over Aaron. It would be cruel, dangerous, to hold
Aaron’s trust, his life, in their hands like that. No, Aaron would have to come to them. Aaron
would have to make it plain that he understood where he stood with them. 

So they dropped hints of their own. Insisting to Aaron that they didn’t regard him simply as a
servant, and they hoped he didn’t see them as solely his form of paycheck. Day, drowning in
the courts, picking up Andrew’s case anyway because damn it, this was more than just a job.
Matt, from the very beginning, never unaffected, always finding excuses to hen over Aaron



whether he were sick or injured or exhausted from pushing himself too hard, much too
similar to Kevin’s own work ethic. 

But still, maybe it wasn’t enough. The few hours of excitement and ease they shared with
Aaron had already faded with the blonde’s sudden departure. 

“We can talk to him in the morning,” Matt offers.

But Kevin is quick to shake his head. “He shouldn’t have to wake up alone on Christmas.”

His husband’s eyes soften. “Unless he wants that.”

“You can’t be serious.”

“I…” Matt sighs. “You’re right. Not in his case.”

“So what do we do?”

Matt seems to think it over. “We talk to him now.”

“Now? And if he’s asleep?”

Matt rolls his eyes. “Are you going to fight me all night, Day? Let’s cross one bridge at a
time.”

“That seems like the first bridge we have to cross, actually,” he can’t help but quip under his
breath, earning a playful shove from his husband. Kevin tries to hide a tired grin, though if
Boyd’s look is any indication, he’s not quite successful.

Boyd drains the last of his cider before taking his husband’s hand and making their way up
the stairs. When they come to stand in front of Aaron’s partially open door, the dim light of
the hallway barely seeping past the door’s crack, they can already tell that Aaron is asleep. 

“It’s a shame to wake him,” Matt murmurs, a unique tinge of affection in his voice Kevin
recognizes. It’s the same one Matt uses for Day, and vice versa. “Our own sleeping Aurora.”

Something like hope tugs at Kevin’s lips. “Our’s?”

Matt quirks a brow. “If he will have us.” He glances back into the room, where Aaron is
beginning to stir even just from the sound of their whispering voices. He’s always been a
frightfully light sleeper. After working deeper into Andrew’s case and learning more about
Tilda Minyard, it makes Kevin’s fists clench knowing just why Aaron sleeps so light. And
sometimes (most times), so little.

“And we are his,” Day adds.

Matt nods. But before he can add anything, their attention becomes fully focused on Aaron,
who’s sleep-thick voice drifts over to them: “Master Day?”



He’s sitting up in bed, having awoken. Matt gently pushes the door open for more light to
seep through so that they can see more clearly. Entering in, but carefully, watching for any
sign of distress from the man—though finding only confusion and perhaps…anticipation?
Want?—Kevin approaches the side of Aaron’s bed and sits on its edge.

“Kevin,” he tells Aaron quietly. “Call me Kevin, Aaron.”

Aaron blinks and looks between Matt and Day. He rubs his eyes before pushing the sheets
back to move closer to Day, who wraps his arm around Aaron’s shoulders and pulls him
close.

“We weren’t sure whether to wake you,” Day tells him, voice low enough to be a whisper,
ever careful on Aaron’s still waking ears. “But we were sure we hated to see you asleep
alone.”

For a reason Kevin can’t guess, Aaron’ shoulders tense under him. But it only lasts a second
before Aaron’s relaxing once more. Though, that’s probably helped by Boyd stepping
forward and taking a seat on Aaron’s other side, reaching over to run a hand through Aaron’s
hair. 

“Unless you prefer to be alone,” Matt tells him, just as gentle. “There’s no pressure. No
expectation. We just want…”

Aaron turns to him, sleep fading from his eyes. “Want what?” 

“What makes you happy,” Boyd finishes confidently.

Aaron’s brows bunch together. In the dim light streaming through the room, Kevin can just
make out the almost worried expression in Aaron’s eyes, now mostly awake. He couldn’t
have been asleep for long, then.

“Something’s bothering you,” Day says.

Aaron looks like he’s about to object. But one reminding touch of Day’s index to Aaron’s
chin has him setting his jaw, nodding once. “I want…I want to be with you,” Aaron finally
tells them. “But…When you say no expectations.” His voice catches in his throat, scratchy
from the night. “Do you mean that for—other things too?”

Kevin and Matt both frown, but it’s Boyd who first connects the dots of Aaron’s unease. 

“Aaron,” he starts. He judges his words as carefully as one walks a tight wire, like those
acrobats in the circus their friends are always inviting them to attend. “All we could hope is
for you to be happy, and safe in our arms. There are no expectations,” he stresses, eyes boring
deep even in the dark of the room, “for anything you do not want.”

“Even if…” Aaron inhales, his breath shaking with the force of it. His hands clasp where they
lay in his lap, fidgeting at his shirtsleeves. He always preferred sleeping in more layers.
Kevin grimaces to think of what events instilled that habit. After all, he’s seen the scars that
hide under Aaron’s clothes before. “Even if that never changes?”



“Especially if,” Day corrects. He turns his nose into Aaron’s hair, hugging him even closer. 

“We just want you, Aaron,” Matt says. “If you will have us. In whatever form that may take.”

After a careful moment, Aaron’s arms stretch out to grasp Kevin’s knee, then Matt’s. “I want
that then,” he says. The tension in his shoulders visibly loosens. “I want you.”

“You have us both.” Day feels his sternum squeeze tight, like when he wakes to find Matt’s
head on his chest, or Aaron’s mischievous grin he’ll sometimes throw toward Katelyn or
even their way when he thinks they’re not looking. 

“Will you sleep in our bed tonight, then?” Matt asks.

Something flickers behind Aaron’s eyes that Kevin can’t quite catch. “Just…tonight?”

“Every night,” Kevin says without hesitation before reprimanding himself. “If you want
that.”

“I do.” Day’s relieved by the surety in Aaron’s voice. “But what about—after? When Kate
returns?”

Matt tilts his head to the side where he’s holding Aaron’s hand in his. “What does Miss
Harris have to do with this?”

Aaron nearly laughs. “Surely she will be suspicious when she returns to find me warming
your bed every night.”

“She has no cause to be suspicious,” Day huffs. “There is nothing we would try to hide. But
let’s save that discussion for another time. Preferably, not midnight.”

“Agreed.” Matt nods. Aaron doesn’t look entirely impressed with that answer, but a soft,
sleep inspired smile tugs at his lips when Kevin stands and holds out his hand for Aaron to
take. He does, feeling the ivy untangle in his chest, his nerves, no longer frantic, but for once
settling in a way that feels right. Certain. Whole. 

He doesn’t know what the morning will bring. He doesn’t know what the next few days when
Katelyn returns, or the next few weeks when his brother and he go to court, will bring. Kate
may be shocked, or even disapproving of this newfound relationship. She’s always been
protective of him, in almost a sisterly way. And for all of Kevin’s power and skill, there is no
guarantee the courts will judge in Andrew’s favor. 

But Aaron remembers the first few weeks of coming to the estate, when Boyd would tell him
to take each day one at a time. To let his ankle heal, to let his heart grow whole, to let his
future feel possible, tangible. 

He thinks of that now. One day at a time. One heartbeat, one second of the future, at a time.

So, no, he doesn’t know what the next day will bring, much less the new year.



But with Kevin’s hand in his, Matt at their sides as they make the way to their room, not just
Kevin and Matt’s, but now their’s, Aaron thinks to himself, Maybe.

Maybe this could last. 

 

*

 

There’s barely a sound atop the hard concrete floor the guard paces. The prisoner within the
room he covers has been glaring at him all night, but there’s not much to be done about it.
Andrew Minyard has never been the warmly sort, but the sort of dark, dead gaze he sets upon
the guard could rival Medusa’s glare.  

The guard almost laughs. 

There’s nothing to be done about the murderer’s impatience. Jean Moreau, the man the new
guard is covering for as he takes holiday with his fiancé, had been clear: do not speak with
the prisoner, do not make eye contact with the prisoner, do not do anything that would remind
the prisoner that you exist. 

The guard is doing…mostly well. He has not spoken to Andrew Minyard yet. He’s only made
eye contact a few times. But there’s nothing to be done about his existence; Minyard is more
than aware of the guard, and the guard is more than aware of Minyard’s eyes on him. 

“Hey, you there!” 

The guard turns toward the sound of the voice. It’s the Warden, beckoning the guard
forward. 

“I’m retiring for the night,” the Warden—a Rowan, or Roller...maybe Rolling? Whatever—
tells him. “Engle will be out back if you need him. You know where the stick is if the
prisoner makes a fuss?"

The guard bites his cheek to stop the smile itching to split his face open. “Of course,” he
assures.

Of course he knows that Engle is in the back room. Of course he knows where the stick is.  

Of course, he also knows that Engle is out dead in the back because the guard ran him
through with the stick, but the Warden doesn’t need to know that. 

“Alright.” The Warden hesitates, a slight flicker in his eye as he looks over the guard’s scars.
He knows he unsettles the Warden. He takes a strong satisfaction in it. “You’ll be good here
by yourself?”

“Good as green,” the guard says. He nods his head in adieu. “Good night, Warden.”



The Warden passes for just one more moment before nodding as well. “Good night, then.
And Happy Christmas.”

The guard doesn’t reply to that, but he lets a fraction of his smile loose. It makes the Warden
flinch, but he quickly turns on his heel and exits the goals with his things. Ever since they
hired the guard to cover for Moreau, the guard has seen how the others react to him. It
doesn’t bother him as much as it used to. 

Besides. It’s all about to be very. bloody. worth it. 

“The holly bears a berry,” the guard sings under his breath as he begins to pace back toward
Minyard’s cell, “as red as any blood. And—“

“Stop,” the guard hears, though the words come out in more of a rasp where it's growled
through the door.

The guard considers stopping.

When there’s nothing forthcoming from the cell, he decides to continue.

“And Mary Hatford bore a son—“ The guard hears a sound like someone’s pounding on
stone. He fights back the grin—“to be your damned savior.”

A pause.

The pounding on stone from within the cell continues.

“Oh the rising of the sun, the running of the fox, the rolling of the curséd dice, sweet singing
in the fire.”

The pounding doesn’t stop after the guard finishes singing. It just continues, and finally he
rolls his eyes and stalks over to the door. The Warden recommended the stick for moments
like these, a long piece of rusted pipe to hit problematic prisoners over the head with. The
guard would be more than happy to make use of it and shut Minyard up, but the stick is
currently eight inches deep through Engel’s chest and the guard really doesn’t feel like
dirtying his hands all that much again. He just washed them. 

“Are you done?” 

Minyard offers a blank look at the question where the guard stands in the doorway, keys in
hand. If not for the hand still beating on the side of the wall and the crick in Minyard’s jaw,
the guard would think the prisoner hadn’t even heard him.

“Are you done,” Andrew parrots, but it's flat. The guard can see how exhausted Minyard is.
Can see how much of a toll the running and the arrests and the prison has taken on him. Can
see how tired Minyard is of being tired.

It’s Minyard’s own damn fault for getting caught, the guard thinks. 



The guard steps further into the room and holds up the set of kets. He dangles them like bells,
a taunt, before sliding them back in his pocket. 

Andrew’s hand finally halts its incessant beating. It’s going to be nearly black by tomorrow in
bruises, but the guard knows there’s nothing to be done about that either. What matters is
getting out of here. What matters is surviving.

“The Warden is gone.” The guard steps further up to the cell, close enough that the metal of
the bars cools his cheeks where he rests against it. 

“The other one.” Andrew doesn’t add anything else, but the guard nods in understanding.

“Taken care of.”

Minyard stands and crosses over to the cell’s barrier. The guard doesn’t flinch when
Andrew’s hand snakes around the bar and grabs the man’s throat, pulling him even closer.
The guard allows his muscles to relax. He knows that if he struggles he won’t be breathing in
the next second. Though, then again, he muses, isn’t that half the fun?

“What,” Minyard says in a hushed rasp, “took so long.”

The guard rolls his eyes. “You really reckon crossing the state, all the while undercover, to
save your sorry ass is only a day’s worth of work?”

Andrew’s eyes narrow marginally. “It,” he says slowly—pointedly—“has been weeks.” Then
the hand around the guard’s throat flexes.  Immediately, his air supply is cut off. When it gets
nearly too much and his vision begins to waver, Andrew lets go.

When the cold air rushes back into his lungs, the guard has that violent urge to laugh again.
He manages to keep himself under control, but it’s close. The grin that threatens to tear apart
his face would put any of the countless wanted posters around the state to shame. 

“I prefer to think of it,” the guard wheezes and steps right back up to the cell and letting
Minyard’s hands pull once more at his collar, “as perfect timing.”

Andrew doesn’t say anything once more, but the guard nearly feels the man’s desire to roll
his eyes. 

When the guard leans forward, he wonders if Minyard will kiss him or bite his skin off. He’s
just as excited to find out either way.

“Happy Christmas,” he whispers to Andrew. It’s a brutal, blasphemous imitation of the
saying. “Now let’s get you out of here.”

But before he can so much as raise the keys and unlock the cell, Andrew’s hands clench once
more in his shirt collar and pulls their mouths together through the bars. 

A kiss, as vicious as a bite after all.



It’s nearly painful. Andrew’s lips are chapped and cold, and the force each of them give is
almost enough to balance what they take from the other. Like holly and ivy, the bitter taste
blooms.

Andrew is first to pull back, adopting the same barely tempered expression from before as if
it had never happened. 

Andrew gestures to the cell’s lock, a sarcastic mimic. 

“Then get to it, Josten.”

Abram, finally, allows himself to laugh.
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’Tis the Damn Season
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When Aaron was still allowed to go to school, the other children would return from the break
in the highest spirits Aaron had ever seen them. Items would be passed from hand to hand,
brags and giggles about what cakes and lollies the girls were gifted from their mums, what
wooden horses and even, if one were particularly good, bicycles the boys received from their
fathers. 

It made sense, then, why no cakes or toy animals waited for him on Christmas Day. Tilda was
always quick to tell Aaron how bad he’d been throughout the year and how even if his absent
father knew of Aaron, there was no reason to think he’d send money their way for a nuisance
that was his son. Besides. Why would a measly, disrespectful boy like Aaron be rewarded
when Tilda had debts to pay, banes to buy, whiny obligations in the form of a child to contend
with? 

Really, she’d always gripe, it was she who deserved a gift for putting up with him each and
every day.

So Aaron kept his mouth shut every year when the other children asked what he’d gotten for
Christmas. One boy joked that Aaron must have gotten coal in his stocking with the dirt
painting Aaron’s cheeks, to which a girl laughed that Aaron must be particularly lucky to get
coal every day since he always looked the same.

Aaron didn’t listen much to what the other kids said of him. He did consider himself lucky,
though, if he could get through the two weeks of holiday without too many marks, too many
reminders of the shit Tilda had to put up with. She’d always had more—visitors—during
Christmas and New Years, and sometimes (even as hard as Aaron tried to keep away) Aaron
got in the middle of it.

There was a single time, a few years before Aaron learned of Andrew, that had been the best
Christmas Aaron could remember. Tilda had been closer to sober, there were no strange men



lurking around the small house, and Aaron had even saved up enough coins from his
homemade mustard paste phase to buy Tilda a spiced rum cake from the market, the end of
the small bag tied with a sweet bell. Tilda had fawned over the gift and wrapped Aaron in her
arms, telling him how proud she always was of him, how he never disappointed her.

And Aaron was quick to hug her back, her embrace almost convincing enough for him to
believe it. 

It didn’t last, of course. In hindsight, it should hardly have come as a surprise that Aaron’s
last Christmas with Tilda was one of the worst. It was also the first Christmas after learning
that Aaron was not, in fact, an only child.

He never admitted it, but he had almost been excited to spend the holiday with another
person. The possibility of there being more to his withering family tree had been the stuff of
long ago given up dreams. But there it was, Aaron learning he had a sibling. A brother.
Someone who wasn’t Tilda. 

He never admitted it, but he had never been more crushed than when he realized how that just
simply would not happen.

He never admitted it, but he loathed how Andrew looked just like him. Just like her.

More than anything, it was his own damn fault for raising his hopes impossibly high.

Because Andrew did not visit for Christmas. At the time, he had been living somewhere
between the streets and whatever houses would take him in. Aaron hadn’t known much about
the families that Andrew moved around from over the years, but he knew enough that those
families no longer existed—or, at least, not in Andrew’s eyes. 

To this day, Aaron still wonders if the outcome would have been the same if Andrew had
shown up that year. If Andrew would still have killed Tilda. 

Most likely, he would have killed her sooner.

In all truth, Aaron had been luckier than he might have. Because sometime between waking
and unawareness, Aaron had lost a good bit of memory from that day. He knew Tilda had
been on a thinner wire than usual with the knowledge that her abandoned son was in the area.
It didn’t help that a recurring client of her’s had been cancelling for the past few weeks, and
money was tight.

If he could do it again, Aaron would have kept his mouth shut and found a way to get food
himself. But he can’t change the past, and as it happened, Aaron had asked for some money
to buy a meal at precisely the worst time he possibly could have.

Tilda taught him, then, that you can’t worry about hunger when you’re not awake to know.

Sometimes, Aaron traces the dip of scarred skin on the back of his head when he’s thinking,
an old habit he’s not fully aware of. But when Andrew had first seen the wound a day later,
still fresh and bruised and some crusted blood where Tilda’s pipe had struck Aaron, they’d



both been more than aware of Andrew grasping Aaron by the shoulders, eyes burning in a
way that Aaron, for the first time since he’d met his brother, recognized. 

It was the same eyes Aaron saw whenever he looked at their mother. 

Aaron had wondered strangely then if Andrew were going to hit him too when he saw the
mark.

But Andrew didn’t hit him. He barely said a word. But when Aaron snuck back into his room
that night to find a small vial of laudanum under his cot, certainly not a gesture of peace from
Tilda, it left only one other person who would have known of Aaron’s need for relief. 

It was funny, too, looking back on it. That Andrew had been the first person to truly gift
Aaron. It was equally funny that such a gift became the very thing Aaron almost killed
himself on

To put it plainly, the laudanum was addictive. Though curiosity nagged at him, Aaron wasn’t
completely sure what went into it. What he did know was that Tilda often had vials and jars
of the shit on hand at any given moment. If she wasn’t drinking, she was taking the mixture.
If she was drinking…she was probably using the syrup then, too. 

When she was particularly drugged on the stuff, it wasn’t too hard to sneak a small sip or two
or five behind her back.

And for a long time, it had been…

It had been the best few months of Aaron’s life.

Every mark, every bruise—and at one point in February, a whipped back courtesy of one of
Tilda’s clients who was willing to pay an exorbitant amount to practice on a live subject—
became bearable. Practically meaningless. Aaron, once so interested in working in the
hospitals, learned to ask just the right questions to just the right people to learn what he
needed to stay alive. He wasn’t trying to overdose. That would defeat the whole purpose of
taking the “medicine”—for in truth there was nearly five times the amount of opium as there
legally should have been in the vials Tilda had in her possession—to keep himself going. 

Aaron knew that Tilda had caught on to his stealing eventually. But she surprised him for
once. Because instead of beating him seven ways to hell when she realized, she moderated
his intake. He didn’t understand at first why she hadn’t been enraged, but he quickly learned
why. 

A numbed Aaron didn’t fight back when her clients came to play.

Time moved in a haze, too, when he was doped out. No longer did he have to bear each and
every day as a new battle. Instead, Sundays bled into Tuesdays and days became hours. As
quickly as the snow thawed did the end of spring seem to seep in, giving way to summer and
shorter nights.



And at some point, the nights felt the same as the day because the amount of clients stayed
the same. Aaron no longer went to school, hadn’t been going for a couple years now, and he
lost complete track of what month it even was. He could have swore it had been April when
he drank too much. So much so that, as hard as Tilda tried, she couldn’t wake Aaron from the
sommeil des morts, the sleep of the dead, he’d near slipped into. 

When he finally woke, and by a miracle at that, he had wished he hadn’t at all with the way
Tilda beat him. She’d had to cancel on two clients because of him. And Aaron, out so long,
barely had any of the laudanum in his system to distract from the way she punished him. 

After that was when she’d kicked him out. He wasn’t allowed to come back until he made
twice the money he’d lost for her with his mistake.

Turns out, it had actually been May anyway. The crop season wouldn’t start for another
couple of months, and the last of the shipyard workers had just been let off for the summer
session. The only way for Aaron to make money with his lack of schooling and skills, other
than to join the service but he had been too young for that anyway, was to do exactly the sort
of work he’d been forced to do at home. 

But at least with Tilda, she’d always been there to make sure the clients didn’t go too far.
Made sure Aaron wasn’t sober so that it didn’t break him completely.

Aaron thought she’d been protecting him. Had even been grateful for it. 

Whatever it was, Aaron didn’t think he could survive that work on his own. Certainly not
while sober. Not to mention the withdrawals he’d already come to be wrecked with. 

And it was by luck—good or bad, Aaron couldn’t make up his mind for awhile—that
Andrew had been the one to find him first. Andrew was smart in more ways than one, but if
one knew anything at all about Aaron or Tilda, it didn’t take exceptional brains to make the
connection of what had happened.

Andrew had told Aaron a place where the latter could stay so he didn’t need to sleep on the
streets. Aaron, bitter and self-destructive, and mistaking such for misplaced pride, ignored
Andrew’s suggestion. It was Andrew, after all, who’d introduced Aaron to the opium
solution. It would be months before Aaron would be able to wake and not crave the lethal
syrup.

So it was practically Andrew’s fault, then, that Aaron was homeless. What’s to say Andrew
wasn’t simply directing Aaron somewhere that would screw him up as much as Tilda, if not
worse?

In the end, Aaron wasn’t made for the streets (was anyone?). It only took a couple sleepless
nights and too many unsuccessful attempts at finding pseudo-honest work that Aaron
resolved to go back to Tilda with his tail between his legs and beg if he had to, to be allowed
back.

And that was when he found her. 



That was when it ended.

When everything else that came after truly began.

“Monster,” Aaron had said when he’d come across his brother standing above their mother’s
lifeless body, the two men who’d later be called to testify already pulling Andrew way. At the
time, Aaron thought he knew who he’d been referring to. Now, he’s not so sure. Maybe it was
for them both. Maybe it was only for her. 

“It’ll be alright,” one of the men had told Aaron. “Justice will be served for your mother.”

There had been something familiar about the witnesses, but Aaron didn’t care at the time. All
he cared was that he was truly, officially, an orphan, the blood of his shot mother already
coating the outside of his soles where he’d stood. Even for all his pains, Aaron had had some
selfish sense of pride that he wasn’t one of the parentless children always running through the
streets and alleys. But now, that was exactly what he was. A junkie orphan with a brother for
a crook. 

Monster.

Maybe that’s all it really meant to be a Minyard, anyway. 

As they led Andrew away, Aaron asking Why, why, why, (but then again, who had he really
been asking?), Andrew’s answer echoed like mockery in Aaron’s mind.

Can you not see there was no other way?

But then again, maybe it was one true thing Andrew had ever said. 

 

*

 

Aaron wakes in a cold sweat, muscles tense and breath coming in short, silent pants. The last
remnants of a dream linger on his mind’s edge, mental snapshots of a hand, a rifle, a man—

Aaron flinches when he feels something touch his arm. But when he turns to look, he’s only
met with Boyd’s calm, if concerned, expression peering back at him.

It’s still dark in the room, a couple hours before dawn, and as such it’s difficult to make out
all of his features where he’s started to sit up beside Aaron. On Aaron’s other side still sleeps
Day, one arm thrown over his head, the other stretched out across Aaron’s lap where it had
once been lain gently across Aaron’s chest. 

“Bad dream?” Boyd whispers, his brows pinched like he already knows. 

True to their promise, Day and Boyd hadn’t made a move toward or word for Aaron to do
anything but get a good night’s sleep between them. Aaron hadn’t honestly expected for his



nightmares to go away just because he was with them, and also like he expected, he’s already
awoken once.

But good god is it a relief to not be alone this time. 

Instead of answering, Aaron shrugs and tries to relax where his head lies on the pillow. He
thought it would feel more awkward in their bed between them, but he had passed out
quickly and already feels himself slipping back into sleep. He is long used to the dreams that
force him awake nearly every night. He is long used to slipping back into them. 

Matt’s hand draws up to brush a lock of hair that had fallen in Aaron’s face back. Before he
can stop himself, Aaron shifts closer, pushing his face lightly into the curve of Matt’s wrist.
This man has never hurt him. Day and Boyd both are safe. Aaron truly struggles to believe
his luck that he tripped into their lives, and even more wondrous, that they let him stay and
nestle deep.

Even in the dark and as if reading his thoughts, Aaron can see Matt’s sleepy smile. 

On Aaron’s other side, Kevin shifts in his sleep, one leg kicking out and hitting Aaron in the
side. Aaron bites his cheek to keep from snorting, and Matt chuckles silently. 

“He does that sometimes,” Matt whispers, tone wobbling in amusement. “And yet he still
wonders why I kick him back.”

A grin that Aaron tries to hide in his pillow doesn’t go unnoticed. Matt hasn’t moved his hand
from Aaron’s hair, and he curls his fingers around Aaron’s skull when he leans in to ghost a
kiss along Aaron’s forehead. 

“Sleep, Aaron,” Matt tells him quietly. “You are alright.”

Aaron considers that. It’s a strange way of wording it. Not, you will be alright. Not, it is
alright. Not, it will be alright. But: you. are. alright. Presently and personally. 

But Aaron allows the comforting lie to settle over him like the blanket he pulls back over
himself. He closes his eyes and tries to do as Matt told him. 

But only a few hours later when the knocking starts does that lie get torn to shreds. 

 

*

 

“It’s Christmas,” Boyd groans without opening his eyes. “Who in hell could it be?”

Aaron is already pulling himself out of bed, more by muscle memory than anything, at the
sound of the rapping. Whoever has come to visit is insistent. Even from the second floor, they
can all hear the knocking clear. 



When Kevin sees Aaron trying to disentangle himself from the sheets, the servant’s eyes
barely open as sleep still tempts him, he waves Aaron to stay put. “Most likely it’s for me,”
Day tells him. He stands and goes to put on his coat rather than dress fully. “Never a
goddamn break with the courts, I swear.”

For once, Aaron doesn’t argue. He nods in thanks and burrows back under the covers, Boyd’s
arm immediately slinging back over him and pulling him close. 

“Tell them they can rightly piss off,” Matt murmurs, his breath skating over Aaron’s neck.
“It’s the holiday.”

Kevin rolls his eyes, though his gaze is vulnerably fond when he looks at Matt wrapped
around Aaron. “Crime does’t take holiday, Matty.”

“If I ever meet your boss, I just may commit a crime.”

Kevin barks a laugh as he makes to leave. “You know I am the boss.”

“So come back to bed or I’ll make good on my word.” Matt’s sleepily-muttered retort makes
both Aaron and Kevin laugh, but Day leaves to go answer the person still pounding on the
door. 

Gods above, what could they possibly want at dawn that they can’t wait until later? Aaron
wonders. 

Day finds out soon enough. For once, he almost considers Matt’s suggestion (more like
order) to bid the person come back another, more appropriate time. But that daydream is
quickly abandoned the second he swings the door open to reveal none other than Roland
Morrow, the Warden from the gaols. 

—The Warden from the goals who looks just about ready to arrest Kevin himself if the man’s
furious expression is any indication. 

“Can I help you, Warden?” Kevin asks as diplomatically as possible when one is only half
awake and still dressed in their undergarments. 

“I can only hope so,” the man all but huffs. There’s another vaguely familiar woman standing
behind him who Kevin has only ever heard called “Walker” around the gaols. Kevin doesn’t
know much about her, but from the few whispers he’s heard, she’s one of the most respected
guards in Palmetto. 

“Mr. Day, I do apologize for interrupting you on Christmas—“ Kevin almost rolls his eyes
—“but this matter is of complete urgency. I assume you have yet to hear that the prisoner
Andrew Minyard escaped from his cell last night?”

Roland’s words have Kevin turning sharply from Walker to look at the man. Suddenly, he
feels very, very awake. 

“Excuse me?” 



“I reckon it useless to repeat myself.” Roland rubs at the stress lines in his forehead before
turning a hard gaze on Day, as if the latter is to blame for this turn of events. “Simply put,
Minyard was not in his cell when I arrived this morning. On top of that, one of the guards I
left to watch him is missing, and the other, dead. Dead, Mr. Day,” Roland repeats. 

“And worse—“ There’s worse? Kevin’s clutches a fist at his side, the cold of the winter no
longer a thought in his mind—“I received word an hour ago that….” Roland trails off,
shaking his head to himself as if he can’t believe his own words.

“That what?” Kevin demands. “By the gods, man, you came all this way. Spit it out.”

“The witnesses.” Roland’s mouth thins and Walker reaches into a coat pocket to retrieve a
rolled slip of parchment. She hands it over wordlessly and Kevin takes it.

“What about them?” Kevin asks as he unwraps the roll. Two pieces fall out, the etched
likelinesses of the two witnesses meant to testify against Andrew staring back from the
papers. Kevin’s never met them, but the ugly, disformed countenances of the men don’t
surprise him much. 

“Dead as well.”

Kevin almost wavers where he stands, the world seeming to spin all at once where he
clutches the papers. But he doesn’t let it control him and levels a look at the Warden.
“Manner? What was the manner of death?” If they can’t prove malicious intent, Andrew may
not be responsible. “It could be coincidence—“

“Head trauma.” Roland interrupts Kevin’s false hope as fast as it had risen. “And if that’s not
enough to convince you, Mr. Day,” the Warden taps his own jaw and adds with a heavy sigh,
“their tongues were ripped out. And from the looks of it, by hand.”

Kevin feels the first spikes of true panic alight his nerve endings at what the Warden is telling
him. Even when Kevin picked up Minyard’s case, even all the nights spent wondering about
Andrew’s and Aaron’s past, Kevin was not filled with the sort of anxiety now shooting up his
veins like some lethal bane. 

He takes a steadying breath or two or five to calm himself before meeting Roland’s eyes.
When their gazes connect, Roland must see something because he softens his glare, but only
marginally. But it’s what Roland next speaks that Kevin becomes the one struggling to keep
his expression civil. 

“Where is Aaron Minyard?”

“What exactly do you want of him?” Kevin demands. 

Roland blinks like Kevin is dense. “Why do you reckon? He’s the person related to this
monster. He—“

Kevin takes a step forward so that he’s crossed the threshold and in Roland’s personal space.
He takes a special sort of pleasure in seeing Roland’s composure stiffen and draw back at



Kevin’s presence. Even though the outside chill bites into his exposed skin, Kevin disregards
it to instead bite at the liberties Roland has taken. 

“Careful, Warden,” Kevin says, the blow hitting as he intends when Roland flinches. “It
almost sounds like you were about to accuse my charge of helping Minyard escape. I don’t
think you want to do that. Do you?”

He doesn’t miss the way Walker’s—who has still yet to speak a word so far—hand draws to
her weapon at Kevin’s confrontation, but he ignores her. If she has any mind, she’ll know not
to mess with him. Roland and Kevin have always been civil enough, but if the Warden thinks
Day will allow him to get away with insulting Aaron’s name, Roland has another thing
coming to him.

“Is that a threat, Mr. Day?” Roland retorts, but it’s weak and they both know it. 

“Not a threat,” Kevin shrugs, feigning nonchalance, “but an observation. One which you
would do best to mind.”

Besides, Kevin thinks to himself, you wouldn’t dare accuse Aaron if you knew just where he’d
been last night: between my husband and I.

Despite the innocent way such truth had manifested where Aaron slept soundly between
them, for a second Kevin imagines the Warden’s expression if he were to throw out such an
implicative sounding statement. It would be almost worth it, except Kevin respects Aaron’s
privacy to never dare speak such out loud. 

Roland heaves a sigh. “Lawyers,” he mutters like it’s a swear. “I’m not accusing Aaron
Minyard of anything, but it is imperative that I speak with him.”

“Warden, this is ridiculous—“ Kevin starts at the same time a third voice interrupts: “Speak
with me about what?”

Kevin and Roland both look back into the foyer to see Aaron and Matt, the latter crossing his
arms where he stands before the stairs and glancing warily at the other three. 

“Your brother,” the Warden says before Kevin can stop him, “has escaped prison.”

Aaron’s lips part in a silent gasp, Matt’s eyes immediately growing wide. But Aaron surprises
Kevin when he keeps his composure, much better than Day had. “How is that possible?”

From behind Roland, Walker snorts. She inclines her head and Kevin raises a brow when she
only shrugs, nothing else to add. 

After Roland repeats what he’d told Kevin, Day can’t help but snark, “Well, seeing as one of
your guards is dead, the other, along with his steed missing, forgive me—“ though he does
not sound at all repentful—“if I may be jumping to conclusions, but to me it looks like an
inside job.”

“Watch your tone, Mr. Day.”



“You obviously came here for something,” Kevin says anyway. “If it’s help that you need,
you’d do best to listen to me. Who was the guard hired to fill in for Moreau? Did you even
check his background?”

The Warden answers but he doesn’t look happy about it. “His name is Stefan Hatford, and of
course we checked his records. Clean as a whistle, no blight to his name.”

Kevin scoffs. “Whistles aren’t quite clean, no matter how hard you scrub them. Just like you
scrubbed Engle’s records once, isn’t that right?”

“I said, watch your tone.” Roland’s hand is already moving to his hip as if that’s threatening.
Kevin swallows down a laugh.

From behind him, Matt’s eyes narrow. When he steps forward, and in nothing but the
undershirt and trousers he’d slept in, Kevin is reminded (as if he could ever forget) how
utterly attractive his husband is, especially in all out protective mode. 

“You’re talking about tone at a time like this?” Matt wonders, a mocking edge to his tone. “It
sounds to me like you’re deflecting. Who’s fault would that be, Warden, if the guard turned
out to be a conspirator? It amazes me that you came all this way on Christmas morning just to
admit that you and your men can’t do their damn job.”

Roland returns Matt’s blistering expression. “This is ridiculous. You would do best to keep
your husband in line,” Roland says to Day. “There—“

“I’ll have to stop you right there,” Matt cuts in, to which Day has to bite back a no doubt
malicious grin toward Roland. “My husband has greater obligations than 'keeping me in line’.
Besides, what right do you have to say when you can’t keep your own guard from apparently
conspiring with a prisoner?” 

Next to Boyd, Aaron raises his brows. Despite the obvious shock of hearing Andrew has
escaped, Aaron seems to be coping well enough with how Matt and Kevin don’t have the
patience to put up with the Warden’s shit. 

Roland’s expression darkens further, but he simply grits his teeth and turns away from Boyd
as if the man isn’t even worth his time. Matt simply grins. He won that round.

“I do not have the time for this,” Roland says and confirming Kevin’s observation. “There is
no evidence that Hatford isn’t a victim. With Minyard’s body count, it would only make
sense he too is dead. And because of the criminal’s nature, I must return to the gaols and aid
with the second search party before he strikes again. But before I leave—“

“There’s already been a first?” Aaron interrupts, but Roland continues as if he hadn’t. 

“But before I leave, I have something for you.” The words are directed at Aaron. Kevin
stiffens slightly, concerned what it could be after Roland’s near accusation that Aaron helped
Andrew. But when Roland reaches into his pocket and simply pulls out a small bag no larger
than a fist, Day frowns.



“What is it?” Aaron wonders after taking it from the Warden’s hands, though he makes no
further move to step across the threshold and into the elements. Like Kevin, he opted to
throw on his coat over his night garments, but Kevin still has to restrain the urge to wrap
Aaron in his arms and keep him warm from the seeping cold. 

“Look inside,” Roland says darkly.

Aaron does. Kevin watches as the blonde pulls the small pouch open with shaking fingers, a
sign that this entire ordeal is affecting him more than Aaron wants to let on. A second later,
Aaron’s pulling out a slip of parchment that’s been folded in half to fit within the pouch.

“I should have warned you,” Roland adds just as Aaron opens the paper to inspect fully, “you
may want to wear gloves.”

They all understand what the Warden is referring to a moment later when rust colored flakes
fall from the parchment, evidently dried fragments of whatever red ink was used for the
words inscribed on the page. Kevin can’t see what the paper says from where he stands, but
his curiosity only sparks when Aaron’s confused expression, without warning, flips to ashen
horror.

“Aaron—“ Matt starts. His jaw falls slack where he looks over Aaron’s shoulder.

“What in hell.” Aaron whips his head in Roland’s direction and back to the paper. One hand
clenches around the page, the other shaking where it still holds the pouch. “Is this blood?”

Kevin balks before starting forward to look at what they’re both seeing. When he reads the
scratchy manuscript that's colored what very well does look like dried blood, he inhales
sharply.

Am I my brother’s keeper?

That’s all it says. Am I my brother’s keeper? Not a word more or less. No answer in sight, but
Kevin can almost hear the sarcastic drip of Andrew’s voice, rhetorical in its hypothetical. 

“We found the note left at the scene. There was a quill soaked in blood, also,” Roland is
saying from the threshold, “next to Engle’s body.” 

Engle. Kevin faintly registers the name to be one of the guards—a nasty, brute of a being
Kevin has heard tales of that had made him wonder if Engle should have been the one behind
the bars rather than before them. No true loss there—who must have been the one killed. He
looks at Roland and then back to the page. He’s seen Andrew’s handwriting before in
records, and when he had to sign the papers consenting Kevin to defend him. 

There is no mistake who wrote those words. 

“Your brother, Mr. Minyard, is a beast.” Roland tries to catch Aaron’s eye, but Aaron won’t
look at him again. Kevin has never felt the desire to wrap Aaron to him as strongly as he does
now, as if that could possibly protect the man from the world, but he doubts Aaron would



appreciate the gesture—or even notice it considering the man’s apparent tunnel vision—so
holds back. “It would do the world well if you had any information on his whereabouts.”

A violent laugh barks out of Aaron then. The paper shakes where he waves it. “You truly
reckon I would have any idea? Did you not read his message?” 

Aaron spits, “I am not his keeper, Warden.”

Roland’s mouth thins. A shadow crosses his face, and Kevin has the same gut feeling he’s
acquired over the years in his profession that what he’s about to say will not be good. 

“While that may be true,” Roland says, “you are the only remaining member left tied to your
brother’s case. Intimately.” He jerks his head at the parchment still wrapped in Day’s hands.
“Tell me, Mr. Minyard. Do those men look familiar to you?”

Kevin doesn’t resist Aaron taking the papers from him. But at the first look of green sickness
dawning Aaron’s face, Kevin wishes he had. Resisted, that is. 

“How…” Aaron’s voice wavers, and Kevin’s familiar with the look of anger that crosses the
man. “I don’t understand. These people. How—”

“Those were the only two to witness your mother’s murder,” Roland is saying while Aaron
struggles to take in a breath. Matt is quick at his side, not daring to touch him just yet but
whispering words of solace to keep Aaron present. “And as I was telling Mr. Day, they were
found in their homes this morning, murdered as well. Your brother, it would appear, has been
on the hunt.”

Aaron only barely registers what he’s hearing. He thinks of the other paper Roland handed
him, Am I my brother’s keeper? inscribed in blood. The papers in front of him now, the faces
staring back at him connecting to the faceless men in his dreams. The same men who’d stood
before Tilda’s house, pulling Aaron back, dragging Andrew away. Day’s words too, spoken
in a hush in the back of the cab: Two witnesses have already been bought off to claim it
wasn’t self-defense.

“Aaron,” the Warden is still speaking, “are you listening? Your brother is on the loose. He’s
killed not only another guard, potentially two, and both of the witnesses meant to defend your
mother’s honor. It’s—“

“That’s enough,” Boyd snaps at the man. “Can’t you see this is already too much?”

When Aaron takes another fortifying breath, only slightly wavering on his feet, Matt draws
an arm around his shoulder. How Day yearns too as well, to grab the Warden by his collar out
into the snow and demand he give Aaron a break. Bothering Day is one thing; it’s his job, and
he’s damn good at it after all. But this is not Aaron’s responsibility. The burden should not
have to fall on him.

“They’re…” Aaron studies the faces in the paper like he’s trying to understand a foreign text.
He remembers coins exchanged between hands, Tilda’s smothering laugh, the laudanum and



long nights and lying to the girl next door why his wrists were always chaffed. “They’re
dead, you said?”

Aaron had never met the men he learned would testify against Andrew, the men Day
theorized were bribed by Andrew’s adoptive brother and criminal ringleader, Drake Spear, to
make certain Andrew met the noose. He had heard their names in passing, and the memory of
finding Andrew standing above his mother’s body overpowered any memory of who had
dragged him away from the bloody sight. And without a face to put to the names he was told
later on, Aaron hadn’t even realized. They’d never used their real names around Tilda’s
house, so it had taken until this moment, as Aaron looks down at the portraits of the two
witnesses in front of him feeling horribly sick, to connect the dots.

“Dead as dead can be,” Roland says grimly. “It was a purposeful attack.”

“How?” Aaron barely feels the word leave his lips.

Roland repeats what he said earlier. “It was targeted. They were found with their tongues torn
out.”

Aaron pales more, if possible, but surprises them all equally when he whispers, “Good.”

“Aaron—“ Boyd begins.

But Aaron cuts him off. “They were my mother’s clients. Two of many, at least.” He rolls the
papers back up and all but throws them back at the Warden, Roland’s brows jumping in alarm
as he reaches to catch the roll before it falls. “They deserved the justice they received.”

He does not add that on many occasions toward the end, Tilda stopped being the main
provider. That Aaron had become too numb from the syrup and the days and the life quickly
dying inside of him that he found himself being the target of the client’s wishes. That when
he overdosed it had been the greatest relief he’d felt since he could no longer feel at all, and
for a shamefully long time after Andrew’s crime, Aaron had thought to himself, if anyone
was going to have to die, why must Tilda have had the privilege? 

“I…” Aaron shakes his head in the face of Roland’s questioning expression. “I don’t know
what else you want from me. I have no idea where Andrew is, Warden.”

“While that may be true—“ Of course it’s true. Aaron’s going to have to put his foot through
the man’s mouth if he uses that expression again—“it’s important that you understand many
people will not believe you.” From the way he says it, Aaron wonders if Roland is one such
person.

“I don’t care if they believe me or not,” Aaron’s reflexive to snap, but he shudders at the
reminder of how someone had once mistaken Aaron for his brother all that time ago. His
ankle throbs, phantom pains, from the memory. “I would say Andrew hates me if it weren’t
for the fact that he cares not enough to acknowledge my existence. How would I know where
he is, where he is going? He’d sooner kill me than let me know.”



Boyd’s arms tighten where they still rest around Aaron’s shoulders and Roland’s eyes narrow,
though Aaron doesn’t know if its directed more at the gesture or Aaron’s words.

“For your sake, Mr. Minyard,” Roland says, “I hope that is not true. Because gods know your
brother has proved that family means nothing in the way of his wrath.”

For once, Aaron and the Warden are finally in agreement.



They Think He Did it But They Just Can’t Prove It (No Body, No
Crime)
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It’s a blur after that. Boyd looks just about ready to fight Roland with his fists if the man
makes so much as a move to step closer to Aaron, but they all more or less listen to the rest of
what Roland tells them. That there will be warrants out for Andrew’s arrest once more, and
this time, they will only call for blood. There will be no more reprieve for Andrew Minyard.
As for the missing guard who had only been known for the short time he worked in the gaols
as Stefan Hatford, they will search for him too, but there is speculation Minyard may very
well have murdered him along with the witnesses. 

“There is no telling when it comes to outlaws,” Roland tells them, “especially not one as
callous and cruel as Andrew Minyard.”

The fight leaves Aaron as Roland continues on. His emotions briefly flare to life when the
Warden makes a mention of Day having to travel to the courthouse to sign some documents
and answer questions in the town hall, more to calm down the people that they would be safe
despite Andrew’s status. Aaron hates the thought of Kevin leaving—it’s the holiday,
goddamnit. Not that Andrew gives a shit about Christmas, but a day of getting to do nothing
and rest isn’t anything he’s kindly wanting to pass up. And just when Aaron started to think
he’d have a tolerable, if not good, Christmas for once, it just went to show that the universe
would find some way to royally fuck that plan up. 

But Kevin working during Christmas has never been out of the norm, and considering the
levity of the situation (to the likes of which Aaron struggles to come to terms with so
quickly), Aaron forcibly swallows down his anger and disappointment. 

Boyd, for his part, does not. He protests Roland’s command that Kevin follow him downtown
in the Warden’s carriage. He protests Kevin’s reluctant assent to such. But Boyd knows his
husband well, and knows he’s only prolonging Kevin’s return now that Kevin has made up
his mind. A goddamn martyr to the last, even the homicidal nuisance that is Andrew Minyard
can’t allow Kevin a single day of reprieve. 

As Kevin makes his way upstairs to dress appropriately for the outing, Aaron slips the piece
of paper away into its pouch. He can already feel his walls boarding up once more. He can’t
help but be reminded of the time Aaron learned of Andrew’s first escape, when Aaron had
been nearly certain he’d never see his brother again unless dead. Except he had seen his
brother, and Aaron was still nearly certain then that Andrew was sure to die. 

Yet he escaped again. If Aaron’s brother were a cat, how many lives would he have
remaining? Surely he’d have used up most by now.



He’s almost glad the Warden isn’t forcing Aaron to accompany them. Roland mentioned
something about Aaron signing some papers, giving a statement that he does not, in fact,
have any information on where his brother may be or his future motives. But with one silent
look from Boyd and a diplomatic, if firm, finality from Day, Roland is informed that Aaron
will only do such things by his free will, if and when he be ready.

Aaron certainly isn’t ready.

Roland and his partner Walker, an uncomfortably quiet force, are allowed to rest in warmth of
the foyer while Day finishes wrapping up the things he will need. Kevin assures Aaron and
Matt that he will return as soon as legally possible, to which Boyd repeats his prior statement
that he isn’t against the means or wants of committing a crime himself if need be—to which
Kevin simply rolls his eyes and says, “There’s a time and a place for those statements, love,
and in front of Palmetto’s Warden when he’s on quite the edge isn’t one of them.”

Aaron would laugh if the situation wasn’t entirely mental. He figures he must be in some
kind of shock, but are those in shock ever even aware of their state? 

It’s just… Aaron has no idea how to feel in this sort of situation. He has no idea what he feels
at all. Andrew escaping is a big enough deal. But killing the witnesses? Ripping out their
tongues? Not to mention, the witnesses being the very same men who would often make
services of their household, and Aaron is just now realizing this.

He meant what he said before. Good that they're dead. Good that they’re gone, if years too
late. 

But as for Andrew…

He didn’t know how to feel the first time Andrew escaped arrest and he sure as hell does not
know now. Anger? A bit, but mostly at himself. Anger that Aaron had been so stupid in
thinking it was worth all the time and work and pain he’d put in to preparing to help
Andrew’s case. Disappointment? Also a little, but he can't pinpoint exactly why that is the
case. 

Mostly, Aaron reckons he feels a little lost. No matter what, there will be no trial. Because if
Andrew is found, he will be killed on sight. If he is never found…

Either way, Aaron has truly, certainly, without a doubt, lost his brother for good.

He’d think he’d have figured out how to feel about such a reality by now, but every time the
possibility had crept in before, he never seemed to remember how much it would hurt. And
every time it hurts, he gets angry all over again.

Gods above, he’s exhausted from it all. 

“Aaron.”

The sound of Kevin’s voice has Aaron halting in his steps toward the stairs. He’s been
moving an autopilot for a good portion of the past ten minutes as he’s gone back and forth



making and serving tea for the Warden and his partner, much to Boyd’s protests. But at the
sight of Kevin watching him from the former’s office as he packs a bag to bring down to the
courts, Aaron forces himself to tune back into the present. Aaron’s not the only one who’s
affected by Andrew’s escape, after all. 

Kevin gestures with his head for Aaron to enter the room to which the man complies. “Talk
to me,” Day tells him as he finishes stuffing a handful of documents into the satchel and
drawing it closed. “I can see that you’re closing up again. Don’t do that to yourself.”

Aaron just shrugs. “I’m not sure what else to do. I don’t…”

“Try to rest,” Kevin says when Aaron doesn’t finish his sentence. “And not think too much
about it. I’ll return before nightfall, you have my word. We’ll celebrate together then.”

“Celebrate?” Aaron’s brows pinch together. All of a sudden, he feels the fight return to him.
Not in full force, but it’s there. It’s brewing. “How can you think to celebrate in a time like
this?”

Kevin doesn’t seem surprised by Aaron’s dissent but regards the blonde carefully. “It’s still
the holiday, Aaron. We can still have a nice night—“

“My brother has escaped again,” Aaron argues before repeating: “Again. And he killed three
people. Possibly four. Did you not hear the Warden? You’re telling me not to think about
something that’s impossible to not. I can’t celebrate in these conditions as much as I have any
idea where Andrew is now.”

Kevin hums in thought. “I’d argue there are worse losses than the lives of those bastards,” he
says in reference to the dead witnesses. “And there is no proof that Andrew killed the guard
—“

“So dead isn’t evident enough anymore?” Aaron balks. He doesn’t say anything in response
to Kevin’s first statement, and Kevin takes it as answer enough.

“The missing guard is also a variable now. Engle was a royal asshole anyway, if I’m being
honest, so it wouldn’t surprise me if one of his comrade’s proved to be the killer.”

Kevin has a deeper theory on the matter, but he keeps quiet for now. 

“The Warden seems to think the guard is also a victim.”

Kevin makes a face. “Yes, because the Warden is definitely known for his critical thinking
skills,” he nearly laughs. 

Aaron shakes his head. “I don’t understand how you are so calm about this all. Doesn’t this
terrify you, that Andrew’s on the loose?” 

The truth is that Kevin is not entirely calm. He’s actually amazingly panicked, but not for the
reason one would think he’d be. If the people turn Andrew’s escape on Kevin’s career, Kevin



may be in trouble. But as for Andrew’s escape? If Kevin’s being entirely honest, as incredibly
infuriating as it is, Kevin’s almost surprised Andrew hadn’t done so earlier. 

“Or make you furious,” Aaron continues, “after all the work you put in for him, it’s all for
nothing? I know I’m pissed off.”

“Are you?”

Aaron blinks at the man. “Am I?” He repeats. “Of course I am. We spent weeks working—"

“True, but the end result is the same.”

“No, it isn’t.”

“Your brother is free,” Kevin states. “That’s all you wanted. That’s all he wanted. Whether or
not mine and your work went to waste—“ Kevin has to clench a fist that would prove how
much Andrew’s disappearance is infuriating him, but that would not help with Aaron’s
mental state so swallows it down—“and whether or not Andrew is found, your brother will
die a free man. That’s all there is to it.”

Aaron’s head throbs in a resounding ache. “I don’t understand,” he says again, the fight that
had quickly risen within him now stuttering, confused. “They will track him down. There will
be no mercy, no trial this time. Andrew will die.”

Kevin closes the distance between them and Aaron grudgingly accepts the embrace Day
offers. “Your brother is a bastard,” Kevin says lightly and Aaron makes a grudging snort of
agreement. “But you may want to give him more credit. Andrew had the bad luck to be
caught once, but has always had the skill to escape. And skill always beats fortune.”

Aaron isn’t quite sure if he agrees with the last statement. His life has only ever seemed to be
pulled by the strings of bad luck. Skill didn’t save him from Tilda. Skill didn’t bring him to
Day and Boyd. And skill certainly did not keep him there. 

But maybe Andrew’s fortune is precisely that: hard won skill. 

“I don’t think you are mad that we were robbed of a trial,” Kevin murmurs where he still
holds Aaron to him. Distantly, the sounds of Matt and the Warden talking (arguing, more
like) out in the hall can be heard. 

“Of course I am,” Aaron says again. “He deserved one. We deserved one, after all the work
we put in.”

“Maybe so.” Kevin shrugs, and the motion pulls his arms tighter around Aaron’s shoulders.
“But that’s not my point. I think you’re mad because you never got a goodbye. You want
closure, and Andrew doesn’t live in terms like that.”

Kevin doesn’t resist this time when Aaron’s quick to pull back. 

Ah, there’s that fire again.



“Bullshit,” Aaron snaps. “I don’t need a damned goodbye. That means nothing to me. He
means nothing—“

“I’m not the one you need to convince,” Kevin interrupts, and if that doesn’t cut off Aaron as
quick as a shear, he doesn’t know what else would. 

Just when Kevin thinks Aaron is about to say something else, the blonde just shakes his head
and steps back again. 

Not wanting to further the argument before it gets out of hand, Kevin is quick to say, “I
promise I will be back as soon as I can. The people won’t be happy to hear such news on
Christmas, so gods pray this damage control will prove more successful than not.”

“What about you?” Aaron wonders. His tone has dropped back to quiet, though that’s not to
say weak. Tired, maybe. Frustrated to all hell, definitely. “They won’t try to turn this on you,
right?”

Kevin scoffs. “If the Warden knows what’s good for him,” he says loud enough that the
people in in the hall can more than well hear him, “he’ll make damn sure the proper blame is
lain appropriately. I’m just the solicitor, Palmetto’s finest, after all.”

Aaron should hate that goddamn sarcastic confidence Kevin wields like a weapon. Part of
him does, but most of him can only huff in awe and slight jealousy. It would be a lie to say he
isn’t attracted to it either, but he pushes the feelings down. Time and a place, and all that.  

There’s an aggravated scoff from out in the hall, and Kevin grins. “Besides,” he murmurs so
only Aaron can hear, “what a shame if it turned out that he had employed a criminal to rescue
the most wanted man in the state.”

“What do you mean?”

Kevin glances a look tinged with just enough shadow of private knowledge that Aaron’s
blinking again. Does Kevin know something he’s not saying?

“When you work in my field as long as I have,” Kevin says quietly, though an ironic smile
tugs at his lips, “it becomes less and less surprising to learn that prison guards are sometimes
ex-convicts themselves. 

“The veteran guard, Moreau, has been on holiday,” Day continues. “I know nothing about his
replacement save for a name. What I do know is that whenever the Warden is on short notice
for new guards, he sometimes makes desperate employments. From any side of the barrel, if
you know what I mean.”

Oops. He let the theory slip. Oh well.

“Prison guards,” Aaron repeats. His lips feel numb. “Wait. The guard that’s missing. You
actually think he’s conspired with And—“

“Shhh.” Kevin places his finger to Aaron’s lips, that knowing look turning dark and amused.
For the first time since Aaron’s ever met him, Aaron has no idea what he’s dealing with. It’s



not that Day scares him. It’s that Aaron is realizing he has been much more shielded from the
nature of Day’s job and power than he ever thought. 

“It’s just speculation,” Kevin whispers, his tone lilted in just a way that Aaron knows is not
simply speculation. “It can’t be proven. At least for the Warden’s sake, he better hope it can
not be.”

Aaron wraps his hand around the one Kevin’s holds before his mouth and says just as quietly,
“You know something you’re not saying.”

“That is the nature of my job.”

Aaron rolls his eyes. “Just tell me, will…will my brother be alright, Kevin?”

Day’s smile grows light, genuine, at the sound of his name on Aaron’s lips. “I reckon we both
know ‘alright’ may never apply to your brother. But if you’re asking if he will survive, I have
a horrible feeling he will.” But he’s still smiling, and Aaron can’t resist from nodding his
head in something almost like relief. 

“I’m still mad,” he tells Day. “I worked my ass off to prepare. You did too.”

"I agree with you there,” Kevin sighs. “I was looking forward to winning another hopeless
case.”

The laugh breaks out of Aaron before he can stop himself. “Your humility amazes me.”

Kevin grins and leans down to peck Aaron’s cheek, then chastely on his lips. Aaron’s already
leaning for more, but Kevin just shakes his head, chuckling. “I truly must go. Any longer and
the Warden may think I’m preparing a gun.”

Aaron snickers again and waves Kevin off. “Fine. Go on.” He grabs Kevin’s wrist just before
the man can walk past him to the door. “Come back to us soon, though.”

It comes out more like a question, and Kevin doesn’t hesitate from pulling Aaron to him
again in a kiss, longer this time. Aaron’s just gotten a taste of him when Kevin pulls back.
“As soon as I’m allowed,” he promises. 

 

*

 

Time passes slowly once Kevin leaves. Aaron tries to distract himself by cleaning out the
fireplace, discarding the charred remnants of wood and ash and replacing the logs to burn. He
fixes lunch, saving the goose he’d prepared for dinner instead for when Day returns. Matt and
he eat in relative silence, but the company is strangely peaceful compared to the events of the
morning. 



After, Aaron washes the plates and silverware. He polishes the china until he can see his
reflection clearly—and almost regretting such, because when has Aaron ever looked whole
enough to look at? Every time he sees his wooded eyes, his rough brows, his crooked nose,
what he’s really seeing is his mother, his brother, gnarled roots trying to escape whatever’s
left of his own flesh. 

Later and desperate for anything to do and keep his mind off the present (well, anything short
of bothering Boyd, as he’s passed the man many times in his study, working as well to no
doubt make time move faster) he trims a couple of the winter plants they keep indoors. He
retrieves a night’s worth of logs from the pile outside. He ignores Boyd’s insistence for him
to take a break from it all, but Matt has picked up on Aaron’s mood throughout the day so
does’t push the matter much. 

What Aaron can’t ignore is the small pouch that nearly burns a hole in his pocket with the
way it never leaves Aaron’s attention. Am I my brother’s keeper? The crime of the words
itself, the blood used to scrape the letters together. He should burn it, pouch and paper, but
every time he passes the fireplace he can’t seem to bring himself to.

It may be the last reminder he’ll ever have of Andrew.

And gods does he wish he could burn his brother’s memory away instead. 

Are you? Kevin’s words nag at him. Is Aaron truly angry? Truly wish he’d never known of
Andrew?

Of course he’s angry. Of course he wishes…he wishes—

If he’d never met Andrew, what would have happened? Aaron despises what if’s, but for the
first time, leaning against the corner of the lounge’s table, he truly humors the question. If
he’d never met Andrew…

He’d still be with Tilda. Or would he? Tilda may have been alive, but Aaron had been cast
out anyway. Aaron, for all he knows, might be dead in a ditch after trying to make an
impossible sum to repay Tilda. If he’d never met Andrew, Andrew may never have killed
someone, and that carriage never would have struck Aaron—

And Aaron wouldn’t be here. With Kevin and Matt and Kate. 

He despises what if’s, because they almost always prove him wrong.

Aaron’s furious, frustrated, fucking sick of Andrew always pulling the rug out from under
him. 

But then again, did it not work out for the better?

“Gods,” Aaron sighs. He’s exhausted thinking of it. He’s still frozen, ruminating over the
change fortune has conspired for him, when Matt enters the lounge sometime later.

"I wish I could say I’m surprised you worked yourself to the bone,” Matt comments. He leans
against the doorway and cocks his head in a gesture for Aaron to come over, but allows



Aaron the choice of whether or not to comply.

It’s not a hard choice. Aaron allows Matt to take his hand, the other tilting Aaron’s face up to
look closely at him. Aaron marvels at how quickly such touches have become familiar. But
he secretly revels in them every time. There’s a vulnerability in having others know you are
so affected, so weak to that need for touch. But he gives in nearly every time. They are safe,
after all. They are home. 

“What are you thinking about?” 

Aaron considers the question before deciding on the truth. “I keep thinking how…I hate my
brother. Hate him so much for what he did. For killing her. And I hate myself, because
sometimes I’m—“ he breaks off, the pain of confession rising like a blister, and finishes, “I’m
so goddamn thankful he did.”

Matt’s expression falls, but when he goes to wrap Aaron in a hug, Aaron has to step back. “I
don’t want your pity,” he tells him sharply. “I don’t.”

“Then it’s a good thing I have none to give,” Matt says. He doesn’t react to Aaron pulling
away, and Aaron would almost feel guilty for being so brash if he could help it. This
vulnerability is different, admitting something he’s never had the courage to admit even to
himself before, leaving him prickly. But as usual, the anger is more internal than not. 

“Pity is not the same as seeing your pain and wishing I could make it go away,” Matt
continues. “I have not gone through what you went, but I know what it feels like to grieve for
those who don’t deserve it. I know what it’s like to hate yourself for not hating enough.”

Aaron doesn’t know what to say to that. He knows Boyd did not have an easy life before the
success he came to know now, but Aaron is once again reminded like earlier with Day how
much he still has to learn of these two men. He’s nearly impatient, wanting to know
everything all at once, but there’s also a not unpleasant pang of mystery in the learning.

“Your feelings, however contradictory and frustrating they may be, are understandable,
Aaron.” Matt looks like he wants to reach for him again, but he instead curls a fist to his
chest to stop himself. “No one can expect you to make sense of the senseless. However you
feel towards your brother, let yourself feel it, completely. You can’t move on if you just stew
in half-processed emotion.”

Now it’s Aaron’s turn to reach for him and Matt doesn’t hesitate in allowing Aaron to pull
him forward. “I’m trying,” Aaron says honestly, forehead to Matt’s chest. Boyd is a couple
inches taller than Day, and not for the first time Aaron wishes he could personally shorten
them himself. It’s ridiculous, really. No one needs to be that tall. 

Though, again. He’d be lying if he said it didn’t have its advantages. 

But now’s not the time for those thoughts. Aaron’s exhausted, and if the clock on the wall is
any indication, it’s well past the time for dinner.

The thought strikes, and Aaron frowns. “It’s late. He said he’d be back before nightfall.”



Of course he doesn’t need to clarify who he is. Matt sighs and nods his head. “I know. And I
can’t say I’m surprised about that either. Though, this time probably isn’t his fault. Even
though he has no control over the escape, people are going to be ripping him to shreds along
with the directors.”

“That makes no sense,” Aaron mutters. “He was here the entire night.” A faint blush marks
his cheeks, remembering how he’d fallen asleep with his head on Day’s shoulder, Matt’s arm
stretching out across them both. “Why would they go after him too?”

“Remember, Aaron,” Matt says. “Kevin was the only person your brother agreed to talk to in
the months Andrew was in prison. The only one, except for you. And again, that wasn’t
much.” He dips his lips in apology, but Aaron just nods. It’s true. “People are going to be
suspicious about that. For right or wrong, they will.”

Aaron slips his arms up and around Matt’s neck so that he can get closer, if that’s even
possible. “I wish he was here,” he confesses. “I just want this all to be over.”

“Me too, darling.” Matt kisses Aaron’s forehead. “That’s why I’m having Jack bring the
carriage down and take me over. I’m dragging him back here whether the Warden himself
wants to fight me or not.”

While Aaron would selfishly pay money to see that, he pulls back slightly, not enough to
disentangle from Matt but enough to make a face for Matt to see. “What? Jack’s taking you
down? Isn’t he on holiday?”

“So is Kev and look where we are.” Matt shrugs, shameless. “Besides, I told Jack I’d pay him
triple for the trip. It’s not like he’s doing anything, anyway.”

Aaron almost wants to argue that not doing anything is the point of a holiday, but remembers
this is Jack they’re talking about. Who cares. 

“Do you want to come with?” Matt asks when Aaron doesn’t say anything. “No pressure, but
I’d like the company.”

Aaron would too. But he thinks of what Day and Matt both said, how many people would be
up in arms over Andrew’s disappearance, no doubt dragging anyone they could point fingers
to in the mud. And Aaron remembers his reflection in the mirror, the plates, remembers how
that carriage driver hadn’t hesitated in trying to take out Aaron just because he had the same
face as the one on the wanted poster.  

Aaron shudders and shakes his head. “I don’t…I don’t think that’s a good idea, Mas—Matt.”

Matt’s eyes drop at the refusal, but then crinkle at Aaron’s last words. “I’m glad you’re
finally feeling comfortable to use my name.”

Aaron shrugs at that, feeling self-conscious. “Guess it is kind of strange to call you master
when I’m sharing your bed.”



Matt lets out a full bodied laugh at that and Aaron can’t help but grin. “Well,” Matt jokes, but
there’s something about the way he says it that has Aaron wondering if he’s not at least
partially serious, “a time and a place, yeah?”

Aaron pushes Matt back, both laughing as Matt grabs Aaron’s wrist and draws the man to
him again. “Are you sure you don’t want to come?” He asks again.

“Yes. I should start dinner anyway—“

“Aaron, you know—“

“I don’t feel comfortable being there, Matty.” 

I wear his face. Don’t force me to show it. 

Maybe it’s Aaron’s tone. Maybe it’s the nickname, the one only Kevin has ever used for him.
Maybe it’s the way Aaron’s fists clench to keep from shaking in Matt’s hold. Whatever it is,
Matt immediately sobers and lets the matter go. Instead, he nods once and cups Aaron’s face
with his hands. He doesn’t move first, so Aaron’s the one to reach up and pull Matt’s lips
down to his. 

Aaron never thought he’d have such a privilege. 

Matt’s hands tighten around Aaron’s jaw and he opens further to accept Aaron. The kiss
quickly becomes heated, but in a way that Aaron doesn’t feel the need to worry about it going
too far. All he has to do is enjoy it, let himself feel like Matt told him.

When they finally stop to breathe, Aaron allows himself to enjoy the moment for just a few
more seconds before letting go of Matt. It’s not like it’ll be the last time. He has however
long Matt and Kevin want him to enjoy these moments, though he doesn’t think he’ll ever
take them for granted.  

“Bring him back,” Aaron says, his voice slightly hoarse from the kisses. “I don’t care about it
being Christmas. The holiday means nothing to me. I just want us to be together.” 

Matt nods, though he looks just as reluctant as Aaron to part. “I won’t be long. But an hour,
two if the Warden wants to be difficult.”

“Hey,” Aaron pushes Matt with a warning look, “I don’t need to worry about someone else in
jail.”

“I know, I know.” Matt chuckles. He lets Aaron help him with his coat, but Aaron doesn’t try
to hide that it’s more about Aaron’s sake than Matt’s to feel the man’s skin and muscles under
his hand. Matt grins in good humor at the way Aaron pretends to struggle in fastening the
clasp, the warmth of the coat snug comfortably against Matt. But all Aaron can think of is
how cold the house will feel alone without Kevin or Matt or even Kate. 

Matt kisses him goodbye right as Jack pulls up with the carriage. Matt must have rung him
awhile ago, and even at this distance, Jack doesn’t look too happy at being called in for work



considering the day and time. But then again, Jack never looks too happy. Poor git. 

“Oi,” Jack calls from his perch where he holds the reins. “Save the love affair for later. I’m
freezing my balls off.”

Aaron’s eyes widen and he shoots a worried glance at Boyd where he’s just pulling away.
Shit. It should have occurred to him, but when Matt had grabbed his hip and pulled him into a
long, deep kiss, Aaron hadn’t even been thinking about Jack seeing them.

But when he looks over at Matt, he’s only holding a hand to his mouth to silence his laughter.
“Love affair,” he gasps to where only Aaron can hear him. “That’s a new one. Can’t wait tell
Kev about it.”

Aaron snorts out a laugh but he stills feels unnerved. He hasn’t thought through what he will
tell Kate when she returns. While he doesn’t quite care what Jack thinks, it’s inevitable that
will Katelyn will learn sooner or later if he knows. 

But Jack’s not even looking at them anymore, instead rubbing his gloved hands together to
warm them and occasionally pulling the reins when one of the two horses gets agitated from
standing still. They have a third one that Kevin uses for riding occasionally, but it’s too lithe
to function as a good carriage puller. Aaron doesn’t envy the animals. He’d hate to be in that
snow at this time of night. He’d much rather be burrowed under a mound of blankets, warm
in front of a fire. With his men.

“Get some rest, Aaron,” Matt says as if he can read Aaron’s mind. Or his face, most like. “If
you take a nap, by the time we return it’ll be like you never had to wait at all.”

Aaron nods and watches them leave. He doesn’t close the door until the carriage has
disappeared through the trees, and decides not to lock it so that Kevin and Matt can just enter
when they arrive.

If you take a nap, by the time we return it’ll be like you never had to wait at all.

Aaron resolves to do just that, then, and fix dinner right before they arrive to keep his mind
off the matter. He’s not sure where his sudden clinginess has come from, seeing as Aaron is
more than used to operating alone. But he accepts it for what it is, trying his best to take
Matt’s words to heart and practice, and makes his way upstairs to sleep after making sure the
fireplace is settled.

When he stops before Matt and Kevin’s room (and maybe his too, though it sounds
unfamiliar in his mind. Not bad unfamiliar. He’s just not used to it yet), he shakes his head to
himself and turns back to his own. It’ll feel wrong to sleep there without them, he just knows
it. The door to his old room creaks when he enters, but it feels more comfortable than
sleeping alone in the other.

He starts to dig into his pocket to put away the pouch. He still doesn’t know what he wants to
do with it. Maybe he’ll keep it. Maybe he’ll hide it, out of sight, out of mind. But he doesn’t
need to make a decision now, so he—



Tap. 

Aaron blinks. Dropping the pouch back into his pocket, he walks back out into the hall. It
sounded like footsteps almost. Maybe Boyd had forgotten something. 

“Matt?” Aaron calls. 

He strains his ears but quickly sees the source of the problem. Just before the landing is the
poker Aaron used to settle the fireplace. It’s laying over, having fallen from where Aaron had
placed it against the wall. He descends the stairs, settles the poker in its rightful place, and
turns back up the landing to his room.

Now, where was he? Right, the pouch.

One hand holding the door knob to his room, he goes to reach into his pocket again.

Then, a voice, certainly not Matt’s or his own breaks through the silence.

“Hello again, brother.”

He doesn’t have a chance to turn when the hand slaps over his mouth, another drawing the
edge of a blade to his throat.
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I Don't Need Your Closure
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Yes, I'm doing better
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Kevin doesn’t trust her.

The way she rarely speaks. The way she looks at him. The way she wears a mask of calm and
innocence but her hand stays ready at her knife. 

He can not, for the life of him, figure Renee Walker out. And he doesn’t like that he can’t.

“When did you and Walker start working so close together?” He asks Roland while they sift
through contracts in the Warden’s office. The calls and protests of the people who’d heard the
bad news and came to speak their mind can still be heard out in the hall where Walker stands,
guarding the door and trying to answer what little she knows—and what little she is allowed
to say.

Roland exhales a long sigh but barely spares Kevin a glance as he skims over one of the
documents detailing Andrew Minyard’s background. Nothing they haven’t seen before. He
casts it to the side as Kevin meanwhile tries not to dwell too hard on the fact he could be
under thick blankets with his husband and Aaron curled at his side. Only a few more hours to
go, he tells himself. They just need to figure out any clues of where Andrew may be hiding,
where he may be going, if only to appease the people and pretend like they have this under
control. 



Oh, if only, Kevin thinks to himself. 

“Not long,” the Warden finally admits to Kevin’s question. “She’d been with us for some
time, but had to take leave when her wife came with child.” Day raises a brow at that. It’s
hard to picture the wall of grace and force of the guard as being a mother, but then again,
what would he know?  

“Now that the babe’s almost a year, Walker has been able to return,” Roland finishes.

“And when was that? When did she return?”

Roland frowns at the sudden interest in the guard, but answers after a heavy pause, “This
morning.”

Kevin leans back in his seat, slipping a few documents into his leather case. “What a
coincidence.”

“Not so,” Roland huffs. “I asked her for her service today, what with Minyard being loose
and all. It was more a miracle she agreed than not.”

“You said she’s been working for awhile before.” Kevin runs the knuckle of his pointer finger
across his chin in thought. “Was she a guard when Minyard escaped the first time?”

“No, that was when she was on leave. Her wife had just taken—“

“With child, yes, you already said that,” Kevin dismisses. Before he can say anything else,
he’s interrupted by the quickly raising volume of a chant going out in the hall. Gods be
damned, it’s hardly noon on Christmas and half the town is already in uproar. 

“Any luck?” Kevin nods towards the papers Roland’s been stifling through. 

“None.” Roland taps his fingers against his desk. “Besides Aaron, Andrew Minyard has no
family, certainly no friends. Usually I’d suggest searching the churches, what with all the
vagabonds they take in, but something tells me Minyard would avoid such places like the
plague.”

Kevin hums. “It wouldn’t hurt to check, though. I say you start there and branch out.”

“I’ll think it over,” Roland says but he nods anyway. “If we’re lucky, Minyard may just
happen to freeze. It’s a heavy winter we’ve got going this year.” He nods again, as if trying to
convince himself. “Yes, I reckon we shall tell the people so. We will check the churches, if
only to pray to God that Minyard has succumbed to the elements.”

Kevin is a professional—nay, not just a professional, but the best. It’s no effort to keep his
face blank and polite, but inside he’s seething. Sure, Andrew was a bear to put up with, but
Kevin doesn’t believe he deserves the harsh talk Roland’s spewing. 

Besides. Kevin can only hope Roland is wrong about Andrew freezing in the snow. He
doesn’t know how Aaron would cope with the news that his brother escaped only to die so
mundanely. 



When Kevin doesn’t respond, Roland gives Day a thin grimace that may have been an
attempt at a smile. “Well, enough chatter, Mr. Day. Ready to face the music?”

Day swipes a quick glance back at the records. They’d been at it for almost an hour now, and
there’s nothing in Minyard’s paperwork or history that will make this town hall conference,
what Day would rather term ‘damage control’, any easier.

“I have to say Warden,” Kevin murmurs just loud enough for the man to hear him. “Shouldn’t
it be I asking you that question?”

Kevin stands first and swipes the remaining papers into his bag, but he doesn’t miss Roland’s
heavy scowl at the jab.

Despite his aggravation, Kevin almost grins. The weight of his leather case only rubs in the
victory. 

“Where could he have gone?” Roland has wondered earlier aloud. “Where could he have
hoped to go? He has no one. He knows that.”

Kevin never lied to the man. 

He simply omitted a particular detail to Palmetto’s Warden, scooping up any papers that
would prove different. 

“Andrew Minyard has no family, certainly no friends.”

Because while he doesn’t know for certain (call it a hunch), Kevin reckons he has a good idea
where Andrew is going.

Because the Warden is wrong—he just doesn’t know it. 

Because Andrew does have family—besides Aaron.

Because Drake Spear is still alive.

Though, then again, Kevin thinks as he and Roland make their way to the meeting room, the
angry calls and questions for justice hurling their way.

Probably not for long. 

*

“Hello, brother.”

Aaron’s having a hard time breathing. 

Even if he had the chance to scream, he knows even the slightest twitch of his throat would
have the silver blade puncturing flesh and sinew. 

No. This can’t be happening. Not now. 



He hears the Warden’s voice in his mind. The witnesses, murdered as well. Tongues ripped
out. 

Your brother has been on the hunt.

If Aaron could speak, he fears he doesn’t even have the courage anyway. Sane men would
plead for mercy, wouldn’t they? But Aaron’s brother surely has no understanding of the
word. And Aaron knows how Andrew loathes a beggar. 

He can’t even see Andrew from where he’s been pushed against the wall. All Aaron knows is
the flex of the arm around his neck, the other holding that damned dagger. 

—But wait. The person behind him is taller than Aaron by inches. Not many inches, but
inches nonetheless. Unless Andrew had a growth spurt while starved and buried in a prison
cell, that means…

“Open your eyes.”

There. That second voice, unlike the first and speaking directly into Aaron’s ear. Andrew is in
this hall, Aaron knows for sure. He’d know that gravel road even in his nightmares. So if not
Andrew who’s just spoken, who holds the blade? 

Aaron manages to do so, but he’s more focused on keeping his body from shaking and
inadvertently pushing himself into the weapon at his throat. His fists curl at his side, but
there’s a sort of blistering power radiating off the person behind him that has Aaron on high
alerts. Even besides the knife, he knows moving would be a very, very bad idea.

“There he is,” the strange voice nearly coos. Aaron wants to spit in the person’s face, if it
were possible to turn his head and do so. “Ah, don’t be scared, mister man. I don’t bite. Well,
usually.” 

Aaron can hear the untamed laugh in the person’s voice and Aaron’s stomach rolls. Who is
Andrew working with?

“That’s enough, Abram,” Andrew says from somewhere behind them both. Aaron’s ears
strain, trying to pick up anything from his brother’s voice. Anger? Vengeance? Boredom? It’s
impossible. Katelyn’s soufflé is not nearly as flat as Andrew’s tone, and that’s saying
something. 

“We’re just getting to know each other,” the person, Abram, rasps. But despite his words, he
lets go of Aaron, hands and blade falling from the man while Abram takes a step back.

“Aaron—“

“You bastard.” The second Aaron’s free, he’s spinning in place, arms flying out to shield
himself or throw a punch, it’s hard to hell. “Who the hell—“

Aaron’s anger is quickly lodged in his throat when he comes face to face with the pair in
front of him. Andrew surprisingly looks similar to when Aaron last saw him. At least



Andrew’s face looks like it’s been washed, but he’s still rough and gaunt from the prison, and
his hair seems to finally be growing out. 

But it’s the man next to Andrew that has Aaron choking on his breath, fear fresh and more
alive than when he’d just been a faceless shape holding a blade to Aaron’s throat. 

The scars are the most obvious feature, but that’s not what consumes Aaron’s attention. It’s
everything else. From the corpse blue of Abram’s eyes, almost as violent as the stain of red-
brown blood splotched in patches across his clothes—like the kind Roland had been wearing,
minus the Warden’s badge—to the dagger in his hand, a bloody, jagged piece of pipe strapped
across his back like a holster, rusted. Auburn hair the same color.

And that smile. Oh, gods above, that smile. It’s wide, it’s grand, and it’s so devoid of life that
Aaron finds himself taking a step he doesn’t quite have the room for into the door behind
him.

Kevin had been right. Out of all the craziness, that’s the one piece of sanity Aaron’s able to
hold on to. Kevin was right. This must be the missing guard, and he isn’t a victim at all. 

He’s an accomplice. 

But, no. Roland had called the guard something else. Not Abram. Something…Hatford—

“What's wrong?” Abram says. But it’s his voice that's wrong. It’s almost like a purr, the way
the words roll of his tongue, mocking. But also…disjointed, like the man’s mind is running in
a hundred new directions all at once and he’s struggling to mimic a human form of speech.
Aaron shudders, and it’s not from the cold. “Cat got your tongue?”

“I said enough.”

At the sound of Andrew’s voice, Aaron manages to rip his gaze from the other man’s. Unlike
Abram, Andrew’s more put together. Aaron can’t see any blood on his brother, though that’s
not saying much if Andrew has had the ability to wash off. Nor does Andrew hold a weapon
—at least, not in his hands. He’s still wearing the clothes Aaron had seen him in in the prison,
save for a thin, ripped coat and gloves that Aaron can only guess at where Andrew scrounged
it.

“So that’s it, huh?” Aaron hears himself say. When Andrew meets his eyes, Aaron can’t help
the flinch that shocks out of him. So like their mother, and yet so much his own brand of
poison. He wonders if Andrew thinks the same when he looks at Aaron.

“Finally came to finish the job?” Aaron curls his hands into fists as if that will do much. Even
weakened from imprisonment, Andrew bears a strength Aaron’s unsure he’d ever be able to
take. It’s two against one, anyway, and Aaron has no weapon to defend. But that doesn’t
mean he’ll go down without a fight. 

When Andrew doesn’t say anything, his partner tilting his head as he rakes a cool gaze over
Aaron, Aaron continues. Baiting the beasts. “I heard what you did. You killed another guard.



Is that his coat you wear? Or maybe you took it from one of the—the witnesses, after you
took their lives.”

“Liar, liar, house on fire,” the man Andrew called Abram says in sing-song. He switches back
to a normal sneer when he says, “Those wastes of oxygen didn’t have the right to be called a
life. So nothing lost there, mister man.” 

Knowing who the witnesses were, what they did to Aaron—his mother—Aaron almost
agrees with the man. Only spite and unease has Aaron pushing forward. 

“So is this your plan, then? Am I the last on your list? They think you’re on the hunt, I guess
I should’ve known I’d be the prey too. Monsters don’t—“

Aaron should’ve expected this too, but he doesn’t, and by the time Abram’s dagger is back at
his throat, Aaron’s eyes are wide and breath cut short again.

But the killing blow never comes. The blade just freezes where it digs a divot into Aaron’s
clavicle. A drop of blood bubbles to the surface where the knife’s tip roots but Aaron feels
nothing, save his heart beating dangerously in his chest. 

“Wrong word, try again,” Abram hisses, and Aaron just manages to suck in enough air
without puncturing his throat even more. 

“What?” Aaron gasps. Behind them both, Andrew watches the blade in his partner’s hand—
no, that’s not right. He’s watching Abram, mouth ticked down in something akin to
annoyance but no other tell to warn Aaron whether or not his brother will try to stop Abram
from killing him right then and there. 

“And just for the record,” Abram adds, this time dragging each word out, “wrong brother too.
You’re not the one we came to hunt.”

The full weight of the man’s words don’t hit Aaron immediately, his heart racing too fast to
make sense of the obvious. And then it clicks, just when Andrew makes some command for
his partner to let Aaron go.

Wrong brother.

“Spear,” Aaron wheezes out when he has autonomy of his throat once more. “Do you also
plan to kill—”

“If you want to keep your skin, do not say his name again.” Andrew’s order has Aaron
swiveling again to his twin, but this time Aaron’s more careful with his words. He doesn’t
doubt for a second that Andrew’s bluffing. 

“It was stupid of you to come here.” Aaron shakes his head. “If you are caught—“

“If,” Abram repeats. He spins the weapon in his hand, making figure eights in the air. “Why,
thinking of telling on us?”

Aaron glares at him. “Who even are you?”



“What makes you think I’d tell you?” 

Aaron wants to scream. If he’s fast enough, he could make it down the stairs. The poker he’d
righted just minutes before is heavy, but it might prove as some defense while Aaron tries to
make a run. But even if he were to make it outside before Andrew or Abram speared him in
the back, Aaron’s not dressed for the night weather. He’d be lucky to see even twenty feet in
front of him—if he doesn’t freeze first.

So no, running is out of the option. He wonders if he can buy enough time for Matt and
Kevin to return, and then…

And then what? If they return while Andrew and his partner are still here, what would
happen? Surely nothing good. Even if they’d be able to restrain the pair by then, that would
just leave Andrew hanging from the gallows come sunrise. More likely, the pair would kill
Boyd and Day where they stand, and probably Aaron too.

The thought of Boyd and Day dead, throats sliced open by Andrew’s hand, has Aaron tensing
once more as red fills his vision. No matter what happens, he will not allow Andrew or this
strange man to hurt them. He’d sooner let the pair kill him faster in hopes they leave before
Boyd and Day’s return. 

Gods. Gods. Aaron doesn’t want to die. He can still feel the shadow of Matt’s hands grasping
his, Kevin pressing a kiss to his throat. Aaron knows he doesn’t deserve much, but does he
truly deserve this? To have this ripped from him as soon as it had sprouted? 

But this has nothing to do with deserving anything. 

This has to do with the very bad luck of being born to Tilda Minyard, and the equally bad
luck of sharing her womb with a beast that wears Aaron’s face.

“If you’re here to kill me,” Aaron grits out, “what difference does it make if you tell me your
name? Can I at least have the dignity of knowing who’s taking my life?”

The man tilts his head, but Aaron doesn’t miss the way Andrew takes a step forward in the
meantime. “Fine,” the ex-guard says. “If you must know, my name is Neil.”

Aaron blinks. “Did you just lie to me? To my face?”

“Not at all,” Not-Maybe Neil says at the same time Andrew mutters, “You get used to it.”

“It’s not a lie,” the first continues. He ticks off on his fingers, using the blade as a pointer.
“My name is Neil. It is also Nathaniel. Also Victor. Also Abram. Also Stefan—“

“Stefan,” Aaron repeats. It draws a curious brow raise from the many-named man before him.
“Stefan Hatford. That’s what the Warden called you. So you are the missing guard.”

“At your most loyal service,” Stefan-Abram-Neil says, not necessarily kind, but Andrew cuts
him off once more. 

“Where is Day?” He says, though it comes out as more of a statement than a question.



Aaron shakes his head, defenses drawn. Even if Day were here, Aaron would fight tooth and
nail to keep Andrew from him. For once, Aaron is ridiculously grateful for Kevin’s addiction
to the courts. 

“Not here. Cleaning up the mess you made, actually.”

“Shame,” Andrew murmurs. For the first time since the prison, Aaron sees something else
glint in Andrew’s eyes…Amusement? “I wanted to say goodbye.”

No. Not amusement. 

Cruelty. 

The red spills over, and honestly, Aaron can’t be blamed for what happens next.

“Oh, you monster—I won’t let you touch him.” He kicks off the from wall, fists flying blind
in front of him. It’s only because he has the element of surprise on his side that he even gets a
punch in at all. Andrew’s jaw snaps back, but the moment of victory doesn’t last long.
Because just as Aaron’s drawing back to throw another hit, Abram’s arms are around Aaron’s
chest and throwing them both to the ground. Aaron groans as the wind gets knocked out of
him. 

“You don’t listen, do you?” Abram sneers in Aaron’s ear. “What did I say about that word?”

“Get the fuck off of me—“

“Stop fighting.”

Sometime in the disturbance, Abram’s knife got passed to Andrew, who now grasps it with a
look that could curdle blood. It only makes Aaron angrier and he thrashes his legs out, trying
to take down a knee or ankle. It doesn’t work, of course. He only tires himself out further,
and he finally goes still in Abram’s hold, hating them all with a passion he didn’t even know
it was possible to feel. 

“Are you done now.”

Aaron shakes his head, but when he tries to move his arms, Abram only pins them tighter
behind him. Tears prick at his eyes, and he. hates. that. So much, he could self-combust. He
wants to combust, and take them down with him, all fire and fury. 

He shudders in a breath, the air hitching on a cough. The only consolation is the red mark
blooming at Andrew’s jaw, which will hopefully bruise dark if there’s any justice left in the
world. “Kill me if your bloody heart must, but don’t you dare touch Kevin or Boyd. I fucking
swear—“

“You swear what?” Andrew takes a step forward, and for a second, Aaron thinks he’s going
to stomp his muddy boot onto Aaron’s windpipe where Abram still has him pinned down. “If
I am so monstrous to you, what makes you think I care what you want if you are dead?”



The only sound that follows is the heaviness of Aaron’s breath. The tears prick again. Aaron
hasn’t felt so utterly defeated since he was on the streets. He can only hope to whatever gods
there may be that the Warden is an asshole enough to keep Kevin late—and keep he and
Boyd from returning anytime soon. Dying is going to be outright wretched, but maybe
Aaron’s spirit will find rest knowing his roots have not been mangled too. 

“I can’t believe how stupid I was,” Aaron says, more to himself than the pair. “I would’ve—
gods,” he nearly groans. “To think I was going to testify for you.”

“Testify,” Andrew repeats, bland, like it’s a new vocabulary term he’s not fond of. “No one
asked you to.”

“You’re right.” Aaron tries to disentangle himself from Abram. A growl then, the sort of
sound no human should be able to make, and Aaron freezes. He feels Abram’s hands scrape
into his sides, a barely tamed savagery to the man Aaron can’t shake off, and he wonders, if
Andrew’s a monster, what does that make his partner? Hell-spawn, surely. 

“No one asked me,” Aaron says when Abram makes no more move to scratch Aaron’s skin
off, “but I offered anyway. They would’ve killed you, Andrew, if I didn’t speak.”

“No, they would not have,” Andrew dismisses. He’s sarcastic when he says next, though
Aaron wonders if there’s a shred of belief in it, “Where there’s a Day, there’s a way.”

Aaron shakes his head. “No, Andrew,” he says, the words almost choked out of him, “Can
you not see? There was no other way.”

Aaron watches whatever mercy there may have been left in Andrew leave as fast as the light
in his eyes at Aaron’s words. 

“I never had any intention of tracking you down and handing you back to the gaols. I’m so
angry at you, for what you did. But I don’t want you dead either. Maybe I should be, should
want that, but I don’t. Even when you…When you killed—her—“Aaron chokes off before
starting again. "You thought you were helping me, Andrew. I thought I was helping you.
Guess we were both wrong.”

Aaron’s still talking. He doesn’t know why he’s still talking, why Andrew or Abram haven’t
gutted him yet. He should be doing all he can to get them to leave before Boyd and Day
return. But they’re letting him talk, famous last words or something. “Day’s not here, neither
is his husband, so what else do you want from me?”

“You keep asking the same question,” Andrew finally says, a menacing tut shadowing his
words, “yet you will not let me answer. Are you finally done?”

Aaron thinks of all the times he’d wanted to give up. When Tilda kicked him out; when the
carriage sped his way and over his ankle; when he’d ruined a season’s harvest of squash and
expected nothing but the worst from Boyd and Day, instead receiving everything and more. 

Aaron has not lived a long life. But he sure has lived a sum larger than he deserves. 



“Yes,” he lies. “I’m done.”

Andrew stalks forward until the tip of his blade rests under Aaron’s chin. A sense of fragile
calm, like an out of body experience, one Aaron is hardly present for, washes over him. 

This is it, he tells himself. There is no gambling with lions playing men. 

The knife presses harder into Aaron’s throat, blood rising to the surface.

Happy Christmas, he wishes himself one last time.

*

After a miserable few hours in and out of meetings while Roland deals with a horribly
unsuccessful search party for Andrew and the missing guard and horse, Kevin’s finally given
the go ahead to return home. It’s just about sunset, and he’s grateful he’ll be able to keep his
word to Matt and Aaron. He’ll actually be home in time for once, on Christmas, no doubt.

The thought of walking through the entrance to his husband and Aaron’s arms is too good.
The smell of cinnamon and holly would be strong, a leftover aroma from the holiday party
nights before. A small, self-indulgent smile tugs at Kevin’s lips as he gathers his possessions
to leave. It feels like a lifetime ago he was singing that horribly catchy carol with his—
partners? What an honor to call them his—as they restrung the tree, and he aches to return to
that atmosphere. That warmth.

Kevin had a strange relationship with the holiday growing up, never certain if his adoptive
brother would use Christmas as an excuse to torment him or cherish him. But for what it’s
worth, Kevin is just grateful he has a holiday to spend with the two people he’s come to
devote his life to. Even if he hides such devotion between sarcastic jabs and overprotection
bordering on severe. 

“Ready, Mr. Day?”

Kevin looks up at the sound of Renee Walker’s voice. She’s to accompany him back to the
estate, Roland decided, a safety precaution as the jury is still up whether or not Andrew
Minyard plans to take Kevin out too. One can never be too careful when it comes to the
outlaw, the Warden had stated so many times that Kevin grumbles it under his breath when
he’s feeling particularly snarky.

Kevin nods his assent and follows her out to the carriage waiting for them. He tries not to
openly stare, but he still can’t shake the feeling of something being off whenever he’s close to
her. 

“I heard of your family,” Kevin finally says in desperation to fill the awkward silence once
they're settled. The crack of a whip sounds outside and a moment later, the carriage starts
forward on their descent to the manor. “I apologize for the circumstances. It must be hard
spending your child’s first Christmas on the job.”



Walker inclines her head politely. “Thank you for your concern. You shouldn’t apologize,
though. You were not the one who planned this.”

Kevin frowns, mulling over the strange wording. You were not the one who planned this. 

He thinks of Roland’s words, that Walker had been on leave when Andrew had first escaped.
Day’s train of thought is fuzzy as his mind struggles to connect something he’s not fully
aware of. 

“I’m sure your family will feel much assured when Minyard is finally caught,” Kevin says
some tense time later. Walker’s gaze has been fixed outside the passing countryside, but turns
to him after a second once his words register. 

“If he is caught,” she corrects. 

“If he is caught,” Kevin agrees.

“Your family as well.” Walker inclines her head. Just when Kevin thinks the silence will
relapse, she adds, “How is Aaron handling all this?”

Kevin tries not to outwardly react to the question, but he is surprised by it. She hadn’t said a
word to him when she and the Warden were at their residence. 

“As best as one can expect,” Kevin tells her. If it’s just shy of forceful, he can’t be blamed.
He will not tolerate for one second her reproach of Aaron, especially if it’s founded in
suspicion of Aaron’s innocence. “He rarely leaves the house already, and what with Andrew
on the run, I’m sure Aaron will be home-stricken again. It’s not easy constantly being
mistaken for a fugitive. Certainly not when every one and their mother believes you are as
guilty simply by relation.”

“I meant no offense,” Walker is quick, and calm, to return. She returns to watching the snow
capped trees and frozen foliage pass in the window. By the gods, the snow is thick today, and
it simply keeps on falling. “I am simply wondering after his health. I do not doubt the toll it
must take.”

“Right, then,” Kevin mutters. “There—“

A harsh jolt from the carriage has Kevin cutting off, his teeth digging into his tongue where
his jaw snaps shut. He groans at the impact, and Walker leans forward to steady him where
her other hand keeps herself balanced on the carriage’s side. 

Only the sound of their harsh breathing fills the space, and then comes the unmistakable
noise of a horse whining in pain.

“What in hell was that?”

Walker’s lips purse in thought, Kevin swiping blood off the corner of his mouth from his
injured tongue. 



“The carriage has stopped,” Walker says unnecessarily. It’s more than obvious. They’re at a
complete standstill. She goes to open the door when Kevin’s hand shoots out to stop her.

“What if it’s robbers?” He wonders in a hiss. The coppery tang in his mouth has him
grimacing. 

Walker shakes her head. “It’d be suicidal to be stationed out in this weather. You heard the
Warden, unless Minyard’s taken up in a barn or shed, he’ll no doubt be found dead came
snow thaw.” 

“Then what the hell could have—“

“If you would let go of my arm, Mr. Day,” Walker clips out, “I will find the answer to your
question.”

“But—“

“I assure you, I am more than capable of handling whatever and whoever may have stopped
us.”

Kevin’s gaze travels to the weapon at her hip, concealed by her long coat but unmistakable by
her tone’s implications. With a sigh, he lets go of her arm and allows her to shove the carriage
door open. Outside, the sounds of the carriage driver cursing quickly filter into the open
cabin.

Turns out, Walker informs him, one of the horses had skidded on a nasty sheet of ice hidden
in the dark. It had jolted the carriage forward enough to dislodge one of the wheels where it
now lay fractured in the snow. Kevin groans at the sight after jumping down and surveying
the damage in the dark. Only the cast of the carriage’s lantern gives them light to go by. 

“How long will it take to replace the wheel?” He demands.

The carriage driver doesn’t have a chance to respond. Walker steps forward, shaking her
head. “Even if we had an extra wheel, Higgins' left front leg is sprained.” She gestures
toward the second of the two horses laying down in the snow where the carriage driver looks
it over. “Pig can’t pull the carriage alone, and certainly not with a missing wheel.”

Kevin stares at her.

“Mr. Day?” Walker prompts.

“Are you telling me,” Kevin says slowly, “there’s no extra wheel?”

“That was implied, yes, sir.”

Kevin ignores the sarcasm in favor of huffing and turning back to clamber inside the carriage
to warm up. It’s past sun down by now, more than an hour after he promised he’d return to
the manor. Hell, Boyd and Aaron are going to be pissed. 



“This carriage is property of Palmetto’s Warden,” Kevin calls back out to Walker just as he
grasps the carriage’s handles to pull himself in. “I’d have reckoned it’d be better equipped for
emergency situations.”

Kevin doesn’t wait for a response. He slams the door closed, opting to stew in his frustration
than be of any help. It’s petty, but he’s had a shitty enough of a day to not feel too guilty. For
all their sakes, he hopes Roland is wrong and Minyard will not be found, at least not until
Kevin’s hunch is proved right and Spear somehow dead by Andrew’s hand. It’ll save them a
lot of paperwork and grief if Andrew’s never caught, or at least not caught in the town of
Palmetto. Even better, the state of Carolina.  

Well, maybe not for Aaron. Kevin winces at the thought. He knows Aaron struggles with his
emotions when it comes to his brother. Kevin can relate, but he just hopes that whatever
happens, Aaron will be able to find peace with it. Gods know the man deserves some. 

“Mr. Day.”

Kevin looks up at Walker’s voice. He doesn’t know how much time has passed, but by the
chapped look to her face where she stands before the carriage, the cast of the lantern’s light
illuminating her solemn face as she holds the door open, it must have been some time in the
cold. 

“The wheel is unsalvageable,” Walker reports. “Higgins’ isn’t as injured as we thought. She
can stand on both legs and walk a bit, but too much pressure has her stopping.”

“So then what?” Kevin demands. “We can’t stay out here.”

“No, sir, we cannot,” Walker says stoically, though a brief flash in her eyes reminds Day of
the strange air she holds around her. “That is why I am taking us on Pig—“ Kevin blinks at
the strange name for a horse—“back into town. We’ll have to go with another carriage.”

Kevin scoffs. “All the way back to the city? That’s ridiculous. We can’t be but thirty minutes
from my house. It’ll take another hour at the least to get home if we turn around now.”

“I don’t believe that is a good idea, Mr. Day.”

“And why not?” He demands. “You’re suggesting we both ride together. We may as well
continue on, and you can return back here to pick up Samuel.”

“Samson,” Walker corrects the name of the young carriage driver. “And if you would please
hear me out, we’ll be too exposed on horseback that deep in the woods—“

“No,” Day interrupts. He leans forward, pushing away all the unease he has of this woman to
the side to instead let the full force of his power push through. “You will hear me out. You
just said it would be stupid for anyone else to be stationed out here in this weather. It makes
no rational sense to ride half an hour into the city for another carriage, just to turn around and
drive another hour back. In fact, I doubt Samuel—“

“Samson.”



“—I doubt Sam will appreciate having to wait even longer, inside a carriage or not, in this
weather. So we will ride together to my estate or I will be drafting a strongly worded letter to
your superior about your poor decisions. If I didn’t know better, I’d almost reckon you were
trying to prevent me from returning home.” 

Kevin has to give the guard credit: she doesn’t back down under Kevin’s cool stare, nor does
she seem ruffled by his sharp tone. If anything, she seems resigned, though she’s quick to
conceal it in a thin smile and an easy nod. It doesn’t make Kevin feel any better, but she does
clip out a short, “Yes, sir. I understand.”

“Better,” Day nods. He’s just about to move forward, expecting Walker to move to the side
for him to disembark, when a flash of metal shines in his periphery. 

“I understand,” Walker repeats, “and I do apologize, Mr. Day. But I can’t let you return home
just yet.”

Funnily enough, Kevin’s almost not surprised when she draws the knife from her belt. 

For once, he’s sorely not pleased about being right. 

Kevin says, “Oh, fuck.”

*

“We,” Andrew is saying, “are not here to kill you.”

Aaron blinks once at the knife, still at his throat, then up at his brother.

There’s static in his ear. A drop of blood on his shirt.

“If you would have listened the first time,” Andrew’s still talking, voice still hoarse and
rasping from disuse, “you would know this.”

Aaron’s lips part to speak, but Andrew’s faster. His wrist turns and the next moment, the
blade is between Aaron’s teeth, digging into the flesh of his tongue. Aaron glowers but he
doesn’t dare move. Hint taken.

“Since Kevin Day is not here, you are to deliver a message to him,” Andrew continues.

Aaron’s brows pinch. Despite the relief at hearing Andrew doesn’t plan to wait for Kevin’s
return, Abram’s low chuckle sends a chill up his spine regardless. 

When Andrew removes the knife from Aaron’s mouth, he’s quick to say, “What is with you
and playing messenger?” 

At Andrew’s blank expression, Aaron rifles into his pocket and takes out the blood-penned
note. He crumples it in his fist before throwing it at his brother. Andrew doesn’t have to pick
the parchment from the ground to know what it is, what it says. 



“I am not my brother’s keeper,” Aaron recites. “Nor am I your’s. Whatever you have to say
—“

“You will tell Kevin Day,” Andrew interrupts, his voice steel, “that he will call off the search
party.”

“What? He has no control over—“

“You will tell him,” Andrew repeats slowly, “and he will listen.”

“The man cannot work miracles, Andrew."

“And you will tell him,” his brother is already continuing, “that I know he knows where I am
going. If he values himself and his…family,” Andrew spits out the word like the over-chewed
chicle Boyd brings back from his business trips, “it would do him wise to not share that
information.”

The words tumble through Aaron’s brain, a headache already coming on. Kevin…knows
where Andrew and this strange lapdog are heading? How? 

“That’s all?” Aaron finally says. “That’s all you came here for? To tell him something you
could have said yourself?”

“What.” Andrew drawls. “Were you expecting a present?” 

Aaron blisters at his twin’s sardonic tone but he continues on. “You could have told him
yourself, is what I’m saying. You didn’t need to attack and threaten me—“

“Of course we did. It was the only way you’d listen. And he,” Andrew tuts, “listens to you. If
he knows what is best for him, of course.”

“Oh, there we go again with another threat—“

“Besides.” Andrew slips the blade out of sight. “We don’t have time to wait for Mister
Lawman and his husband to return from the fields. By the time Renee’s through with them,
Abram and I will be long gone—“

Aarons stops him. “What in hell did you just say?”

That name. Renee. That’s the guard who’d been at the house earlier. Renee…Walker. 

“What do you mean when Renee’s through with them? You aren’t—“

He can’t hide the panic from his voice. Gods, Matt had gone to get Kevin. If she hurt one or
them both, Aaron doesn’t…Aaron would….

He doesn’t know what he would do. The thought alone has bile rising in his throat.

“Calm down.” Abram slaps the back of Aaron’s head for good measure. “You whine too
much.”



“Fuck off, roadkill—“

“Stop.”

The low spoken command has both of them doing just that, Abram’s eyes flickering back to
his partner, Aaron glaring one more time before too turning his attention.

The hourly song of the wall clock has the three focusing toward the door.

“I do not have time for this.” Andrew gestures ever so slightly with his head for Abram to
step forward. The criminal guard does so without question (forget lapdog, Aaron thinks,
Abram may as well be Cerberus at Hades’ beck-and-call) and joins Andrew near the stair’s
landing where they descend towards the front door.

—The same door Aaron had never locked, he just now remembers. Damn it. He practically
let them in himself.

“That’s really it?” Aaron sputters when he sees where they’re heading. “You’re already
leaving?”

“Because you were so looking forward to a visit,” Andrew deadpans without looking back.
Abram cackles.

“You never even answered me. What is Walker—“

“I gave you a message for Day, it would make no sense for Walker to lay a hand on him,”
Andrew’s voice clips, no doubt frustrated at having to explain further. “So calm down. I
meant what I said. Do not follow me. Do not try to search for me. You should be overjoyed to
never see my face again. ”

Despite this, Aaron starts forward again, though a dark look from Abram has Aaron stilling
on the last step. He can’t shake off what he feels like he’s missing. What had Andrew meant,
what he said before. What does Walker have to do with all this?

“I need an honest answer, Andrew. I have to know—I need to know they’re safe,” he admits,
horribly vulnerable and hating it with a passion. “Day and Boyd both. What is Renee Walker
doing?”

Andrew finally meets his eyes. 

“Buying us time."

*

“By the spirits, what happened here?”

Kevin nearly groans in relief at the sound of his husband’s voice. He and Renee both look up
to see Matthew Boyd stalking forward in the snow, a lantern of his own held high. Past him is
their personal carriage, Jack sitting on his perch looking as annoyed as ever as he talks to
Sam.



Just as Kevin’s about to speak, Walker pipes up. “Mr. Boyd,” she greets, only the slightest
edge to her voice revealing her surprise. Her knife has conveniently been tucked away out of
sight, but it doesn’t make Kevin feel better. 

“Matt, stay back!” Kevin tells him. Walker’s eyes flit his way, but Kevin grabs her arm in his
own version of a warning. 

“You do not touch him,” he whispers so that only she can hear. “I have no idea what you’re
up to, but if you lay one hand on him I will make sure all you hold dear is stripped away for
good. It’s in my power.”

Matt frowns, but he’s still walking their way. The idiot. The lovely, handsome, stubborn idiot.
Kevin could kiss him if he didn’t want to push him twenty feet away from Walker and her
cunning hands. 

Renee disentangles herself from Kevin’s hold, but when she looks back at him, he’s surprised
to see the concern in her expression. 

“Mr. Day, I mean you and your husband no harm—“

“Oh, was that flash a knife supposed to a peace offering?” Kevin whisper-shouts. “My
sincerest apologies.”

“Sir, I promise it’s not what it looks like. It’s for your best that—“

“Hit a rough patch, did ya?” Matt comments as he comes up near the door, bending down to
see the ruptured wheel. “Good thing I came to find you. I reckoned the Wart kept you late.”

“Thank god you did,” Kevin says, but he doesn’t take his eyes off the woman in front of him.
He didn’t trust her before, and no matter what she says, he doesn’t trust her now. But why?
What does she have to gain from all this?

“Yes,” Walker says quietly, “how fortunate.” 

Kevin narrows his eyes. “I don’t like you,” he mouths at her.

“Huh,” Matt’s murmuring where he still crouches. “How strange.”

With one last look at Renee, Kevin pushes past her and over to his husband. “What’s that?”
He wonders and sets a comforting hand on Boyd’s back, not letting Walker out of his sight.
Jack and Sam-something are still talking a few yards off. 

“How long has this wheel been broken?” Matt asks in lieu of answer. 

“Just now, sir,” Walker tells him. “Some ice on the path sent the horses skittering and hit the
wheel on stone, broke it right off.”

Matt stands and looks between Kevin’s curious expression and Renee’s carefully blank one. 



“Oh,” Matt finally says after a long moment. “Is that right, then?”

It’s not right. There’s something in Matt’s tone and pause that has Kevin wanting to push, but
between Renee’s threat and the weapon she carries, Kevin doesn’t risk it. 

“Well, it worked out in the end now that you’re here,” he says instead. Matt smiles at Day
and leans forward to give him a short, chaste kiss. They’ve never been much for public
affection, but the gesture touches Kevin and sends a shot of warmth through his bones despite
the still falling snow. 

“Is Aaron in the cab?” Kevin asks Matt, half-disappointed when Matt shakes his head, half
relieved that Aaron is safe at home and not anywhere near Walker or harm. 

“I told him to take a nap. He worked himself to the bone all day,” Matt explains. “You know
how he gets. Almost reminds me of someone else I know.”

“Ha ha,” Kevin deadpans. “Just more incentive to get back then.” He levels a hard look at
Walker when he tells Boyd, “Let’s go home.”

“Mr. Day—“ Renee starts.

“And isn’t that convenient,” Kevin says to her. “You can go straight back to the town after all
with Sam and the steeds. No need to worry about accompanying me home. See? Everybody’s
happy.”

“Mr. Day, it is not safe.” She takes a step forward and Kevin swears to the stars he’ll knock
her lights out if she so much as dares draw her blade again. Well, Boyd may be better served
doing that job, Kevin doesn’t have as much meat in his bones as—well, never mind. Point
stands. 

“What isn’t safe?” Boyd demands. He looks between Kevin and her again, confusion laced
with concern as he draws an arm around Kevin’s waist and pulls him closer. No, not closer.
Behind Boyd. 

Idiot, Kevin thinks again. Sacrificial idiot he’s so goddamn gone for. 

“I have been given explicit instructions to accompany Mr. Day home,” Walker says. “Andrew
Minyard made more than a statement this morning that he is not afraid to go on the hunt. It is
for all of your safety that I accompany you back—“

“Thank you, Miss Walker,” Matt says in finality, no room for argument, “But that won’t be
necessary. If Minyard wanted any of us dead, he could do that in our sleep. A quick ride
home will make no difference. Besides, the snow has worsened, and it will only harden your
chances of returning to town safely the longer you stay out in it. If the Wart—Warden,” Matt
corrects himself, though Day knows it wasn’t a mistake, “has any problem with that, he’s
more than welcome to ring my husband or I. We’ll even put in a good word for your
dutifulness to your job.”



Kevin raises a brow at his husband. “That was incredibly well put. Almost reminds me of
someone I know.”

Matt snickers. “Oh, my narcissist.”

Walker clears her throat and Kevin rolls his eyes. “The horses are safe to travel, yes?” He
checks because despite not trusting her, he’s not cruel. 

Sam’s the one to respond as he walks back over to them, tipping his hat in greeting toward
Boyd. “Higgins is a bit worse for wear, but if Walker rides with me on Pig, we should be able
to lead the old thing back with us.”

“Perfect.” Day nearly trips over himself in goodbyes and well wishes, tipping Sam from his
wallet before pulling Boyd and he toward their carriage where Jack still waits before
anything worse can happen. Namely, Walker putting her blade through he or Boyd for their
so called “safety”. He ignores her frustrated shouts at him to wait to instead shove Boyd and
himself into the cab. 

What feels like minutes later when they’re safely tucked away in their own cab, Jack
snapping the reins to pull them out and toward home, Matt turns to Kevin. They’re seated on
the same bench, Boyd’s arm slung around Kevin’s back where he rubs Day’s arms to warm
them both up, Day pushing his freezing hands into Matt’s side. 

“What,” Matt finally says, “in the hell was that about?”

Kevin’s wondering the same thing. He’s about to tell Boyd that in so many words, when
Matt’s next statement has Kevin stopping. 

“Why did Walker lie about the wheel?”

Kevin blinks. “What do you mean?”

“The wheel. It wasn’t dislodged because of a rock. Or maybe a rock helped it along but—“
Matt scrubs his hand through his short beard. 

Kevin’s hand clenches around his husband’s arm. “Matty, what are you saying? What did you
see?”

“Three of the spokes had been snapped off, not dislodged,” Matt says. “That’s probably why
that horse slipped, but not because of ice. The entire rim had crumpled. Stone doesn’t do
that.”

“What, then?” But Kevin already has a horrible feeling before Matt answers.

“A person.”

*

The door swings open under Andrew’s calloused hand. Past him, Aaron can see a horse, not
one of their own, waiting in the snow where it’s tied to an oak. Later, Aaron will remember



the Warden mentioning a missing steed and connect it to the sight before him. 

For now though, all Aaron can focus on is the heavy snowfall in the dark, the cold already
seeping through the door where the criminal pair are to journey through. Whatever tracks
surely must have been left when Abram and Andrew arrived on the animal are long covered
under the winter’s snow-capped shroud. Aaron doesn’t doubt that once they leave, the
evidence of their stay will just as quickly disappear. 

Like they were never here at all. Like it had always been Aaron, all along.

We don’t have time to wait for Mister Lawman and his husband to return from the fields. By
the time Renee’s through with them, Abram and I will be long gone

Vines and roots twisting, the ground wavers beneath Aaron’s feet and he calls out: “Andrew.”

Andrew stops in the doorway, Abram at his shoulder. The latter glances back at him, looking
annoyed, but his brother doesn’t turn where he faces the night. 

“You said…” Aaron clenches the banister, knuckles white. “You said Renee was buying you
time. That she was with them. So—so you knew Kevin wouldn’t be here. But you asked. You
asked where he was.

“But you knew.”

Andrew doesn’t speak for a long moment. Aaron thinks of the first message, the laudanum
left under his pillow. He think of the second, There was no other way. The third, I am not my
brother’s keeper. And the last.

Do not follow me. Do not search for me. 

You know where I am going. 

“You also said Kevin knew where you’d be going. You never needed to come here at all.”
Aaron’s brow furrows, twin peaks forming between his eyes. “No, that’s not right. You never
needed to speak to him. So why…”

Aaron swallows and Andrew’s shoulders tense before falling. Not surrendering, but waiting. 

“The message was never for Day,” Aaron realizes just as he says it. 

“It was for me.”

And because it’s not a question, there is no answer following. Aaron doesn’t need one. All
the ways his brother speaks to him, rarely aloud, but the messages hit their target regardless.
The laudanum on the bed. The rifle to Tilda’s womb. The blood penned words on page. 

Haunted words, There was no other way. 

And now, lastly. Showing up here, asking after a man Andrew knew wouldn’t be present.
Pretending to deliver a message using the person the message was always intended for.



“I won’t follow you,” Aaron tells him honestly. “I won’t search, and I will never tell them
where you are going. I don’t…I don’t even know where you are going.”

“I already told you.” Andrew’s voice is but a rasp, anger and exhaustion slipping through his
everworn mask. There’s a heavy pause then, and Aaron recognizes it as that silent
consideration whether to commit the mortal sin of repetition. 

In the end, Andrew commits after all.

“You’re not the brother I’m looking for.”

There’s a chill to that voice—highlighted by the weapon Aaron knows Andrew carries, or the
rusty pipe still strung to Abram’s back that Aaron knows is not the only thing staining the
metal anymore—that tells Aaron to be grateful that he is not the target of Andrew’s search. 

You’re not the brother I’m looking for.

It’s a two toned meaning: one a lie, one a truth. Because Andrew was looking for Aaron,
tracked him down, somehow managed to get not one but two guards under his sleeve to
ensure his success. But Andrew is also not looking for Aaron anymore, not when there is
another beast to hunt. The labyrinth was monstrous in dimension, but it still was only large
enough for the one.

Aaron remembers when Abram had first pinned him to the wall, the blade at his throat,
growling, Wrong name. Wrong brother. Remembers when Kevin had looked him in the eye,
in the soul, admitting, There’s one thing we didn’t tell you. Andrew has another brother.
Remembers the first time he heard that name, Drake Spear, the consonants themselves
shaped with violence and deceit.

And Aaron realizes he does, in fact, know exactly where Andrew is heading.

The message finds home again.

“They’ll figure it out,” Aaron says before he’s made the conscious decision to do so. “They’ll
know who you’re looking for. They’ll stop you before you ever get to—“

“How many times must I tell you,” Andrew’s hand slams into the wood of the wall, roots
fracturing with the impact. “Do not say his name.”

Abram’s smile grows into a sharp, thorny thing where he handles the base of the pipe like a
warning. Like a promise. “Aye,” he agrees. “Let that name die in silence, like his prayers will
fall deaf on my ears.”

Aaron shudders and his brother growls something low to Abram—walking beasts, the two of
them—but it just has the latter’s grin twisting.

“They will not find us,” Andrew says, “so long as the right people keep their mouths shut.”

Aaron looks from the floorboards to his brother’s back. “They will.”



He doesn’t know if its because they’re twins, some blood bound connection higher than
either of their pay grades, but despite all the hell they’ve given each other, Aaron means it.
And he knows that Andrew knows he means it. 

“Hold on a minute.”

Aaron doesn’t feel entirely in control of his actions. Maybe it’s that blood connection, the
fates, the gods, hell—insanity finally tipping over—but one second, Aaron’s on the stairs.
The next, he’s walking to the kitchen, grabbing a linen sack large enough to hold a couple
day’s worth of food in, small enough to hold. He throws a handful of chestnuts and walnuts,
foregoing the almonds he and his brother are both allergic to, and two chunks of fresh cheese.
There’s some figs left over from the pie Aaron never got around to making, so he adds those
too, and then the loaf of bread Aaron had made the day before. He has to break it in half for it
to fit, and it probably is partially flattened, but it’ll do the job.

When Aaron returns to the foyer, he’s almost surprised to see the two fugitives in the same
position he’d left them. He half expected to have to catch them in the snow, still falling thick
outside. But Abram’s leaning against the wall, humming a carol under his breath that Aaron
knows, but the words he sings are all wrong. Andrew stands before the door, still open and
letting in muddy snow that Aaron will have to clean, while his gaze idly floats around from
vase to portrait to inlaid etching to expensive cabinet.

“Here.” Aaron thrusts the bag into Andrew’s hands, and before he can think better of it, grabs
his coat from the hall tree and hands it over as well. Aaron could almost swear his brother
looks confused before the expression is quickly replaced with apathy. 

“It would be stupid for you to cause all this trouble only to die from frostbite or starvation,”
Aaron says even though no one asked. “And quite frankly, embarrassing. So…there.”

“How generous,” Abram remarks flatly. He peers at the same hall tree Aaron grabbed his coat
from and fingers one of the woolen pieces that belongs to Boyd. The man owns a few, all
expensive, all infuriatingly handsome. He and Kevin both put Aaron to shame in their garb,
no matter how nice and generous they are when it comes to gifting Aaron clothing. 

“You can’t take that one,” Aaron tells Abram.

“Oh?” But Abram’s already slinging the coat onto his shoulders. It’s ridiculous how poorly
the garment fits him—or, doesn’t fit him, Aaron should say. Abram drowns in the fabric, but
he smiles proudly. “But it fits like a glove.”

“It absolutely does not. Besides, Master Boyd will know something is wrong if his coat is
missing.”

Abram gives Aaron a once over. It makes him feel like a mouse under a microscope. “But
they won’t question that your’s is missing?”

“That’s different,” Aaron says stiffly. “I can make an excuse for mine.”



“Then make an excuse for Boyd’s,” Andrew tells him simply and Aaron immediately regrets
trying to be a good person. “I’m sure he has another one.”

“Damn it, fine. Take the damn thing.” Aaron rubs his arms, not completely convincing
himself it’s from the outside chill rather than the two head cases he somehow had the
unfortunate luck of dealing with. Andrew nor Abram thank him for the food and clothing, but
Aaron wasn’t expecting it. He’d actually be concerned if he heard a genuine thank you out of
them.

“Just be careful, alright? You’re out of second chances.”

Andrew’s silent, expression flat before nodding his head toward something behind Aaron’s
shoulder. “You’re not.”

Aaron’s not sure if it’s a question, so he hesitates to answer when he looks to where Andrew
inclined. It’s a portrait of Matt and Day near the entryway that was commissioned a few years
back. It’s a handsome rendering, but it doesn’t compare to the original in Aaron’s opinion.
But it reminds him of who he has to look forward to, who has given him so, so many more
chances than Aaron deserves. Day’s courage, his strength and surety in the courts. Boyd’s
kindness, that hard won spirit and generosity more valuable than gold. And Aaron knows that
he is lucky, because he no longer has just himself to fall back on, but those two to ground him
as well. 

And Andrew has…has what? This Abram, this killer guard from who knows what circle of
hell to support him? Or better yet, himself? How helpful, Aaron thinks, sarcastic even in
thought, considering the man’s own history. 

Either way, Andrew’s not wrong. This is Aaron’s second chance, well past it to be true with
all they’ve put up with him. 

“Yes,” Aaron agrees when he turns back to his brother, “I’m not.”

“You work for them.”

Again, Aaron’s unsure by the flat tone. Unsure if his answer is even the truth anymore. “…
Yes. You’ve known that.”

“You wanted to be a doctor.” There’s no mistaking that, the thin humor in Andrew’s words as
if the mere notion is but a child’s wild imagination.

Aaron forgets how Andrew knew that information, but he doesn’t give in to the bait. He says
simply, “They don’t give licenses to the kin of criminals.”

“How fair of the law.” 

Aaron huffs something like a laugh. “I never said it was.”

Andrew nods once after a moment, more in closing than anything. It seems like the most
words they’ve ever exchanged that isn’t fighting. But before Andrew can turn away once



more—and for good—Aaron stops him one last time. He’s even more surprised Andrew
indulges him.

“And Andrew?” 

Because if there’s one thing he knows about his brother, its that Andrew will not be the one to
ever bridge this gap between them—a gap even Aaron isn’t sure should be filled— will never
be the one to humor closure. 

Well, then again. Andrew was the one to come here first when he had no need. Despite what
he says, what he claims, Andrew Minyard has never stopped caring. In his own brutal,
destructive way. It’s just the only way he knows how.

Andrew’s still in the doorway, waiting, ice flakes collecting on his shoulders.

Aaron says, “I don’t forgive you, and I know you don’t care or expect me to, but I wish you
luck. Don’t you dare get caught this time or I’ll string you up myself.”

His whole life, Aaron always felt like he was waiting for impossibilities. Waiting for Tilda to
wake up sober and pull Aaron into her arms, apologizing for everything she had ever bore
him, promising to make things better. Waiting for a savior when the days dragged on and the
scabs blistered and the scars stung against freshly packed snow. Waiting to die, waiting to
live, waiting to become anyone but himself. 

But now, he does not wait for an impossible—anything—from his brother. One last remark,
cutting no doubt. One last acknowledgment of who he is, who they are to each other. He
needs none of it. 

Because he already got it. It was an impossibility to even see his brother ever again, and yet.
Here he is. Here they are. 

Like Aaron expects, Andrew does not return the sentiment. He does not look at his brother,
his twin wound, for the last time. He is still facing the snow, food and coat in hand, Abram
and he but shadows ready to blend into the night. 

“Adieu, mister man.” Abram nods his head at Aaron, pointing at the sort-of-stolen coat he
now wears. With his other scarred hand, he gestures in a two finger salute as he walks off
backwards in the snow. “Thank you for the treats. And sorry for the hassle.”

He’s not, doesn’t even pretend to sound it. Aaron just shakes his head, watching as the pair
crosses the landing and out into that inky expanse, the stolen steed a force of calm as the
criminals approach it. He watches as Andrew shrugs the coat on before mounting first, linen
sack shoved into an inside pocket and taking the reins in hand. Then Abram, who does not
hold onto Andrew as Aaron would expect, but instead tightens his boot clad legs around the
horse’s hindquarters. The man would surely fall off if they go any faster than a tame gallop,
but Aaron doesn’t have the energy to care.

There is no climactic ending.



There are no famous last words.

There is only snow, and a horse, and three figures about to disband. 

With one final look Aaron’s way, the two shrouded criminals flee into the night, shadows
returning home. 

Aaron whispers to the stars, “Goodbye, brother.”
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I'm Right Where You Left Me

Chapter Summary

Aaron Minyard and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day (Continued!)

Chapter Notes

cw: character experiences an event that triggers a traumatic memory but is quickly
resolved; threat of gun violence; mention of scars; continued mentions of matricide

Panic is kindling, and it flares bright and brutal the second realization hits:

Aaron is missing. 

“Aaron!” Kevin calls for the third, fourth time as he runs from room to room. Boyd does the
same, throwing open doors on the second floor, worry clear as the dormant laughter lines
painting his face. 

Aaron isn’t in his room. Nor in their room. Nor Kate’s. Nor the kitchen, nor the study, nor the
lounge, nor the piano room—

Aaron isn’t here, but someone else has been. The pantry door has been swung open, bags of
nuts and figs open and spilling as if the trespasser hadn’t had time to fix the mess. The coat
rack in the hall has been ransacked, one of Matt’s and Aaron’s two coats gone and the other
garments rifled through. The poker, always in its rightful spot, is fallen on the floor, dust and
ash coating the ground around it. 

But the worst part—the finding that has panic burning into something more, something
crueler, something like rage—is what Boyd stumbles upon in the bare light of the stair’s
landing. 

Blood.

Not a lot of it; in fact, enough that they’d missed it the first and second sweep through. But
desperation turns into clarity and Boyd has to grasp the banister when he realizes what he’s
looking it. His boot has stepped partially on some of it, smudging the evidence, but the sight
is clear. 

Aaron is missing, and if that be his blood—



“I’ll kill them, every single one of them.” Kevin meets his husband’s eyes, not quite surprised
at the promise from Boyd’s lips. Day wants to give into his emotions just the same, but he
knows he has to be the rational one of the two. Aaron can’t be gone. Can not. Kevin refuses
to entertain the notion. 

He thinks quickly. How long had Boyd been gone? If Aaron had been here when Matt left,
and Matt stumbled upon Kevin only half an hour ago, that means…

But no. A memory. 

I do apologize, Mr. Day. But I can’t let you return home just yet.

It’s not safe.

“Oh fucking—“ Kevin cuts off with a gasp. He takes a step back, then another, ready to track
Jack down. If Kevin has to command the carriage himself back into town, so be it. “Walker.
She was trying to keep me from getting home. She’s—fuck!”

Carefully, Boyd steps around the blood dotting the landing to grasp Day’s shoulder. “What?
What are you thinking?”

“Not thinking. It's what I know—what I should’ve known from the beginning. Walker, she’s
working with him.”

Boyd takes a second before voicing his question. “Him—Andrew? You reckon Andrew’s
been here?”

“Who else, Matty?” Kevin demands, not unkindly. 

“I…” Boyd shrugs but the worry isn’t gone from his face. In fact, it’s only grown. “But how
would he know the way here? He’d have known Aaron lived with us, but not how to find the
house. We’re in the middle of nowhere.”

It’s a decent question—an excellent one, actually. And one Kevin doesn’t know the answer
to.

“I don’t know,” Kevin says honestly. He allows himself to take comfort in Matt’s touch for
one more second before pulling away. He hadn’t yet taken off his coat, hadn’t had time to
before they realized something was wrong. When they’d arrived, the door had been unlocked,
the first warning. Aaron never left the door unlocked unless he planned to greet them before
it on the steps.

So instead of making his way toward the front foyer, Kevin rounds the stairway and heads
toward the back door by the kitchen. Jack won’t be happy to be summoned again, but Kevin
quite frankly doesn’t give a shit about Jack’s grievances. They pay him more than enough for
a reason.

They’ll need to go back into town and alert the Warden—if Kevin’s being honest with
himself, he’s not quite sure how much good that’ll do. If Walker’s truly working with
criminals, either the Warden’s in on it too, or he’s more incompetent than Kevin had



previously thought (which is saying a lot). If Kevin’s lucky, Walker will still be at the station
saving face and filing paperwork, and Kevin can rip her a new one—physically if he must.

Because Aaron isn’t gone, he can’t be. He’s just…not here. At the moment. It’s not like
Andrew would have killed his brother (well, the evidence of their mother’s fate could argue
different) but Kevin can’t give in to the idea. He can’t, he can’t, he can’t can’t—

“Breathe, my love.” Boyd’s at Kevin’s side, a hand to the small of his husband’s back. Kevin
hadn’t realized he’d stopped breathing, his own hand wrapped around the door knob like a
vise. Matt doesn’t have to ask where Kevin is going, and it goes unspoken that they’ll go
together. No one says what they’re both thinking—

But, no. Kevin isn’t thinking about it, he tells himself again. Can’t think that Aaron could be
hurt, or worse, taken so methodically away like the two witnesses had been, like Engle, like
Tilda. As if Aaron deserves to be a thrown a thousand feet close to that group. 

“We’ll find him,” Boyd promises. It’s not his promise to make, but Kevin grasps onto it
regardless. He meets his husband’s eyes and nods once, allowing Boyd’s heat to ground him
with a chaste kiss to his lips. As he goes to finally turn the knob and make the short trek
toward’s Jack’s, Matt steps to a side closet and retrieves his Remington. The hunting rifle is
rare used, more from lack of time and need than to serve as anything but defense. 

Kevin doesn’t ask him if the gun is necessary. He thinks of the blood on the stairs, Walker’s
knife blocking his way in the snow, and nods wordlessly again. He turns and flings the back
door open.

It’s more than cold; there’s a blizzard brewing, and the white stars falling past them obscure
the land ahead. Kevin thinks of the Warden’s words again. Andrew will be lucky if he makes
it to sunrise alive in this weather if he hasn’t found shelter yet.

Shelter. That’s where Aaron should be. Kevin thinks of the blood on the stairs, Aaron’s
determined face, always trying to be brave even when the world did its best to drag him
down. 

If Andrew really did lay a finger on his brother…

Kevin pushes the thought from his mind. If he doesn’t compartmentalize, he just may start
entertaining thoughts that surely would cost him his license. 

But unlike the rest of the day, they finally get lucky. 

Because they don’t have to search long.

Not even twenty yards off stands a figure shrouded in shadow, the waxing crescent of the
moon above offering hardly any help to see by. At first standing, the figure leans over as if
about to fall, arms wrapped around itself. When they go to straighten, Day can’t stop the gasp
at the sight of the weapon in the person’s right hand. 

It looks like a broken pipe.



“Matty—“ Kevin starts, but Boyd’s quicker. Matt takes a step forward, not oblivious to the
makeshift weapon swinging in the shadow person’s hand. 

…A pipe? Where had Kevin seen that before?

—The gaols, that’s where, Kevin remembers. The guard, Engle, had been stabbed to death,
the discipline stick (as Roland drily coined it) that all the guards used conveniently missing. 

The stick, Roland had explained, was actually just a piece of old rusted pipe.

“Show yourself!” Boyd calls out to the figure, voice hard. He cocks the rifle, the soft click
breaking through the night’s quiet. “Five seconds, or I’ll shoot.”

Day watches, confused, as the person makes a show of dropping the long item and raising
their arms. 

“Matty,” Kevin says again, though this time for a different reason. He tries to grab his
husband’s attention, but Boyd won’t break his ruthless gaze with the shadow, Remington still
poised. “Matt, put your gun down.”

“I’m not taking that chance,” Matt growls under his breath. Kevin knows the tone isn’t
directed at him, but he rolls his eyes anyway.

“Matt, put it down, I don’t think—“

“Five!” Matt calls back to the figure who’s still frozen in the snow, arms raised. Kevin can
barely see so far off, but the person takes a step forward, then another, before stopping.

“Four!” Matt yells.

—No. Not stopping.

Falling.

“Three!” Matt yells.

“Matt, stop. Listen to me,” Kevin tries again, but Matt does the exact opposite and takes
another step forward. Kevin follows, eyeing the gun in growing concern as Matt makes no
move to release his sights. The person is still frozen, knees stuck in the snow. They’re making
no move to, well, move.  “Goddammit, Matty, they aren’t even armed—“

“Two!”

“Matt, stop—“

And then a third voice, unmistakable despite the dark hiding his face, breaking through:

“Don’t shoot!”



The color bleeds from Kevin’s face as quick as the gun drops from Boyd’s hands onto the
snow with an anticlimactic thump. One second, they’re as frozen as the figure in the snow,
staring in horror. The next, they’re both running, Kevin full body shaking at the sound of
Aaron’s—Aaron’s—not just, their Aaron’s—voice turning over and over in his head. 

Don’t shoot. Don’t shoot. Don’t shoot.

“Aaron!” Boyd yells. Or maybe it’s Kevin. Most likely, it’s them both, terrified at what had
just happened—and what had almost happened—as much as the relief overflows that Aaron
is here, Aaron is home, Aaron is safe.

—But…is he safe? 

They both reach Aaron at the same time, Boyd flinging himself down without a second
thought to surround Aaron in his arms. Kevin can barely see the man’s face where it’s tucked
in Boyd’ chest, Boyd already slinging off his coat to wrap around Aaron’s shaking shoulders.
Kevin can’t see if Aaron’s hurt, but he can see the shadow of the pipe Aaron had thrown to
the side in the snow, and all Kevin can think is why, why, why? Why was Aaron out here?
Where did he get that pipe? Why didn’t he call out the first time when Boyd warned him to
let them know it was only him?

“It’s alright, Aaron, it’s alright,” Matt’s saying over and over again, though Kevin wonders
who needs more convincing. Day kneels down besides them and tries not to hiss at the cold
seeping through his clothes. Flakes fall around them, but Kevin only has eyes for his lovers
tangled together, shaking like boughs in the wind. 

Aaron’s saying something, or trying. Kevin sees his own frown mirrored in Matt’s when the
latter pulls back enough to see Aaron’s lips moving. Snow crystals dot his lashes, skin dry
and cracking, and not for the first time Kevin wonders in barely tampered horror what Aaron
was doing out here alone. Had someone broken in and he tried running? Or had—

Aaron’s still trying to speak, voice soft and cracking like sandpaper. Boyd cups his face with
both hands and tries to bring any module of warmth back to the skin. 

“What, darling?” Matt asks, straining to hear.

And that’s when Kevin sees the blood.

It’s long dried, the cut line like a dark jeweled focal point at the base of Aaron’s throat. Kevin
can’t see any more in the dark, but he knows with blinding conviction that the wound must be
the source of the blood they’d found on the stairs. Who had done this to Aaron? Whoever it
be, they better pray to whatever gods remained that Kevin or Matt didn’t get their hands on
them. 

“Inside,” Kevin breaks through Aaron’s third attempt. “Whatever it is—it can wait. It’s too
cold out here.” 

If there is someone lurking around waiting to attack them, their best bets would at least be
inside where the elements won’t slow them down. Or, in Aaron’s case, possibly kill him.



It’s harder than it should be crossing the twenty or so yards into the house. After stumbling
one too many times, Boyd sighs and leans down to whisper something in Aaron’s ear, who,
after a short and stilted pause, finally nods his head once. Matt doesn’t waste time after
gaining permission to pick up the shorter man in his arms and lead them back inside. 

“You’re freezing,” Matt says when they cross the threshold. At the same time, Kevin points:
“His neck,” and Boyd’s continuing, “What on earth were you doing out there?” And Kevin’s
saying, “Are you hurt, Aaron?” 

And Aaron whispers, “Don’t shoot.”

Matt stops. 

Kevin stops.

Matt looks at Kevin over Aaron’s shoulder, both frowning. Matt looks back at Aaron where
he’s wrapped like a vine to the tree, shivering and eyes closed.

“Aaron?” Matt starts, careful.

Nothing.

And then, again. Quiet. “Don’t…”

“Oh, hell.” 

Kevin has to compartmentalize a lot with his job. Emotions are tricky, especially if he’d
rather stick a pole through a client than see them safe from the gallows. But this, this is a
whole other beast. Aaron, eyes still closed and mind still frozen in another place and time,
has Kevin storming to a chest in the hall and dragging out as many blankets as he can carry
back to where Boyd has settled Aaron down in the lounge. 

Because Kevin wants to linger. Wants to linger on whatever fresh hell Aaron is reliving in his
mind. Kevin has seen it enough times in his profession to know the signs of a flashback,
mental visions that feel more real than reality itself. Hell, if Kevin didn’t know better, he’d
say he’d even seen Aaron’s brother in the throes of one or two right before whatever guard on
duty opened the cell for their meetings. 

But he can’t linger. Because what’s even more obvious than Aaron’s torment is the chill
already rooted deep in his bones. They have no means of knowing how long Aaron had been
outside, no means of knowing why he’d been there at all. All they know is that Aaron is cold,
too cold, sitting too still where he’s tucked around Matt’s arms on the settee. Kevin would be
able to breathe easier if Aaron were shivering. The more violent, the better, because that
would at least mean his muscles were doing their job. 

But Aaron is frozen still. And he’s still murmuring under his breath, lips moving almost
soundlessly over that same plea.

Kevin’s going to break the fucking rifle over his knee once this is all over. Right after he
shoves it up—



Right. Compartmentalize. His anger isn’t useful right now.

So Kevin does just that. He shoves that problem away in a deep cabinet of his mind for later
and goes to work bringing Aaron back to the world of the living. Boyd’s already pulled off
Aaron’s shirt and coat and flung the wet fabric away. Gods help them if Aaron were to get
hypothermia. He doesn’t mess with Aaron’s pants, instead making quick work of wrapping
Aaron in layer after layer of blankets.

“Tea?” Matt mouths at one point, nodding towards Aaron. By the time Kevin’s got a fire in
the room going and returns with a tray of half steeped ginger tea, Aaron’s eyes have opened
and seems slightly more focused than before. He’s no longer pleading with ghosts, but what
makes Kevin and Matt both groan in relief is when Aaron manages a first few sips of tea with
Boyd’s help before erupting into a full body shiver.

“Oh thank fuck.” Kevin nearly collapses on the seat on Aaron’s other side. He presses the
blankets tighter against Aaron’s bare shoulders as if that will help speed the process up more.
They have so many questions, but going by Aaron’s drained expression where he’s finishing
the cup of tea Boyd holds, Kevin almost reckons they may have to wait until the morning.

But then again, there is no way on earth Kevin or Matt will be able to sleep until they know
Aaron is truly safe. While it’s true there doesn’t seem to be any intruder, or at least, not
anymore—because hell knows how many opportunities they would’ve had to do something
by now—Kevin’s almost more concerned for Aaron’s mental state. One doesn’t simply just
walk into a pseudo blizzard alone at night, holding a broken pipe, so far gone that at the first
sight of a gun he’s reverted into a once dormant headspace Kevin didn’t even know Aaron
still struggled with. At least, not to this degree.

“Drink a little more,” Boyd urges gently where he tips the cup to Aaron’s lips. A slight flush
is just beginning to redden his pale skin, freckles pallid but eyes slowly losing that glossy
gaze. “That’s it, Aaron. Gods, man. You’re as pale as the dead.”

He doesn’t say it unkindly, but Kevin still snaps at him. Boyd just shrugs.

They wait as patiently as possible for Aaron to soak back warmth into his bones and drink a
few more cups of tea. Every now and then Aaron spares a look at one of them. They’ve
learned his cues well enough over the years to know those glances for what they are:
annoyance, discomfort, uncertainty, gratitude. The former for their fawning over him, no
doubt, the next two for the situation as a whole, whatever got Aaron into this mess, the latter
—well, that’s obvious. 

It shouldn’t be necessary, but Aaron’s insecurity about his own life, the worth of it, is
tragically the least of their worries at the moment. If Boyd and Day must spend the rest of
their lives proving to Aaron that his life is worth more than the crumbs Tilda sold him for,
they gladly will. 

But for now, they must worry about keeping him alive in the first place. You can’t convince a
dead man he’s worth more among the living. The dead simply won’t listen.



Kevin’s exhausted beyond belief, the events of the entire day feeling like weeks in retrospect.
Could Roland and Walker at their door really have been the same day? But, yes. How one
day can be so blissfully uneventful, the next overflowing in trials, Kevin will never
understand. 

He doesn’t know how much time has passed when Aaron finally speaks. He’d started to a
few times, only to shut his mouth at the last minute, expression somewhere between tortured
and resigned. But one moment Kevin’s staring at the clock on the mantle, looking without
seeing, the silent tick of the second hand passing in a blur where he sits wrapped next to his
men. The next, Aaron’s sitting up, Matt doing his best to slow Aaron down lest he make
himself dizzy. But Aaron only shrugs him off to pull the blankets tighter where they’d started
to slip. Kevin pretends not to notice one of the scars on Aaron’s shoulder blade that had
begun to peek through before it’s covered once more. Aaron pretends along with him.

“I…” Aaron closes his eyes, briefly, before flickering his gaze to the wood panels of the
floor. His voice is thin, hoarse. Oh, what Kevin would do to spill open Aaron’s mind, read his
thoughts for him to lessen the burden of whatever hell he’s battled—is still battling.

“I don’t know what I’m supposed to say.”

“Maybe you can start with explaining why you were outside,” Kevin says. It comes out
sharper than he intends, concern overriding propriety, but Aaron doesn’t seem fazed. “When
we returned and couldn’t find you…Damn it, Aaron, we thought you had been hurt. Or
worse.”

“I wasn’t hurt.” But the blood still crusted at his throat says otherwise. Aaron sighs, long-
suffered. “I…”

“Aaron, please,” Boyd says. “Tell us what happened.” You’re scaring us, goes unsaid. There’s
no need to state the obvious. The unspoken words hang like honey in the air, bitter and thick
and unyielding. 

Kevin reaches forward to tilt Aaron’s face to his, but its Aaron’s gaze that pins him down, not
the other way around. It’s a wild look. Desperate. Searching. Like he’s still out in that snow,
looking for shelter. Shelter. But there’s a forest in those eyes that Kevin’s not sure he or Boyd
can cross.

Aaron flinches like he just remembered something unpleasant. He shifts under the blankets,
pulling them tight as if he can disappear in them for good. 

Kevin can still hear the words, a broken record scratching on repeat.

Don’t shoot.

Matt’s rifle falling to the grown, forgotten for good.

Don’t shoot.

They didn’t, but they both know who had. Who Aaron means.



Don’t shoot. Not him, his mind had been begging with. Not him, but a memory.

“He’d begged me,” Andrew had once told Day, months ago before Kevin had fully
committed to picking up Andrew’s case. He didn’t talk about his brother a lot, so when he
did, Kevin had no choice but to listen. Like always, Andrew had been sat in his cell,
watching the gray stone of the walls as if it held some secret answer as to why Andrew was
here on earth at all. “That day, when I killed her. He begged me not to shoot.”

Andrew had said it so bluntly. So bored. Like a mathematical fact: x=x. 

I shot her in the chest. He begged and he begged and he begged. But she was already dead. 

x=x

“What did you say to him?” Kevin had asked.

Andrew’s lips curled at the question. It wasn’t a smile.

He hummed. “I loathe beggars.” 

To this day, Kevin still wonders if he ever got a real answer. 

And now, even in the present with Aaron shivering between them, Kevin wonders at the
Minyards’ longstanding deal with avoidance when Aaron blinks and says in response, “I
don’t want to.”

Kevin sees that forest thicken, his own voice like syrup when he says, “I don’t care.”

It doesn’t hurt. That’s what Aaron tells himself. He knows it’s not personal—or, perhaps,
that’s exactly what it is. Of course Kevin cares, he and Boyd both. It’s Aaron’s attempt to run
from this that they won’t stand for. But still…He doesn’t know. He may no longer be cold but
there’s a new sort of frost that’s dug its way in, turning him solid and stiff. Boyd makes to say
something, but Aaron’s already shaking his head.

“Aaron—“

“You just said you don’t care. So why are you making me—“

“What?” Kevin sighs insufferably. There’s a pinch between his brows that Aaron wants to
kiss as much as he wants to push away. “Aaron, stop. Look at me, please.”

It’s like Aaron’s speaking to himself all over again. None of his words are connecting to what
they’re saying. “It doesn’t matter. Forget it. Just let me—“

“Are you even listening to yourself?” Kevin snaps. “And what are you doing?” He reaches
for Aaron again when the man goes to stand. The blankets fall from his shoulders and pool
around his waist, the air hitting his naked flesh enough to make him wince and reluctantly
sink back against Day. Boyd sets the almost emptied cup down for good. 



“What’s gotten into you?” Kevin says. He tries not to let his gaze rest too long on the scars
littering Aaron’s back and shoulder blades. He knows more than anyone how much he detests
having his past wounds gawked at. But it’s not pity or disgust he has for the marks that
Aaron’s just a few seconds too slow at covering back up with the blankets. It’s simply old,
familiar anger toward the wastes of flesh who dared try to break one of the strongest men
Kevin knows down. 

“You won’t tell us what happened, and now you’re running off, just like—“ he catches
himself and frowns. “We just want to help, Aaron. You’re avoiding—“

“It’s fine, Master Day, you don’t need to mince your words with me.” Unlike what the
honorific would imply, there’s no respect in Aaron’s words. It’s all char and splinter,
crumbling at the seams. 

Boyd grimaces. “For the last time, drop the damned title—“

But Aaron’s still talking. “Thank you for your help, but you don’t need to coddle me. I’m
sorry I worried you out there. I’ll get of your hair now, we’re all tired anyway. I know I’ve
brought enough plague on this house to last a year over.”

And just like Aaron’s words, there’s no politeness in Kevin’s grasp when he lunges for him.
Aaron doesn’t even get the chance to stand again. 

“What in heaven’s name are you going on about?”  Boyd pushes out of his seat and begins to
pace in front of them. The click of his boots provide a steady soundtrack to the harsh thrum
of Aaron’s heart. He can feel his pulse under Kevin’s grip, strong and unsteady where Day
pins him down to the settee. The soft fabric of the furniture’s backing digs into his back. 

The setting is completely different, people undoubtedly so, but yet still it reminds him of
when, just hours before, that Abram character had forced him back onto the wall like some
trapped animal. Except this time with Day, Aaron craves the struggle, fighting against it as
much as he relishes it. He wants to scratch at Kevin’s arms but it’s impossible where one limb
gets tangled in the blankets, the other forced down by Kevin’s hand. He’s rooted down, and
he hopes he never escapes. 

“Where is this coming from, Aaron?” Kevin continues. He throws Aaron’s words back in his
face. “‘Coddle you? Get out of our hair? A plague on our house’—By the saints, man, what
is this? Shakespeare?” 

Kevin mutters something else under his breath that sounds concerningly like, “And I thought
your brother was dramatic,” but Aaron ignores it. He would laugh if he weren’t so wrung out,
but instead he thrashes again, trying in vain to throw Kevin off of him. Boyd grimaces where
he’s stopped in front of them but Kevin’s relentless. 

Moving faster than Aaron can untangle himself, Kevin tugs the blanket with one hand to turn
Aaron his way and reaches the other one around Aaron’s throat. It’s only a whisper of a touch
where his hand cradles Aaron’s head. He’s much more gentle than the situation warrants—
what Aaron believes he himself deserves. It’s certainly not a grip to cut off air, just there



enough for Aaron to feel it. It would be grounding if Aaron wasn’t on the brink of floating
away. 

“We merely want to know what happened, Aaron,” Matt tries. He looks just about ready to
wear the soles out of his boots. It shouldn’t look so attractive, but, well. Aaron would be the
first to admit that he’s not one to focus appropriately at times like this. "You were out in the
snow—hell, there’s a fucking blizzard raging outside! A blizzard. You’re lucky not to have
have caught your death!”

He looks so pained, Aaron notes. What a sorry Christmas he has afforded them. 

The thought is sudden, dismal in its simple truth. The guilt is enough for Aaron to meet Day’s
eyes again and bite out, “All I’ve brought you both is inconvenience at best, danger at worst
—“

“Danger?” Boyd sputters, as if the mere notion contradicts Aaron’s entire being. 

“You’re not listening to me—“

“That’s precisely what we're trying to do,” Kevin gripes, “if you would just start making
some damn sense. If anything, you’re not listening to us. What were you doing—”

Aaron breaks like an over-exhausted dam. The words he promised to keep shut tight and
locked away spill forth. 

“Andrew was here.”

“Finally we’re getting some—“ Kevin’s hands flex again, once, before stilling. Aaron
wonders if he’ll have bruises. He knows he won’t, but he wishes he would. Better their marks
than Andrew’s.

Its Boyd who finds his voice first. "What did you say?“

Aaron swallows. He wonders if this’ll be it, the final straw that no amount of luck or good
graces will allow Aaron reprieve from getting thrown out by the nape of his neck. So much
danger, so much pain he’s given them. 

Like the fates are reading Aaron’s mind, Kevin’s hand falls from Aaron’s neck. He
immediately misses the weight of them. He hates himself more for it.

“When you were gone. Andrew, he-he showed up. Here. I wasn’t—I had no idea he’d come.
That’s…”

Aaron can’t find it in himself to finish. 

That’s where the blood came from. 

That’s why I was outside. 

Searching for an answer in the footprints he left behind. 



But it doesn’t matter that he doesn’t finish, because it’s quite clear that neither Kevin nor
Boyd would have given him the chance to anyway. Boyd stalks over, eyes thunderous,
enough so that Aaron would have shrunk away if he didn’t know better. 

But he does know better. Knows that that look is not directed at Aaron, but at his twin devil
already miles away if Andrew has any sense of preservation left. 

Boyd reaches a hand out to grip Aaron’s jaw. It’s not a punishing touch. It’s too desperate, too
raw. But Aaron still craves their sting. Even after everything, he wants to be loved. He’s
willing to compromise with a touch. 

“He was here,” Matt states. Not asks. States. Aaron can only nod into Matt’s palm. 

Kevin reaches out to thumb at the healing cut at Aaron’s collarbone. With both their hands on
him, Aaron may as well be one of the logs burning in the hearth. Or the cherry of one of
Boyd’s Byron’s, the cigar’s smoke as addictive to the man as he is to Aaron.

There’s worse ways to go out than flames, Aaron knows. 

“He was here,” Matt says again, his voice too calm and too controlled in a way that sends
Aaron’s nerves on high alert, “and he hurt you.”

“Not—I mean, not really.” Aaron can’t meet their eyes. The truth is, he’s more ashamed than
he wants to let on. How defenseless he had been, weak not by will but by chance. No weapon
in the vicinity to ward against an intruder, certainly not the hardened criminal that became of
his brother, the rough hewn mystery that was Andrew’s partner. 

Kevin’s eyes narrow. “Bullshit.”

“It could’ve been worse.” He can barely form words with Boyd watching him like that, Day
thumbing away the last of the dried blood. “It’s only a cut.”

“He drew blood.” The way Boyd states it almost sounds like he himself is thinking of doing
just that. Not from Aaron, of course. Never from Aaron. But it reminds him of the man Boyd
once was long before Aaron met him. Hardened. Not heartless, but something more.
Something that wasn’t afraid of hurting with his heart. 

“He wanted me to give a message,” Aaron starts.

Kevin scowls. “He broke out of prison to give you a message?”

“I’ll kill him,” Boyd’s still staring at Aaron’s neck. He tries not flush under the gaze, blaming
it on the renewed heat of the fireplace and blankets. If there’s any relief, the pants he still
wears are finally starting to dry.

“You can’t,” Aaron says. It comes out tired. He’s so goddamn tired, but he has to tell them.
No running from it after all. He can’t become his brother. “You can’t follow him. That…
that’s the message. He said not follow him.”

“What?” 



So Aaron tells them. Boyd sits once more and Aaron allows them both to support his weight
where he slumps between them, eyes almost falling closed as he retells what happened after
Matt had left to find Kevin. How at first he’d thought the poker had simply fallen. How the
stranger, the missing guard from the goals Andrew called Abram, had snuck up on him on the
landing. How Andrew had forced his blade to Andrew’s throat, his teeth, shutting him up to
tell his message. How he had given Andrew and Abram the food and how a few of their coats
had come to be taken as well. 

How he had watched the criminals depart in the night, Abram throwing his pipe Aaron’s way
at the last minute for reasons Aaron will never know now. How he had stayed outside long
after they had left, searching for a spot to bury the object but the snow was too deep and
would surely uncover the pipe come first thaw. But he’d lingered too long and shock quickly
set into a sleep-deprived delirium as he stumbled through the freeze, the pipe almost frozen to
his hand in the end. 

It was fitting, he remembers thinking to himself in that frozen white graveyard. 

All this time, he had thought he was mourning his mother, his brother. But as he watched
Andrew and Abram ride off into the trees before the snow and dark obscured them forever,
his hands and legs turning numb long before he realized he’d lost feeling in them, he knew he
was finally grieving himself. The boy he’d been forced to kill to survive and become the man
he now is. 

He never could run like his brother. Couldn’t drink and dope his life away like his mother.

So he did the next best thing.

He killed himself in so many ways, behind so many lies and smiles and work that  wouldn’t
let him rest long enough to uncover the rot underneath. He’d buried himself so many times to
survive, and now that Andrew was gone for good, he didn’t need to pretend that his past was
waiting in the shadows only to upend his life all over again.

The thing was. He grieved so long in that snowy field that he almost became the very thing
he’d tried so hard to not succumb to.

He didn’t realize how close to dying he’d been. 

If they’d been fifteen, twenty minutes later…Well. 

Best not to think too long on it. 

They’re here now. Aaron has grieved. Aaron has lived. Aaron is not running.

That’s all that matters now.

(—He doesn’t address everything, and they’re not blind to it. But he’s thankful they don’t
push further. He can’t think about the suspended moment between lost and found, the rifle
that had been pointed his way, the same model Andrew had used against Tilda. He can’t think
of the way he reacted, the weakness he’d shown in that second, freezing under the warning of



a bullet and the man behind it. Because it wasn’t Boyd that had made him stop dead. He
hadn’t…he hadn’t even registered Boyd. It wasn’t him Aaron feared. It wasn’t even
necessarily the gun. He wants to tell them that, tell them he is okay, he didn’t mean to say
what he did, to scare them, but he can’t, because he can’t think about it. He can’t linger. He’ll
just freeze in that moment forever if he does.)

When he finishes, he blinks his eyes open to find Boyd carding a hand through his curls. He
hadn’t even realized he’d closed his eyes. But the soft pull of Matt’s touch threatens to pull
Aaron under again, all that energy from earlier as nonexistent as water in a desert.

After seeing Andrew’s shorn hair, Aaron vows to never cut his that short again. That’s what
he tells himself. It definitely has nothing to do with how every now and then Boyd’s fingers
get caught in Aaron’s hair, and he has to tug ever so slightly to extricate them. If Aaron were
a cat, he think he’d purr at the sensation. It horrifies him.

But Matt’s next question draws Aaron back to life enough to straighten in the man’s hold. “I
just don’t understand,” he says gently. The anger from before has melted into confusion like
Aaron’s had once he realized Andrew’s intentions. “Everything else aside, how in hell did
Andrew and—what did you say the other’s name was?”

“Abram,” Aaron spits. 

“How did they know where to find you?”

It’s a good question, one Aaron should’ve but hadn’t thought before. How did they, in fact. “I
hadn’t…” Aaron shakes his head, almost to himself. “I hadn’t considered, much less thought
to ask. I was so overwhelmed.”

Boyd frowns but squeezes Aaron’s side lightly as if to assure him its alright. He looks over at
Kevin in askance, but Day only shrugs, just as clueless.

“I have no idea,” Day says honestly, “Our estate isn’t exactly confidential, but it’s also not
just handed out to prisoners. Only the Warden has access to our…”

Day slowly trails off, eyes going wide as he starts to pull back. It’s only when his fists clench
atop his thighs and Matt has to let go of Aaron to lean over and grab him that Aaron realizes
Day is itching to hit something.

“Ohhh, that bitch,” Kevin seethes.

“What?” Aaron pulls a face, but Day’s still cursing.

“It’s her, I know it’s her, gods I should’ve known. Damn it.” He tugs at his own hair, mouth
pulled thin. “I should have known something was up with that—“

Aaron could hit something himself, he’s so damn tired. “What are you on about?”

And just like Aaron shared his part of the story, so Kevin tells his. He doesn’t go into as
much detail, but he shares the doubts he had of Renee Walker, the strange circumstances of
her work history and the way she would never quite look Day fully in the eye unless he were



already looking away. Of her strange statements, of her threats, of the carriage conveniently
breaking down just half an hour from the manor. 

This last part Boyd recounts, how Jack had pulled over the cab when he’d realized another
party had been blocking their way forward, only for it to be carrying the exact person they’d
come for. Of Boyd seeing the damage to the wheel on the Warden’s cab, an obvious
contradiction to the story Walker had given. 

It shocks Aaron, learning for the first time how harsh the night has been on not just him but
them too. And then it hits him, and he chides himself for his mistake. Because in his
exhaustion, he’d forgotten a crucial piece of the puzzle when he’d been recounting his side.  

“Walker,” he sputters out. “Renee Walker…Andrew had mentioned her.” Buying us time.

Kevin raises a hard brow. “You’re just mentioning this?”

Aaron grits his teeth. He hates the way he flinches from a mere tone. But he’s not the only
one who’s been through the wringer tonight, and he knows Day’s not actually mad at him. “I
forgot, alright? It’s been a lot.”

“Of course it has,” Matt says, shooting his husband a harsh look. He’s always been the more
defensive sort. Day nods after a moment, expression contrite. 

“What did he say?” Kevin asks. He’s more patient this time, but by a thread. Aaron can’t
quite blame him. “About her?”

So Aaron recounts that too. Neither look as surprised this time, knowing what they know
now. So Aaron had not one but two guards in his corner. And that’s just the ones they know
of. With only the Warden having access to their information, it’s not a stretch that Walker or
Abram or both had gotten ahold of such to lead Andrew to Aaron. It’s infuriating to no end,
but not surprising. 

“You won’t have Andrew followed, right?” Aaron has to ask. 

They’re quiet for a minute, but Boyd looks to Kevin’s direction. 

“Is that what you want?” Kevin finally says. He won’t let Aaron look away, like he’s looking
for something else in his gaze.

“I…” Aaron nods, once. “It’s over. I don’t want to go through this all again.”

Kevin hums. “But you know where he’s going. You know what letting him go means.”

He doesn’t say the words, but they all know exactly what Kevin’s referring to. You know
where he’s going. Just like with Tilda, with the staged witnesses, Engle. Andrew’s going to
finish the hunt. This mysterious Drake Spear, a man Aaron’s only heard rumors of, none
good. 

Aaron can change his mind. What power does Andrew really have over them if Aaron were
to say No, follow him. No, stop him. Because if Aaron doesn’t speak up, he knows with a



peculiar certainty that Drake Spear will die. If Aaron doesn’t speak up, he may as well be
killing Spear himself. 

“I know what it means,” Aaron admits. He doesn’t break Kevin’s gaze. “And I’ve come to
terms with it.”

Kevin watches him for one last moment before eventually nodding, as if to himself. He and
Boyd don’t argue nor question Aaron’s decision. They accept it the same way they accepted
Aaron into their home: flaws and cracks and all. Boyd doesn’t speak, but he lays his hand on
Aaron’s shoulder in quiet consolation.

“Alright, then,” Kevin says. “It’s out of our hands. The Warden’s already convinced he won’t
survive the night, so closing the case with him tomorrow shouldn’t be much trouble.” He
smiles thinly, though it’s more of a grimace. “Congratulations. Andrew Minyard is officially
no longer our responsibility."

Aaron tries to smile, but he watches the fire burn in its hearth instead. 
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“So what now?” Aaron murmurs when the story’s finally been told. He doesn’t know exactly
if it’s over, if it can ever end at all. But he can barely keep his eyes open. And when Day
reaches over to trail his knuckles against the ridge of Aaron’s cheekbone, Aaron surrenders to
the touch. His eyes slip shut and he leans forward. He doesn’t even care that the blankets
have pooled at his side again, chest and all that means bare for their eyes to see. He doesn’t
exactly like it, but he doesn’t care either. 

He just wants. Wants the warmth, wants the quiet, wants to stay, wherever they will have
him. The closer the better, preferably. He’s compromised his whole life, but he wonders if
he’s perhaps closer to having something so precious without having to give too much of
himself away for it.

“Exactly what we started with,” Kevin answers. “Are you alright?”

It’s on the tip of his tongue for Aaron to snap his usual snark reply. Do I look alright? Or,
Look who’s asking. 

But there’s a sincerity in their expressions he can’t simply brush off. They don’t deserve that,
and if he’s being honest with himself, Aaron doesn’t deserve it either. 

“If we can’t stop Andrew,” Boyd continues when Aaron doesn’t speak, “we have to know
you’re okay. At the very least, let us know you’re alright.”

Aaron looks him in the eye. He’s shaking his head before he makes the conscious decision to.
“I don’t want to lie to you. But I don’t think I am. I don’t know how to be alright. Not yet.”

Matt’s expression falls but before Aaron drags it further down, he continues, “But…But I
think I will be. It’s late, I haven’t been this exhausted in years. I can barely form a coherent



thought. But I think I will be alright. Just…” his hand curls around Boyd’s arm. He thinks the
words and before he can stop himself, he’s whispering them aloud. “Just…Just don’t give up
on me yet.”

“Give up on you?” Boyd barks out a sad laugh. “Like I would know where to start.”

“Besides,” Day adds with a heavy stare, “you should know by now, Aaron. I don’t give up
when I set my mind to something.” He drags his thumb over his lips and Aaron would be
annoyed with himself over how easily distracted he is at the sight if he weren’t too tired to
care. “Especially someone.”

“By the spirits, Kevin,” Aaron mutters. “You can’t just say stuff like that.” He feels the flush
creep up his cheeks but he bites away the smile at Kevin’s pleased expression. Matt’s
laughing silently behind Aaron; he can feel the rise and fall of Boyd’s shaking lungs.

“Finally,” Kevin murmurs. “I much rather prefer my name on your lips than that ridiculous
title.”

If Aaron thought the flush bad before, the heat is an inferno now. Nothing combats potential
hypothermia like shameless, ridiculous flirting at the most inappropriate timing ever.  

“I’d say stop teasing him,” Matt chuckles one last time, finally coming to Aaron’s aid, “but
I’m finally seeing color in your face. Is it warm enough in here or are you still chilled?”

Feeling a fragile boldness fill him at the teasing (and the relief, the relief, the relief that he’s
going to be okay—maybe not now, not today, but one day) Aaron turns to look at Boyd. The
latter raises a thick eyebrow at the look in Aaron’s eyes but he doesn’t back down despite the
way his heart pounds. 

“It’s warm enough,” Aaron tells him honestly. “But it wouldn’t hurt to make certain…”

“Yes?” Matt prods, curious and amused.

Aaron doesn’t need a mirror to know he must look much too flushed. He doesn’t care. “Well,
it’s just that…” he can’t chicken out, but he can’t quite say the words. He settles for a
compromise. “My hands are still cold,” he finishes weakly.

“Your hands?” Boyd repeats like he knows that isn’t what Aaron originally meant to say. He
exchanges a look over Aaron’s shoulder with Kevin before flickering his warm, dark eyes
Aaron’s way. Taking Aaron’s hands in his, he warms the bones under his with an indulgent
smile. “Is that all?”

Ah, fuck it. Aaron could have died tonight. And was it not he who even admitted he deserves
more than compromises?

“And my lips,” he more breathes out in a rush than says. “I can’t quite feel my lips either.”

In all honesty, it’s not his smoothest moment. Aaron can’t imagine how he must look to them:
disheveled hair dried stiff from melted snow, cracked lips from the cold, bare skin flushing



cherry with the return of heat. But Boyd’s eyes soften all the same, as if Aaron could possibly
be something—someone—worth rooting down for. 

“Aaron Minyard,” Kevin mock gasps. “Are you flirting? Heavens sent, it’s a Christmas
miracle.”

“Hush,” Boyd snaps at him without any real heat. He reaches up to thumb at Aaron’s lips,
tentative, as if it weren’t Aaron practically fumbling for the touch. The barest whisper of
Matt’s skin against Aaron’s lips does exactly what he’d been pretending to care about—
nerves flicker to life, signals prickling like the electric lamps in their sconces. 

“Can I kiss you?” Boyd asks.

Aaron just barely resists rolling his eyes. Deep down, he’s ridiculously pleased. “How else
would you warm them up?“

“I could just keep doing this,” Matt offers as he continues to run this thumb across Aaron’s
lips, feigning obliviousness. “It seems to be doing—“

Aaron’s done. He’s done compromising. Done running. Done burying himself in his own
habitual vines. He clenches his hand around Boyd’s arm and pulls them together. Like his
mom had always said, If you want to get a lazy horse movin’, forget the reins and grab it by
its fuckin’ mane.

Tilda may have been sorely wrong about a lot of things, but he has to give the old adage some
credit. Not that Boyd’s a horse, or lazy, or—Gods, why is Aaron arguing semantics with
himself? He’s kissing Boyd, really kissing him, and even though it’s not the first time, it
almost feels like it. And even though it’s not entirely coordinated or skilled (honestly, they
don’t teach you these things in school, not that Aaron stuck around long enough to know—
and again with the semantics, gods) Boyd immediately shuts up at Aaron’s lips on his like he
can’t get enough. It’s not long before Aaron’s gripping Matt’s other arms, spurring him on. 

Forget the reins, Boyd. Forget the damn reins.

Boyd finally gives in. He doesn’t move his hands from Aaron’s still blanketed sides, but he
tilts his head to get impossibly closer to Aaron. The next moment, Matt’s tongue is slipping
past Aaron’s lips, finally—finally taking what Aaron’s been trying to throw at him for ages.
Distantly, Aaron hears a shaky breath that’s neither his nor Matt’s. He would grin if he
weren’t currently preoccupied with Matt humming against his skin. 

“That’s just unfair,” Kevin whines. Kevin Day, the man himself, whining. Aaron wishes he
could preserve the moment forever as proof. Kate would never believe him. “You tell me I
can’t say things ‘like that’ and then you do things like that. In front of me, no less.” 

He’s not the one Aaron’s kissing, yet he’s the one who sounds out of breath. But needless to
say, Aaron feels stupidly pleased at being able to affect the proud and mighty Day. It’s like a
win, but there’s no competition to be had. “Are either of you even breathing—?"



Matt pulls away long enough to snap a quick, “Shut up,” before grabbing Day like Aaron
holds Matt and crashing their lips together. Honestly, Aaron could laugh. He always seems to
end up between them, but he can’t complain. He fits. 

“Gladly, if you don’t stop,” Kevin murmurs into Matt’s lips. 

When Matt does stop though to fake a glare at his husband (though the smile tugging at his
lips gives him away), Aaron doesn’t let himself overthink the urge and takes Matt’s spot,
slotting his lips atop Day’s and basking in the quiet, pleased hum he elicits from the man.
With a start, Aaron’s reminded of the day, months before, Aaron had stumbled on Matt and
Day in the study. He remembers how guilty he'd felt, like an accidental intruder. But he’s not
an intruder anymore. You can’t trespass into your own home.

Kevin moves his head to kiss down Aaron’s neck. Gentle, chaste kisses along his collarbone,
under his ear. Lingering, but never invading. Never traveling further down where Aaron
knows they know he needs them to steer clear of. Even as Boyd moves to kiss him again, he’s
tugging the blanket around Aaron’s back, a promise in their actions that say more than words
ever could.

Nestled between them, the storm raging outside is but a slipping memory. And just for the
moment, Aaron allows himself to forget. 

*

“I wish,” Matt says much later, after they’ve both proven to have warmed Aaron’s lips and
hands (and heart and heart and heart) more than enough, “we could have given you a better
Christmas.”

Aaron shakes his head. “I don’t care about Christmas. I never did. I just…all I’ve ever
wanted was this.” He doesn’t say what this is. He doesn't have to. It's not just Day and Boyd
he means. It’s not just the kisses. It's that and more. It’s their fierce and unrestrained care,
their just anger, their unyielding protection, even when it's Aaron that Aaron needs protection
from. It’s their constant fire keeping Aaron’s brittle heart warm, their teasing remarks but a
show for the genuine spirit waiting underneath. 

“But if it means so much,” Aaron tries at joking, “we can always try again next year.”

He knows they hear what he’s not saying. If you’ll still want me then.

“Next year,” Kevin agrees. He palms Aaron’s hand before laying a kiss across the span of
Aaron’s knuckles. “And the year after that. And the one after. And after.” For every year he
adds, he places another kiss atop each knuckle. Aaron can only swallow thickly, not trusting
himself to speak.

“Actually,” Boyd says, looking at the clock on the wall, “it technically is still Christmas. And
after the hell of a day we’ve had, I say we’ve all more than earned a nice sleep in.”

“Matty, I think we should—“ Kevin starts.



“No.” Matt shakes his head minutely, not budging. “Tomorrow we can talk more. Whatever
we have to do, we’ll do then. Walker and the Warden and all the courts can wait until—“

“That’s not what I was going to say,” Kevin cuts off. Aaron hears the smirk in his voice even
if he wasn’t looking.

“What, then?”

“You said it.” Kevin shrugs. “It’s technically still Christmas. And if I remember correctly…”
he clicks his tongue, unsuccessfully trying to hide a smile at Matt’s curious frown. “We never
exchanged presents.”

Aaron relaxes against Boyd and lets his eyes slip shut. He and Kate always exchanged little
favors, ones you could barely call gifts, in the first week of December. He assumed Boyd and
Day exchanged gifts with each other, but he’d never seen it with his own eyes. But if this is
such a time-oriented tradition for them, Aaron is more than happy to nap through it. It’s not
as if the matter concerns him. With the last of their kisses buzzing on his lips, Aaron’s warm
and content and no longer in a rush, or need, to escape anywhere.

“Kev, it’s late—“

Kevin throws Matt a look. He lowers his voice; for what reason, Aaron has no idea. “We’ve
been waiting for this for how long, now?”

“Look at him,” Boyd says to Kevin, gesturing his head toward where Aaron’s slumped
against the former. “Gifts can wait until the morning. He’s—“

“Don’t worry about me,” Aaron murmurs into Matt’s chest. “Just wake me when you’re
done.” He sighs in content when Boyd wraps his arm around his shoulder, squeezing
affectionately. He’s almost entirely warmed up now thanks to the fire still roaring in it’s
hearth and the blankets tucked around him. The thought of moving seems impossible. 

Boyd tuts. “You may be excellent at multitasking, but you can’t sleep and open your gift at
the same time, dear. Since Kev is so stubborn about doing this now.”

“Oh, you love me,” Kevin brushes off easily.

Aaron gets lost in the endearment rolling over in his mind. Dear. He never thought he’d like
those little names Kevin and Matt throw around as effortlessly as anything else, as if it
doesn’t cost them anything to be so tender. He’s so distracted by the thought he almost misses
the first part of Boyd’s statement. 

“Gift?” Aaron repeats. 

He sits up again, and opens his eyes again, warm and tired just the same as before but now
confused as well. That’s not a thing they do, exchanging gifts with Aaron. Aaron had made it
quite clear the year before of his uncomfortable relationship with the holiday, and whether
out of respect or indifference, his masters had done nothing more than buy him a new winter
coat—which had been given two weeks before the holiday, with no unnecessary fanfare



except a pointed statement of Aaron quite literally needing one to protect him from the
elements. 

Huh. Aaron realizes that was the same coat he’d let Andrew take. Now he’s down to his old
ragged jacket from the streets he’d somehow never managed to get rid of. Go figure. 

“This’ll be quick, I swear,” Kevin says. “Just hold out a little longer, love. We’ll be in bed
before you know it.” He stands and disappears up the stairs while Aaron looks at Boyd.

“I don’t understand,” Aaron starts. 

“Don’t be mad. It’s nothing big.” Matt runs his hand through Aaron’s hair and Aaron almost
glares. It’s a dirty move. Matt knows how much Aaron likes that. Along with Kevin’s voice
rolling through his mind. Love, love, love. So easy. So hard-won. Everything and more.

“I don’t have anything for you,” Aaron tells him. Not out of guilt, because he had made it
clear this wasn’t necessary. Besides, it’s not like he gets out of the house enough to go find
something. And with the entire town on alert for the man who wears Aaron’s face, he isn’t
quite sure that’ll change anytime soon. 

Matt just smiles and pecks Aaron’s lips chastely. Just when Aaron’s leaning in for more,
Kevin returns with a package in his hands. It’s been wrapped with old newspaper, a small
string of ribbon tying it down. Aaron would be a liar if he claimed he is isn’t at least a little
curious. 

“I promise we would have waited until tomorrow if this was anything else,” Kevin explains.
“I know we’re all exhausted—rightfully so. But,” he lifts the package up in gesture, “we’ve
been waiting months for the right time to give you this.”

Aaron starts to speak but Day cuts him off, not unkindly.

“We know you don’t do Christmas gifts. We know. And…” Kevin sighs heavily. “If you
really don’t want to open it now, I respect that—we both respect that. You don’t have to, if
you really rather not. But to be honest, it’s more a matter of coincidental timing that we’re
able to give you this now.”

Matt’s breath tickles Aaron’s neck where he leans forward into Aaron’s back, hands curling
around Aaron’s sides. “You don’t have to open it now,” he repeats. “It’s just…we really are—
erm, excited.”

Aaron tries to shake off the discomfort with a small smile. “Must be a really special box,” he
says drily. 

Day looks between the package and Aaron. “It’s not just what’s in the box, it’s…well, you’ll
see. If—“

“Okay, okay,” Aaron laughs thinly around a sigh. “Enough. I’d like to go to bed at some point
tonight, so I’ll open it. Gods above.”



Day exchanges a knowing smile with his husband before handing the gift over to Aaron. He
remains standing while Aaron looks the package over. It’s too small to be any kind of
garment—well, perhaps a scarf, except it’s much too heavy—but yet too big to be, say, a
watch, or the sort. 

“I can hear you thinking from here,” Boyd mutters. “Just open the damn thing.”

So Aaron does. He rips into the paper, shoving the string and wrapping aside to find a dark
wooden box hidden underneath. “Special box,” he repeats softly. He raises a curious brow,
seeing the latch to open a second later. “I don’t…”

“You won’t know anything until you open it,” Kevin says as if reading Aaron’s mind. His
tone borders on impatient, but when Aaron looks up, Kevin’s fighting his trademark smirk.
So damn confident in his own skin, even after putting up with the past fifteen hours of hell. 

Aaron opens the latch out of spite. 

And freezes. 

Aaron looks up again. “What is this?”

Matt looks between Aaron and the box and back to Aaron again. “You don’t…?”

“Of course I know what this is,” Aaron says, brows pinched. Kevin’s losing his grin. “But, I
don’t…I mean, why would—“

His hands are clenched where he’s dug them into the sides of the box. He can’t believe how
nice of a model he has in front of him, the wooden tubes sanded and glossed, shining back at
him like a taunt. He hasn’t even picked up the object and he knows it’ll be perfect,
lightweight and solid.  

He feels the awe and the surprise and frustration all pool at once in his eyes but doesn’t let it
fall. 

“I don’t understand,” Aaron can only whisper lest it all overflow. 

He’s not looking at Kevin or Matt. If he did, he’d see the growing concern on their faces, the
confusion mixed with horror. Of course they hadn’t expected this reaction. If they had, they
wouldn’t have done anything to cause such to begin with.

But he’s not looking at them. He can’t. After everything, all the gentleness, deserved or not,
the kisses and the comfort and the care, he can’t understand what this means. He trusts them,
trusts that this isn’t a cruel joke or ignorant gesture. But that doesn’t excuse the fact that he
doesn’t understand—doesn’t understand why they would buy him this beautiful, newly
patented Bowler that even many licensed doctors can’t afford, when Aaron would never in
his life be allowed to use it. Not really, at least. Not while he is still related to Andrew, which
will unfortunately be the rest their lives. 



“Aaron,” Kevin begins carefully, “we thought you’d love it. It’s the newest design—“

“Don’t you think I know that?” Aaron wants to snap at him, but in reality, all that comes out
is a weak gasp. His breath hitches and he blinks the wetness away before they can see it. The
stethoscope sits there unfazed. It’s so goddamn nice. “But why? Why would you…gods, I
know you must mean well—I have to trust that you mean well, but I don’t understand. I can’t
do anything with this.”

His hands are curled so tightly around the box that Matt has to forcefully pry them loose.
Maybe it’s the lack of a meal (they’d never eaten dinner after all) that has him shaking,
because he’s not physically cold anymore but his fuse is thin and fragile. 

Matt says, “You’ve mentioned before, many times, that you wanted to be a doctor.”

Salt in the wound. Aaron doesn’t realize he’s full body shaking until Kevin’s there, asking if
he can hold him. He doesn’t know why Kevin’s asking at all. He must nod, or say something,
because then Kevin’s behind him, arms wrapped around Aaron’s chest, telling him to breathe,
darling, breathe. 

“Aaron,” Kevin says later when Aaron’s managed to regain some control. “You have to talk
to us. We don’t know what we did that struck a nerve, but you have to know it wasn’t on
purpose. Whatever it is, talk to us. Why did this upset you?”

“I can never be a doctor,” Aaron hears himself say. He rubs his thumb over the crease in
Matt’s hand, not meeting their eyes. He speaks slowly, carefully, like he’s treading the frozen
pond out back. He speaks from memory, seeing the written, decades old decree in his mind as
fresh as the first day he’d learned. 

“The law won’t allow the direct kin of murderers and treasonists to hold a license. If I were
caught practicing, I’d be put away as fast as Andrew knows how to escape.” 

No one laughs at the dry joke. Mostly because they know it’s not really a joke. “And even if
by a miracle I somehow won a petition to practice, that’s years of schooling I can’t afford.
Not to mention, no one in this state would trust me, not while I look like the man every
person and their mother is looking to burn at the stake.”

Aaron forces another steady breath. Sometime between Kevin helping him calm down, the
stethoscope had been moved from his hands and out of sight. Matt clasps Aaron’s hands
where he sits in front of him. He doesn’t know why it’s that particular thing, but looking at
Matt’s pained expression and feeling Kevin’s unsteady breath tickling Aaron’s neck, Aaron
remembers something else Kevin had said.

It’s more a matter of coincidental timing that we’re able to give you this now. It’s not just
what’s in the box, it’s…well, you’ll see. 

Of course they didn’t mean to hurt him. Why would they? Aaron wishes he could simply
blame the day’s events that’s put him on such high a wire, but he knows it’s deeper than that.
It’s in his nature to expect the worse, in his nurture to accept it. Like with the gun, the threat



of a bullet, the tease of the laudanum, it’s not Kevin or Matt that Aaron’s tuned to snap at. It’s
much more simple than that. But what did Kevin mean, coincidental timing? 

“What did you mean?” Aaron has to ask. “Why…why now? You said you had to wait.” 

Tell me you have an explanation. Tell me you’re not humoring me out of pity.

Kevin hums softly in thought. He’s relaxed his hold around Aaron but doesn’t let go yet. It
reminds Aaron of a morning just a couple months into his stay with them when his ankle was
still healing. He’d taken a nasty fall on the stairs after the crutch had fallen out from under
him. Aaron had broken down, more angry at himself and the lot Fortune had granted him
than actual hurt. It was one of the most pathetic pity parties he’d succumbed to, which had
done nothing for his self-contempt, especially when Day had heard from his study Aaron’s
fall and came to find Aaron sprawled on the landing, head in his hands.  

“Ouch,” Day had said blandly. He’d moved the crutch away, and for the briefest moment,
Aaron had thought Kevin was being cruel and forcing Aaron to get up without it. Until Kevin
had sat down, right there in his tailored suit and trousers, onto the floor behind Aaron and
pulled the man to him. And it was that, that undeserving, freely given kindness that didn’t
demand anything from Aaron, that gave Aaron pause for possibly the first moment in his life.
How many times had Tilda hugged Aaron without twisting the knife further into his back?
How many times had Aaron’s own mother offered kindness without charging a fee? 

Aaron knows—he knows, he tells himself again and again—that Tilda had had it hard raising
a child in the place she was. She had tried her best (had she?), had done all she could (did
she?) for her son even with the lot she had been afforded. 

But it hadn’t quieted that silent need in Aaron’s heart. For gentleness, for kindness, for mercy
—not pity, though, never pity—even when he didn’t know what he deserved anymore. Aaron
had heard stories, horrible stories, about young children who died from lack of affection,
grown men like him who’d gone insane without touch of any kind. Maybe that’s why Aaron
craved all that Tilda threw at him, because it was something. Even when it hurt, at least he
could feel.

But Kevin and Boyd had changed all that. Touches were not meant to hurt. Words were not
meant to sting. Gifts—gifts—were just that, not blackmail, not deceit, not a thorn in the back.
Aaron should’ve realized that. While it was true the law kept him from the path he’d always
desired, it’s not like either of them meant to hurt him. Even when Aaron slipped and argued
over matters no servant had the right to, they were patient (alright, Day less so than Boyd, but
they were both fair). Even when they kissed Aaron they did not push for more or question his
lack of wanting more but this, kindness without the fine print, affection without a time limit.

“Tell us, Aaron,” Kevin says quietly in the present instead of answering Aaron’s question just
yet. He rubs circles into Aaron’s sides where he holds him. “Is practicing medicine what you
want to do? More than anything?”

More than anything? It’s a broad statement. He doesn’t want it more than his own life. It
can’t be worth giving up that much. 



“Not more than anything,” Aaron corrects, “Just more than…” I deserve. 

“More than this,” Matt finishes for him.

Aaron blanches. “You’re…that’s not what I mean. I—wouldn’t give you two up.”

But Matt’s quick to shake his head. “That’s not what I mean,” he says. “I mean this, a
servant’s life. Surely you’d rather be licensed than spend your days cleaning up after two old
men.”

“You’re not old,” Aaron corrects distantly. He repeats Boyd’s words to himself. A servant’s
life. Does Aaron wish he were able to study medicine over being a servant? The answer’s
easy. Of course. As much as he doesn’t mind this life—after all, he’s worked much, much
worse jobs, for far, far worse company—a chance to hold his own practice, carry his own
living, is a dream that’s never been in his reach but he’s stretched his hand toward all the
same. 

He tries to tell them as much, but Kevin cuts him off before Aaron can repeat the matter of
the law’s restriction. 

“I know what the law says. But if that is what you want, then that is what will happen,”
Kevin says simply.

Aaron can only scoff. “You can’t work miracles.” He has the peculiar sense of déjà vu but
he’s not sure why. 

“Of course I can’t,” Day says easily. That same confidence and conviction. How Aaron used
to loath him for it. Now, after nearly two years, he wonders what battles Day survived to give
him that muster. “But I can work the courts. And I have.”

It takes a second for Aaron to piece together Kevin’s words. “What?”

Kevin shrugs as if it’s obvious. “It’s a ridiculous law, sorely outdated. I can’t fathom the state
upholding it when push comes to shove. Besides, the law has no restrictions on schooling. By
the time you’re ready to test for license, the restriction itself could very well be gone.”

Aaron turns in his seat to gape at Day. The man is holding back a tired but self-assured grin,
and when Aaron looks back over at Matt, the latter’s expression is more neutral, waiting for
Aaron’s reaction. So they’ve been talking about this. 

We’ve been waiting months for the right time.

“You say it so easily,” Aaron can only say. “As if this is a simple matter.”

“At the end of the day,” Kevin shrugs, “it pretty much is.”

“It’s the law,” Aaron stresses as if he could possibly have forgotten.

“And laws can be undone.”



Aaron scoffs. “Not simply.”

“When push comes to shove…” 

Aaron swivels to face Matt. “Tell me I’m not the only who knows this is insane.”

Matt’s eyes twinkle. “He’s committed.”

“Committed?” Aaron gestures vaguely. “He doesn’t—“ he points at Kevin—“You don’t even
work in reformation law.”

Kevin shrugs again, shameless. “Perhaps. But I have friends who do.”

“Friends,” Aaron says, deadpan. He doesn’t feel as tired as he had before, a shot of
adrenaline at Day’s implications pushing him toward a strange sort of wakefulness that has
him not entirely sure if he’s not dreaming already. What a day it has been.

“Friends,” Kevin repeats. He exchanges a look with Boyd that has the latter hiding a laugh
behind a cough. “You remember some of them, I’m sure. If I do recall, Miss Muldani taught
us a wonderful carol.”

“Miss Muldani…” Aaron blinks. “She was at the Christmas party.”

“She was,” Kevin agrees.

“Not just a party,” Boyd adds quietly. Aaron raises a brow before his jaw drops on a silent
gasp. Oh, never mind. He is way too tired for this.

“It wasn’t just a party,” Kevin amends at Aaron’s expression. “It was also a meeting.”

“Like I said,” Matt says to Aaron. “He’s committed.”

“How…” Aaron swallows. “How long have you—“

“A couple months,” Kevin answers before Aaron can finish. He scratches his jaw in thought
and Aaron has to forcefully drag his eyes away from the slight stubble gracing the man’s
features. He looks as if he’s not going to say more, but with a sigh explains. 

“Back when I wasn’t sure if you’d testify, we…we wanted to give you something tangible.
Every time you got sick, you thought you had to take care of it yourself. Every time I or
Matty came down with a cough, you’d get this look in your eye like it was your responsibility
to heal us. You’d mentioned before wanting to practice medicine and…well, if there was
anything we could give you, why not at least try?”

Aaron tries to sift through what Day’s saying and not saying. Something tangible. If there was
anything we could give you. Back when I wasn’t sure if you’d testify.

“You knew if I didn’t testify,” Aaron shudders in a breath, “that there was no guarantee
Andrew would win his case. That’s what you’re saying isn’t it? So you…you’ve been
working to reform the other law. Because if my brother didn’t live, then…”



“Then at least you’d have a chance at living,” Kevin finishes softly. 

Aaron can only stare at him, lost for words.

“And again,” Kevin says, “I haven’t really done much—"

“Oh, he’s humble now,” Matt mutters, eyes fond.

Kevin ignores him. “I just made the proposal to some colleagues. It didn’t take much
convincing for the right handful take up the case.” 

“All this, just for my sake?” Now that, that’s too much for Aaron to believe. He’s just one
person. It would be ludicrous to upend the entire law for a single man, especially Aaron.

Kevin gestures vaguely. “My intentions were strongly focused, maybe. But the ones who
picked up the case? Well…You’d be surprised how many people are wrongly restrained by
such a law. I have no control over it anymore. Never really had. If anything,” he nods toward
Boyd, “Matty’s the one pulling most of the strings.”

“Huh?” Aaron gapes.

“All those business trips,” Kevin says, tone amused, for Boyd when the latter makes it
obvious he won’t explain himself, “all across the state. It shouldn’t surprise me still how
much influence a businessman holds amongst his colleagues, especially those as affluent and
generous as Matty’s. And yet, it still does.”

“I don’t understand,” Aaron says. Except he thinks he’s starting to.

“Courts aren’t self-sustaining,” Boyd finally murmurs in surrender. “I don’t know how to
work the law, but I do know how to work money. And sometimes those two are not so
different.” He shrugs. “Having donors under your sleeve is never a bad idea.”

“Oh my god.” Aaron scrubs a hand over his face, taking all this in. As surprised he is, it also
makes some strange sense, like he’s finally connecting dots he never realized were floating
bereft in the first place. Another thought strikes. “You said ‘coincidental timing’. So the
Christmas party…”

“Was a chance to touch base. Keep up the morale.” Kevin holds out his hand. Despite the
thoughts and questions swirling through Aaron’s mind, he doesn’t hesitate in placing his
palm atop Day’s. “We didn’t want to say anything until we knew for certain. We would never
give you false hope, Aaron. But after everything today… you deserve good news. It’s going
well. Lots of work, I hear, but all worth it. Initial hearings are due come February, and there’s
not a single word floating around about worthy opposition. Like I said, it’s an outdated law.
And no one around here has patience for the archaic.”

“So you’re saying…”

“We wouldn’t lie to you,” Kevin stresses. “Especially not about this.”



Matt kisses the side of Aaron’s temple and combs a stray lock behind Aaron’s ear. “So trust
us when we say this gift isn’t meant to mock or to tease or to give you false hope.” It’s like
they read Aaron’s mind—or, more likely, his initial expressions. “It’s—if you still want it,
something tangible to start with.”

Day nods. “Like we said earlier. You could go back to school, get your studies done. And by
the time Muldani and her team have secured a reformed licensing system, you’ll have
something to remind you that no matter what, you have people who will support you in the
future. Doctor or not. Whatever you choose to do, you should have that choice.” 

“And we’ll be there every step of the way,” Boyd adds, “as long as you want us.”

Aaron laughs wetly. “Don’t hold your breath. It’s me you’ll have to fight to keep away from.”

“Never.”

“I just…” Aaron shakes his head. He figures he must be in some state of shock. “‘Thank you’
doesn’t seem like enough.”

“It’s not a thanking matter,” Matt says simply. “All we can ask is that you never hide from us,
Aaron. Nor yourself. We’re in constant communications with Miss Muldani’s team. The very
second there’s an update, we are the first to know. Promise us that if this is something that
you want, or whatever else it may be, you won’t run from it.”

“I…Okay, yeah. Yes, I promise.”

If this were any other time, he reckons he’d be running through all corners of the house,
alternating between wonder and doubt and excitement and suspicion through every other
room. He figures his head and heart would take turning exploding before dubiously piecing
back together only to repeat the process all over again at the news.

But after the day he’s had running on little food and sleep and way, way too much happenings
to last a lifetime, he figures he’ll take what he’s been gifted—because it is a gift, one of the
last he’d ever expected, one he can’t deny—for what it is. He’ll deal with the rest of its
baggage later. Gods above, a chance to study again? He’d given up hopes of school years
ago. A chance to make a proper living for himself? It all seems to much. Too incredible. 

But maybe one day, it’ll be exactly as they claim. Too, tangible.

Day smiles to himself. “But can you believe, I almost thought we could’ve had both.”

“What do you mean?”

“Well, like I said. You chose to testify after all. That was another reason we never said
anything. One case is enough to deal with, but two? You didn’t need the stress of the first
one, much less a second. 

“But yet, for a little while, I almost thought we had Andrew’s case guaranteed. Until, well.”
He looks at the clock just about to strike twelve. “Around fifteen hours ago. ”



Oh, the irony. Aaron cracks what’s almost a smile before he can stop himself. 

“What?”

“It’s just.” Aaron shrugs. “It’s like you said this morning. We kind of still got what we
wanted. What were your words? ‘The end result is the same’.”

Kevin pulls a face at that. “If I remember correctly, you looked about ready to rip my head
out for saying that.”

“Can you blame me?”

Day laughs. “Not at all.”

“Thank the gods we have you to keep Kev humble,” Matt mutters, and it sends them all off
again. 

When they finally sober, Aaron leans his head back on Matt’s shoulder. He thinks of the
finely crafted stethoscope in its box, the pipe he never buried. He wonders if there’s
something more there in the space between, dots to be connected that he hasn’t quite
uncovered yet. He doesn’t think it quite matters. Not right now, at least. It’s been hell in a
day, and he’s ready to put it all away. Maybe he’ll unpack the stethoscope tomorrow. Maybe
he’ll let himself ask Day and Matt more about the case they’d kept secret, the laws they’re
always fighting and folding themselves around. Maybe he’ll let himself dream of a future day
where he wakes between Boyd and Kevin, not as their servant but the state’s as a licensed
man. Kate would smile indulgently at him if she heard his thoughts. Gods, does he have some
explaining to do when she returns. How in hell is he gonna—

But no. He doesn’t have to worry about any of that now. The clock finally, finally strikes
midnight, twelve chimes ringing loud and low throughout the space. Andrew and Abram’s
appearance already feels like another lifetime—a different lifetime—ago where Aaron rests
between Kevin and Matt. The ghosts are gone. The fire is settled. Christmas is finally over. 

“I reckon that’s enough talk for tonight,” Boyd circles a finger around Aaron’s throat,
carefully ignoring the healing mark to feel Aaron’s pulse. Aaron burrows closer. “Can we
finally sleep now?”

Aaron, warm and not alone and somewhere strangely close to one day being happy, can’t
help but smile at that. 

“Funny, Boyd. I thought you’d never ask.”

Chapter End Notes

katelyn, returning after two weeks on holiday thinking her engagement is the hottest
news: alright gang what did i miss



aaron:

katelyn:

aaron:

aaron just now dropping kev's and matt's hands: actually kate,,, ur never gonna fuckin
believe this--



End Notes

thank you for reading! find me and my self-indulgent bs on tumblr at chai-and-cherries (i was
ravens-play-exy-too but moved blogs)
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